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NOTICES.

Wrapper Blankets.

STREET, PORTLAND, Me.
AT «7
Terms—Eiglit Dollars a Year. To mail subscribers. Seven Dollars a Year. 11 paid In advance.
Rates of advertising—One Inch ol space
the length ol column, or twelve lines nonpareil
constitutes a "square."
$1.60jper square, daily, first week ; 75 cents per
week after; three insertions or less, ί 1.00, continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents;
one week, $1.00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one-tnird additional.
Under head of "Amusements" and "Auction
Sales," $2.00 per square per week ; three inserBXOHANOB

In new stylos and new colors;
Ladies' and Gentlemen's Wrappers
just received.
Blanket Sale all this week, at

ROYAL nmt
^9 »o LufrLY FHK

tions

octn

Parlor Furniture,
B. ft. Atkinson & Go.
just

Ave

In

receipt

a

handsome

POWDER

Plush and Hair Cloth Parlor Suits,
at hitherto unheard-of prices. Now is the time
to buy for eash or Vé down and the balance by the
week or month.
We shall offer this month Hair Cloth Parlor
Suits, 7 pieces complete, for $35 ; $8 down, balance $4 per month or $1 per week.
Plush Parlor Suits, full 7 pieces. Embossed Mo
hair, at $45 and $50 per set. Terns, $10 down
and the balance $5 per month or $1.25 per week.
Crushed Mohair Plush Parlor Suits, combination
of colors, for just $55 and upwards.
Terms, $10
down, balance $5 per month. And besides these
we have lower priced and higher priced goods,
over 90 styles to select from.
Come and see the goods. Open every evening.
Electric Lights! on three floors. Elevator to every
floor.

Pearl and

Cor.

Absolutely

Pure.

marvel of purity,
strength and wliolesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and can not be sold in
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
cans. Royal Baking Powder Co., 106 Wall St.'
Ν. Y.
ju2dly
This

powder never varies.

ary temperature.
The indications for New England are fair
weather, southerly winds with no decided
change in temperature.
LOCAL WEATHER BKPOKT.

Portland, Me., Oct. 10, 1886.
|7 A M I 3P M 111 Ρ
Barometer
Therino'r.
Dew Point.
Wind

Velocity—

Weather...
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Clairvoyant and Botanic Physician
.TIE DI C'A I

592 CONGRESS

KOOHN

ME.

S1^ POKTIMD,

Dr. Reed treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
tieirto; all cases that are given up as incurable
by the allopathic and homoeopathic physicians. I
will take their case to treat and cure them. I find
about four-fifths of the cases given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place of residence ana
Examination at the
one 2-cent stamp and #2.00.
office $1, and consultation free.
Office Honr»-9 a. ω. to ». μ. ω. aplOsntf

BEST ΤΗ!Nu KNOWN

«·«

LADOIt, TIMi: nal SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gieea universal satisfactions
tfo family, rich or poor should be without it.
Sold by ali Grocers. BEW ARE of Imitation·
jyell designed to mislead. PEAKLINE is tho
5NLÏ SAFE labor saving compound, and
always bears the above symbol, and name of
JAMES FYSJE. NEW YORKFIIVAIVC1AL.

St.,

IVo. 2

MEMBERS OF

sndtf

CARPETS

Portland,

Me 30.22

Mt.Washin'n
Boston, Mass 30.27

New London 3υ.24
Albany, Ν. Y
New York... 30.25
Philadelphia. 30.2G
Washington- 30.22
Norfolk, Va 30.22
Charleston.. 30.14
8avannah,Ga 30.30
New Orleans 29.92

30.24|

I

and Rostou Stock

Nnv Vorli, Chicago
Exchaii gee.
PRIVATE WIRES TO

New York, ChicntfO Wa*>hiugtou, Port·
In ι·-J, Fall River, Providence, and New
ocfclleodSinos
Bcator:!.

30.18
Buffalo, N.Y. 30.22
30.20
Oswego...
30.20
Cleveland.
Detroit...
30.19
Alpena,Mich 30.11

FOR THE MILLION.

B.A. Atkinson & Co.,
AT THE

Cer. Pearl and Middle Sts.,

Milwaukee. 30.11
Duluth. Minn 29.991
St.Paul.Miun 29.98
8t. Louis. Mo] 30.09|
Leavenworth 29.98
Omaha, Neb. 29.941
Yankton
St. Vincent.. 30.17

in

Body Brussels,
Tapestry Brussels,
All Wool, Cotton and Wool,

popular
goods*from
Over 07,000 yards
mills; Roxbury, Lowell. Bigelow, Higgins, Park,
and
with
care,
selected
great
Medal,
etc.,
Gold
whicli we shall offer at prices that will astonish
the

of

everybody.
Morning, IV ο on, Ai'fci-ucou
Kvening Up to 9 O'clock.

Coiue in the

sntf

oc8

ACME BANJO

METHOD.

«7 IV. P. B. CUBTftMM. Price
Mr. Curtiss, whose Guitar Method has long
of
been a standard, does real service to the lovers
thoroughly good and
good music at home, by his
75
than
less
diagrams
entertaining instructor. No
illustrates the positions of the lingers. Simple exvocal and instrumental
planations and very sweet
music fill a book, which is destined to make the
«legant, modern Banjo still more appreciated aud

jpopular.

THE ROYAL SINCER

Holds the field against all comers as the chief
Good music,
book for singing classes in 1880-7.
sacred and secular.
Improved instructions. L.
O. Emerson. 60 cts., §6 per dozen.
Sojig Greeting (60 cts.) for High Schools ; Sowj
JJells 8>0 cts.) or Sotvr Reader (Book I, 50 cts.,
Kook II, 60 cts.) for Common Schools, and Gems
a comfor Little Sinyers (30 cts., §3 per doz.)form
set for music teaching in schools.

plete

SONGS OF PROMISE,
is the newest
(85 ets.> Tenney and Hoffman, collection,
3b ook for Sunday Schools. Superior
Pra ise
in press and nearly ready—Anthems of

Real Estate Mortgage Securities.
I am sending Fiiet Mortgagee on real estate
to eastern parties, netting them seven per cent,
per annum, with the interest payable eenii-auuually. I loan only one-third of the value of the
seoHrity, mid attend to all collections of 1)0111 interest anô principal. The mortgages are in the
form of Bonds with interest coupons attached.
I will be pleased to correspond with parties and
Address.
give full particulars.
S. II. RIIRNIIAM, Eincoln, Neb.
References
JUDOK W. W. VIRGIN,
)
Hon. JOS I AH H. DRUMMOND, Portland, Me.
)
Hon. C. Γ. LIBBY.
Me.
M.
Hon. H.
BEARCE, Norway,
sepl7eod3m

WOODBURY & JIOULTOJI,

BANKERS
Cor. Middle and

BOOKS HAILED FOR RETAIL PRICE.
OLIVER IHTSOV & CO., Koston.
eod&wtf
oct7

Exchange

Street.

Choice Securities, suitable for
Savings Banks and Trust
Funds constantly on hand.
eodtf
1au1.3

J. B. BROWN & SONS,

BANKERS,
No. 218 Middle Street.
Continental
Exthnug
Mterling an«l
bought and «old at mont favorable rate*.
Travelling and Commercial Letter* of
Credit I*ened, available in all tbe Principal Ci tie* of Κ iirope.
Investment Securitie* Bought aud Sold.
eodtf
jaii31

PULLEN, CROCKEfi k CO.,
Bankers and Brokers,

NO.33 EXCHANCE STREET.
Member* of the IV. V. Sior!
Private

Wire

to

New

Ext Itnngc.
York and Boston.

INVESTMENT SECURITIES FOR SALE.
IVΚ W VOKK (ΟΓ.Ι!ΐ:ΜΙ'(ΙΛΟΚ.ΜΧ,

CREEN & BATEMAN.

PIANO CLASSICS,
wltli good pianists.
($1.00) t( ϋ great favorite

STREET, Portland.
ianldtf

No. 104 MIDDLE
January 1.1884.

or

Isaac C. Atkinson, Manager.SI

°

BOSTON,

F

PRINCE & CO.
Quotations constantly displayed.
H.

ΗΤΑΝ LEY T.
deel

PlILLEN,

Fit ASK

0. CROCKER,
eodtf

CSTABLMIE1) 1854.

NEW FAU. GOODS. H.M.PAYSON&GO.

Combination Dress Ooods,
Cloaktii|;s,
Wrapper Flannels,
Wrapper Blankets,
Jersey Stripes,
New Fancy Velvets,
New Colored Plushes,
New Winter Shawls,
New Silk Underwear,
New Jersey Underwear.
New Beaded Oloves,
New Kerr's Spool Cotton,
Itew
New
New
New
New

better variety and at
than tliey can be

prices

lower

bought

elsewhere.

Bankers! Brokers,
Securities

Investment

Bought

and Sold.

EXCHANGE

32

ST.

jy28

eocltf

SWAN & BARRETT,

J. M. DYER & CO., Bankers and Brokers
511
ocIS

Congress St.eoiltf

Rogers andBros.'AI Tableware.

KNIVES, SPOONS, FORKS, U
&
1 am oflcjnc special inducements In Eogers
Bros.' Α 1 Tajile Ware, as every one will be convinced by glvtug me a call, that my prices are the
lowest.

"OUR OWN"

186 MIDDLE STRffiT.
Dealers in Bonds and Stocks.
INVESTMENT

SECURITIES

for Savings Banks and Trust
constantly on

han^

F^nds

PHILADELPHIA lOMPAJTÎ.
Geo. Westinghousk, Jk., President.
Stock of this Gas Co. for sale, paying dividends
Wesof 12 pereentperyear; payable every month.
β to 7 per
tern city and farm mortgages paying
New York.
cent. P. (;. i»fiiter»on, 11 Pine St.,
deowtf
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Eichelbebgeii,
Sergeant, Signal Corps, U. S. a
W. W.

A Century Old.
Βατή, Oct. 9.—Mrs. Eleanor Moore, of
Georgetown, aged 100 years and 5 days, died
this morning.
Robbery at Freeport.
PftBHPoitT, Oct. 9.—Oiie υΓ the most daring
burglaries ever accomplished in Freeport was
perpetrated Tuesday night. The residence
of Col. William Gore was entered through a
back window by cutting through a wire

screening. Entering the house they proceeded to the chamber occupied by Mr, Gore and
wife, took an elegant gold watch, chain and
seal, a pair of trousers (containing a wallet,
Ransackwith money and other valuables.
ing the house below, they took all the silver
ware they could find, including spoons, napkin rings, and after mixing things up they
decamped, taking their booty with them.
A Swindler Arrested.

Bangok, Oct. 9.—G. W. McCurdy, who
has been victimizing people in various parts
of the State by a jewelry swindle, visited
Bangor today and received several hundred
dollars. He left on the train but was arrested at Bumhani, and brought back here and
lodged in the police station.
In Financial Trouble.

Lewibton, Oct. 9.—About two weeks ago
the weavers of David Cowan's mill struck,
on account of dissatisfaction with their second hand, S. M. Doughty. The management
of the concern did not appear to be very
anxious to settle the matter, and rumors
were set afloat that they were not solvent.
This rumor was strengthened when a very
heavy note, $18,000, which was signed by Mr.
Cowan, was protested, and the endorsers
One of
were called upon to pay the same.
the indorsers is said to be Col. Israel R.
Bray, a heavy wool dealer, to whom Mr.
Cowan is also indebted for other amounts.
Col. Bray placed an attachment on the mill
yesterday, sending out all of the employes
present, and placing a keeper in charge of
affairs. Mr. Cowan is mayor of Lewiston,
and one of its most respected business men.
As Col. Bray tells the story, the concern
owed him $19,500, and helmade a demand for
his pay. Then the firm sent him S5000 in
notes, which he accepted. The notes were
made for different times, and one of them for
$300 became due recently. Col. Bray sent it
to Case, Leland & Co., the Boston selling
agents of the concern, for payment. He
was immediately informed by the Boston
house that D. Cowan & Co. had no funds
there, and so the note went to protest. Col.
Bray thereupon made up his mind to find out
what the trouble was with D. Cowan & Co.'s
financial matters. The affairs of the firm are
now in process of adjustment; leading credThe
itors are examining their accounts.
total indebtedness of the firm is $80,000, so
far as ascertained. A director in a Lewiston
bank has looked over the mill property, and
says inert; IS lnuic uiuu euuugu υ υ μ-ay uuiitii
for dollar. Mr. Cowan says that whatever
course is taken, the creditors will get 100
cents on the dollar. Mr. Cowan has done his
best to make arrangements to protect the

creditors.

A Prize Fight,
Dover, Ν. H., Oct.il.—There was a prize
fight with bare knuckles at South Berwick
last night between Larry Gallagher, of Boston, and Martin Burns of this city. Twelve
rounds were fought in an hour and twenty
minutes, and the fight was then declared a
draw, both men being equally punished.
Burns recovered
The purse was divided.
sufficiently to fight another battle this afternoon near this city, also with bare knuckles,
this time his opponent being Bill Fenton of
Fenton knocked ills antagonist
this city.
out in the second round. Burns was terribly
punished in the two encounters, but fought
gamely. The stake in each fight was 850 a
side.
Prize Fighter Arrested.
Dover, Ν. H., Oct. 10.—Martin Burns,
one of the contestants in the Burns-Gallagher prize fight, Friday, and also one of the
principals in the Burns-Fenton fight yesterday, was arrested this morning and will be
arraigned in the police court tomorrow-

Tort laFd

sep24

Aleo full line of "my own" manufacture, which
for style, Quality and linisli has few equals and no
superior In the w>rld.
a

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Ac.,
Cleansed, Kepaired and
Warranted,

7

FEB CENT BONDS GUARANTEED
More

Co.
by the Nliouallrr Morlisnge
than fifty Savings Banks in New Hampshire
Insurance
also
Island,
Vermont and Rhode
Individuals are
Companies, Societies anil
Call or
securities.
of
class
in
this
investing
address for illustrated pamphlet,

JOHN M. FREEMAN, Agent.
HO. II EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND. ME.
dym*

the newly established prices.

A. M. WENTWORTH,
509 CONGRESS ST.

57
50
60
64
64
60
63
71
72
75
68
04
58
59
57

MAINE.

and Cotton and Hemp

CARPETS.
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SHURTLEFF,

ARETAS

the

Velvet,
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Dead wood...
Bismarck,Da, 30.14

tfs & 4s
6s & 4s Rath
Rockland
Maine Central.. 7s & 5e
No. Pacific Goid..«s
4s
P. & O. It. Κ—6s
Anson

PORTLAND,
Here is one of the finest carpet floors
United States with a stock of

Clm

Denver, Col.. 29.77
El Paso, Tex. 29.85

Β Ο Ki Eï S Σ

than is offered by

54

591

Marquette.. 29.99
Chicago, Ills 30.14:

North

The Hall,
The Stair,
The Parlor,
The Sitting Room,
The Hitting Room,
The Chamber
or Oilcloth for the Kitchen,

30.09|

Pittsburg....

Cheyenne.

Never diet the people of any cily In the Unluu
have a better opportunity afforded them to buy
Carpets of every grade for the

eodtf

FOIt

ALL.

b.

E. J.

s.,

Lawrence,
!

TRUST COMPANY
First National Bank Building.
City, County and Bailroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Securities.
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Kate, ch. ni., F. J. Watts, Norridgewock..2
5
Mose, g. g., G. A. Alden. Waterviile
Time—2.341/a, 2.3314, 2.3214.
2.35 CLASS.
G. It. Palmer, Dover, b. in. Isabelle
4
F. J. Watts, Norridgewock, ch. in.
Kate
6
Clias. Stackpole, Gardiner, r. g.
Hamlet
Γ.2
F. S. Tiltou, Oakland, br. g. Fred S. .3
G. A.
g.g. Mose .7
0. H. Matthews, Watervule, b. s.
Cloudnian
G
C. H. Nelson, Waterviile, b. m. Jer1
sey Lily

7

B

7 dr.

3

4

4

5

2 111
<>
4 5
17 2 4
β

2

3

3

5

3

5

2

Tlme-2.35V4, 2.341/2, 2.35M., 2.35Vî, 2.35V*.
2.60

Startle, br. g.,
Young
Jackson
Black

CLASS.

G. C.

Strap, blk. g., A.

Unity

Edwards,

1

4

5

S
Albion. .2

3
2

2
4

2

β

1

H.

interest allowed on deposits

Ex-

Clark,

M. P., b. g.. A. B. Wellington,
Olive Brooks, br. m., Thomas McGugle,
Gardiner
5 C
Silver Knox, blk. g., Charles Sylves4 1
Augusta
b. s., A. li. Yates, Waterviile—(I 5
Time—2.88, 2.4514, a.49, no time.
BICYCLE EACE, 2 IN 3, HALF MILE.

Juxta,

3
1

Κ. T. Patten, Skowhegan
F. M. Perkins, Waterviile
C. F. McGuire. Waterviile
Η. B. Wood, Waterviile

1
2
4
3

A Reduction *f the Force in the Government Printing Office.

Y

VV

..

In the free-for-all race, Lawrence lowered
the four-year-old record in this State from
2.34, made by Dictator IChief, to 2.32J, thus
proving himself a trotter and demonstrating
his staying qualities.
Α. Π. Rice, Waterviile, gave an exhibition
mile with his black stallion Echo, by Victor.
The horse trotted easily and squarely in 2.37.
The moose was brought out again and by
dint of persuasion a good rate of speed was
secured to the quarter where he tipped the
sulky and bolted for the stables, doing no

Pensions to Maine Disabled Soldiers.
Washington, Oct. 9.—The following pensions have been allowed to people in Maine:
T. M. Daniels, Belfast.
W. 1'. Bennett, Meddybembs.
A. P. Sherman, Wiscasset.
J. Q- Adams, Houltou.
J. E. Currier. Cherryfield.
W. A. Holun, South Windsor.
G. W. Lamb, Portland.
J. W. C. Starbird, Bangor.
Dorcas S. While, widow of S. S. White, Solon.
T. W. Turney, Presque Isle.
B. S. Hodgton, Lewiston.
Phelinda, widow of Jonathan Lewis, Clinton.
Pensions were increased to the following :
A. Merrill, Phillips.
A. S. Cunningham. Brooks.
J. Hussey, North Car me].
B. F. Smith, WhltneyviUe.
Β. H. Butler, South Norridgewock.
J. E. Parson, Ellsworth.
D. Kins, Lewiston.
W. Weiler, Bangor.
It. G. Tibljetts, West Corinth.
J. Turner, North Haven.
J. W. c.rindle, North Pe>-«»ocoi.

S?8l*ark^'EaS Belmont.

C. W.

Shores, East Corinth.

Postal Changes.
The following changes in the Maine postal
service have beenl announced :
Postmasters Commissione U,
A. Cate, Dresden.
D. S. Currier, Sargentville.
Cltange in Star Schedule.
Koute from Kockland to Foster Centre.
Leave
Kockland daily except Sunday at 10.30 a. m., or
on arrival of mail from Heme.
Arrive at Foster
Centre in 1 hour. Leave Foster Centre daily, except Sunday at 12 m. Arrive at Kockland at 1
p. 111.
The Postoffice Department has issued an

order increasing the mail service between
Centre Lincolnville to Belfast to three times
a week to take effect Oct. 12.

Report from the Land Office.

McCarthy's Lecture.

Boston,

Oct. 10.—Justin McCarty addressed a large audience in the Boston Theatre tonight. Mayor O'Brien introduced the
distinguished speaker, who made substantia llyl the same address which
has
he
already delivered since his arrival in his
country. The gathering was intensely interested and attentive. It had hisses for Matthew Arnold, Churchill and Salisbury, and
a few for John Bright, while every mention
of
Gladstone's
name
was greeted with
cheers.
Charged With Teaching Heresy.

Proceedings have been begun against three
professors of Andover Theological Seminary
upon a charge of teaching heresy and they

Commissioner
SDarks. of the General
jLand Office, lias submitted his report ot opThe sales,
erations ίor the last fiscal year.
entries and selections of public land embrace 2,099,9(j7 acres.
Receipts from the
disposal of public lands were $7,412,767. Of
the Indian lands there were 1,132,596 acres
disposed of, the receipts of which amounted
to §607,729.
Veterans at the White House.
A portion of an excursion party of veterof the old 7th, 10th and 37th Massachusetts regiments, from the vicinity of Springfield, who have been visiting Gettysburg, arrived in the city last evening and spent toThe President
day walking about the city.
gave them a special reception this afternoon.
This evening they left for Fredricksburg.
ans

Forty IVlore Heads.
Public Printer Benedict cut off the heads
have been summoned to appear before the"
of 40 more employes in the government
board of visitors the latter part of this
printing office today. He will have to make
month. Should the decision of the board not
further reductions in order to bring his exbo satisfactory the matter will be appealed
penditures down to his appropriations. Some
to the Supreme Court upon the question as
will be made on Monday.
to whether the provisions under which the
trust funds of the seminary are held have or
Death of George W. Adams.
have not been violated by the teachings.
George W. Adams, president of the EvenThere are no names made public but it is
ing Star Newspaper Company, died at his
known that the accused are editors of the
home this morning.
Andover Review, and their accusers are
three prominent Congregational ministers,
Money Improperly Allowed a State.
two of whom are now retired.
Third Auditor Williams of the Treasury
Department, in looking up the claim of sevFIRE RECORD.
eral States for indemnity for expenses incurred in defending the United States during the late war, and in acts supplemental
Flour Mills Burned.
thereto, finds that the State of Indiana has
Oct.
10.—The
Amanda
Miudletown, O.,
been "erroneously, improperly and unlawFlour mills, two miles south of here, were
fully allowed" various amounts; "first, in
burned late last night.
The loss is $70,000 ;
excess of vouchers ; second, twice for the
and thiid, amounts allowed
insurance, $10,000.
same service ;
without vouchers ; in all amounting to $46,Disastrous Blaze in a Pennsylvania
123. Auditor Williams has written the govMining Town.
ernor of Indiana, enclosing an abstract givdetails, that he may take such action as
Punxsutawney, Pa., Oct. 9.—Half the ing
lie deems best. The abstract, he says, serves
business portion of this town was destroyed
show
that
carelessness or something
to
by fire tins morning. Most of the buildings worse in the gross
settlement and adjustment in
were new, having been rebuilt after the fire
for
which some person or
these accounts,
or seven years ago.
The fire started in the
persons then iu the Third Auditor's office
St. Elmo Hotel at about 2 o'clock, and spread
are responsible. Take, fcr example, voucher
so rapidly to the surrounding property that
of Ο. H. Kendrick,
by daylight 85 buildings in the business part No. 130, onthetheaccount
abstract filed by the State,
charged
of the town were in ashes.
the
Among
Third
and allowed by the
Auditor, for $3930
buildings destroyed were the St. Elmo Hotel whereas
the voucher itself called for
block, Washington House, the First Nationthe
thus
amounts
$2930,
raising
al Bank, Rosenburg's dry goods establishaccount
of
$1000. Voucher No.
3314,
ment, Campbell's grocery ana Knorr & Co.'s Robert
&
for
Bennett
voucher
$54 is
Co.,
hardware store. The loss will reach $105,000
charged on abstract filed by the State and alon
which there Is an insurance of about
lowed .by the third auditors office $5,425, a
$100,000. The origin of the fire is unknown. difference
of $53,710; voucher No. 4611, account of A. Bookwalter, amounting to $9.50,
THE CHICACO ANARCHISTS.
is charged on the abstract presented by the
State and allowed by the third auditor for
$950. There are other like items for smaller
The Death Sentence Pronounced by
accounts. The auditor concludes by stating
that it is perhaps proper he should add that
Judge Cary.
erroneous and unlawful allowances shown
occurred at various times ; first, in the year
Chicago, Oct. 9.—There w< re hundreds of of 1865, and continuing down
t_· the year
people in the criminal court building in Chi- 1874, and that claims in which other charges
cago today desirous of listening to the conwere discovered appear to have been formuclusion of the speech of Anarchist Parsons
lated and filed by (fen. W. H. Terrill, late
of hearing the
and with the expectation
mititary secretary to the governor and
death sentence pronounced.
Thomas B. McCarthy, former auditor of the
Parsons resumed his speech as soon as the
State, who were legal representatives of the
court opened. He created something of a
State in such matters.
sensation by declaring in a very dramatic
and impressive manner that he had positive
Contagious Pleuro-Pneumonia.
proof that the bomb which created such deOct. 10.—The CommissionWashington,
struction at Haymarket was thrown by an
written to A. W.
er of Agriculture has
agent of New York capitalists and monopo- Cheever,
of the
Massachusetts
secretary
lists,Jwho sent the man to Chicago to take Cattle Commission, Boston, as follows:
this means of breaking up the eight hour
"In reply to your question as to whether
movement.
there can be any doubt as to the existence
Parsons ceased speaking at 3.45 p. m., and
of contagious plenro-pneumonia among the
Judge Gary then sentenced the seven Anar- cattle
of certain distillery stables in Chicachists to be hanged December 3rd.
go, I would state that Dr. Salmon, chief of
the bureau of animal industry, and Doctors
The Late Archbishop Purcell's Debts.
Merry, Trumbower, Herr, Rose and Rowveterinarians of long service in the buCincinnati, Ohio, Oct. 10.—Archbishop land,
reau of animal industry and of much
expeElder has addressed a long letter to the
rience in diagonising and detecting this diCatholic clergy and laity of the diocese of
sease unhesitatingly pronounce
it pleuroCincinnati on the subject of the late ArchIn repneumonia or lung plague of cattle.
bishop Purcell's debts of about $4,000,000.
ply to the question what the department is
The Archbishop, after denying the report
toward
the
disease, I
doing
exterminating
that the pope had ordered him to pay off the
would state that it is doing all possible under
claims on the debt says : "If it were right
the law passed for the establishment of the
that churches and other institutions in the
bureau of animal industry, but this law is so
diocese should be sold for those claims I
defective as are the laws of the various
would not wait for any suit at law to sell
the
States
where
plague exists that
them all and begin again in rented halls, but
a measure of extirpation cannot be
taken
these churches, schools and asylums do not
unless all those interested in the cattle inbelong to ine. They were built or bought dustry of the country
in
a united effort
join
with the money of the people to serve the
to secure the passage by Congress ihis winand
highest possible interests of themselves
ter of a law that will give this department
children.and future generations for all time
authority to slaughter diseased and exposed
to come, but the truth is that the debt is not
animals."
of the diocese or church, because money entrusted to Archbishop Purcell was not loaned
The owners
Breaking Records.
to him for religious purposes.
brought it to him to take care of it when
Spuing field, Mass., Oct. 10.—Frank F.
and
they were afraid to trust it with banks
Ives of Meriden, Conn., one of the Victor
merchants."
bicycle team, made a 100-milê ride on HampAfter explaining that Archbishop Purcell
den I'ark track today, to capture records.
was accustomed to loan money at 6 per cent.He was paced throughout and rode mognifiinterest without any security, and that he
cently till his second stop at 08 miles for
lost enormous sums in this manner, the adfood. After that he rode in poorer form till
dress refers to the steps taken to relieve the
he finished the 100 miles, doing it in G hours,
■tost destitute and concludes : After a good
5 minutes, 45 3-fi seconds, which is 45 minutes
we have
deal of study and consideration
above the English world s record of 5 hours,
devised a way by which to overcome the obdo minutes, 50 3-5 seconds, made by Frye in
In our
stacle which lms caused our delay.
1883. Ives, however, has made new Ameridiocesan synod which is to be held this
can reoords up to 100 miles, his record for
month I hope to complete arrangements for
that distance here just a year ago bting 0
I would not excite
carrying it into effect.
hours, 25 minuses, 30 seconds. The day was
the vain hope of obtaining an amount even
warm and without a breeze,
lie began at
approaching to the sum of the claims but we 10.22 a. m. and took a rapid pace, doing 20
snail uo wiiai we can.
miles 5G0 yards inside an hour. From 32 to
A large meeting of Archbishop Purcell's
υυ uiiitjs ne siiwisiieu
nie recoras oaaiy anu
creditors was held this afternoon, and a rehis new world's records are likely to stand
ply prepared to the address of Archbishop
for some time.
Then he rested eight minElder's statement that the debts were not
utes for food. lie rode then to U8 miles
diocesan, but the personal debts of Rev. Ed- without resting again, making world's
ward Purcell, and cites the sworn testimony
records. From thereon
ho stuck to his
of Archbishop Purcell to show that Rev.
machine but did not touch the records.
Edward Purcell attended to the financial
affairs by authority of the Archbishop.
The Strike at

Exciting Election Contest,
Louisville, Ky., Oct. 10.—A fierce and
exciting Congressional contest waged in
this district for the past three months
against Albert S. Willis for the appointment of a Republican postmaster in tins city
bv the Courier-Journal and Times, representing the Democracy of the city and
county, terminated last night by the defeat
of Willis by Asher C. Carruth. The contest
has been very bitter, religion and personalities being dragged into the campaign. The
Democratic primary resulted in a sweeping
victory for Carruth, every ward in the city
going for him. Willis lost the precinct in
which he lived, as well as the ward. Carruth's majority in the city will be 1200,
while the country is very close. Willis
friends made strong efforts to elect him and
it is said that $50,000 were expended in his
interest and $20,000 were spent in buying
votes for him.

Victim of Bunco Steerers.

IlAVEiiinr.r., Mass., Oct. 9.—Abel Chase,
one of Haverhill's wealthiest and most aged
citizens, was the victim of a party of bunco
steerers last evening, who obtained a large
amount of money on the pretext of desiring
to purchase a valuable lot of real estate. He
was induced to purchase a ticket in a lottery
and lost $1000. Chase, who is 80 years old,
could not identify the place he was taken to
by the steerers and they have probably made

Chicago.

Cuicaoo, Oct. 10.—There was no disturbance at th· stockyards today, but the entire
vicinity of the great packing house was
bustling with significont preparations. Finkerton's force at the yards has been inoreased
to 400 men, and each one of them is armed
with a revolver and repeating rifle. Today
the large packing establishment of Washington Butchers' Sons was converted into barracks and will be the headquarters of the
force till the trouble has blown over.
Tonight a number of patrol wagons stand about
the barracks and horses to draw them are
quartered

near

by,

Minister Cox Arrives Home.
Nkw York, Oct. 9.—S. S. Cox. minister to
Turkey, arrived today on the La Champagne.
He says his visit here is partly to consult
with President Cleveland on important business connected with his mission.
He frankly says he will be a candidate for re-election
to Congress if his old constituents will nominate him, but will not in any event be the
Democratic candidate for Mayor at Cincinnati.

Opium Seized.

A Plot Discovered.

San Francisco, Oct.
9.—The custom
house authorities have.seizecÇgûO.OOO of opium
which was consigned in disguise of tea to
Chung, Yek & Co., of this city. It was
brought over on the steamer Belgic from
Hong Kong and Yokohama, which arrived
last Thursday.

Oct. 10.—A plot has
been discovered to create a revjlt throughout
the two Bulgarias by means of armed bands
engaged by Russian consulates at Sofia,
Phillippopolis and Rustchuk. Several ringleaders have been arrested.

Nominated for Congress.
Oet. 10.—The Republicans of the Fourth District nominated John
Q. Boldeu for Congress.

good

their escape.
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The Notable

Men Who Entered the
Creat Discussion.

Des Moines, la., 9. -I'he American Board
concluded their labors yesterday, and most
of the members left for home in the after11 was Vl;ry plain yester-

ulgllt
?hat?heiewa8lïJLjva.8.
one sWe aXch^nHie-61^
as to future
question

"efole.

probation

to leave no sting behind to either element.
It was practically an agreed settlement, aud the new faith people appeared
to feel that, with the showing tney made,
ti[ey had won as much or more victory than
they expected. The disposition of the controversey was in reality not decisive. It did
not come up in a form defining the issues
sharply enough to make a formal and final
settlement of it, and so, as the venerable Dr.
Hopkins said, the two seas, in meeting practically became one again, although tne decision, so far as it went, and the manifest
power in numbers to make the decision were
clearly with the adherents of the old faith.
The vote in thet>oard was in the proportion
of two to one, but the new departure felt
as
the great
very proud of the
one,
strength they proved to have in a corporation which is very close.
The meeting
has been a notable oneiin the religious world.
It will become more and nmre and more ao
lu icii&luus literature if the new faith shall
grow, and not merely survive fora few years
and pass away and be forgotten. In its general features, this meeting ranks among the
most successful that have been held.
But,
as was often remarked, there was not that
uplifting of of spirit and that (manifestation
of moral power that have been seen in other meetings because of the shadow that lias
rested over it from the beginning. The members came anticipating trouble over the doctrinal question that had been raised, and
every session of the board until|it was reached was held under a cloud of anxiety and
deep concern. It was a notable scene when
the great debate began on Thursday. The
vast audience was breathless with suppressed excitement. Every one seemed to
realize that a contest of intellectual giants
was approaching, and there was the still
stronger feelinglof interest that a crisis in religiouse belief and practice had been reached,
and happy would it be if it could be averted
without a sacrifice of moral principal or a
needless wounding of Christian spirit. The
group of men upon the stage was one seldom
seen together and never to be forgotten. The
venerable Mark Hopkins, with clear-cut feaso as

in the president's chair, carrying his honors
of 84 years with a repose and dignity that
would grace any
assemblage on earth.
At his right was Dr. Clarke, one of the for
eign secretaries, a man of splendid presence,
straight as an arrow,with a magnificent head
on broad and
substantial shoulders, who is
justly regarded as one of the leaders
of the board. At his lest sat Dr. Merrill of
St. Louis, the recording secretary, a handsome, scholarly looking man, prompt and
decisive in every movement.
Behind him
sat President Bartlett of Dartmouth College
a man slight in stature, but with an intellectual cast and commanding presence that
gave him prominence among all his associates. Grouped on either hand were distinguished men of the church, presidents of
colleges, editors, preachers, professors and
men prominent in the commercial and financial world, all of thein intent on catching
The inevery word of the great discussion.
terest in the audience was no less intense.
Men and women leaned forward on their
seats in order that nothing should be uissed.
And so the audience sat through the six
hour's debate.
It was a memorable scene
and a memorable occasion.
There .seems to
be some little misunderstanding as to the
those
outcome
the great debate,
of
who did not watch
very closely being
were the
unable to tell exactly what
can
be
of
It
said
terms
peace.
briefly that the precise subject of the debate
Dr.
Bartlett
was the resolution reported by
indorsing the prudential committee in its
stand in refusing to send out missionaries
who believed or had doubts about the question of future probation. As some thought
the resolution indefinite and liable to be misunderstood, Dr. Noble offered an amendment
expressly stating that the board did not believe in future probatiod, and requesting the
prudential committee to report the sentiment
of the board in this regard when selecting
missionaries. As this was thought by some
to be too harsh and inflexible, Dr. Chapin of
Beloit offered a substitute which meant substantially the same, though not so severely
and arbitrarily stated. The debate raged
over
these successive
resolutions, and
finally the Chapin substitute was adopted on a
viva
voce
vote
by a ma'ority of about two to one, the corporate members, about SO, alone voting.
Then as a concession in the interest of harmony a resolution was adopted requesting
the prudential committee hereafter, whenever any doubt about theological qnestions
arose in their selection of candidates, to call
a council of churches and let it settle the
This resolution
matter in the usual way.
was warmly
indorsed by many who were
conservative, and yet believed that neither
the prudential committee nor the whole
board should be allowed to exercise ecclesiastical functions or decide theological questions. So far as the doctrine of future probation in itself is concerned, it was condemned by a large majority of the members
of the board. As regards the other contested point, the right of the prudential commitne ku
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logical points, the new school men gained a
victory in the passage of the last resolution
named, which was partly, however, due to a
concession /or harmony's sake.
Such, in
brief, is the outcome of the great debate of
this memorable meeting.
KNICHTS OF LABOR.

A

Broken

Cause

Banquet to Take
Place at Richmond To-day.

St. Joiins, N. F., Oct. 10.—The missing
steamship Anchoria, with lier main shaft
broken, lies under canvas about 70 miles off
Cape Spear, bearing ESK.
The passengers
and crew are all well. A lifeboat under the

command of the first officer arrived at noon,
announcing the disaster. Steamship Miranda
was despatched
immediately to her assistairival *ul1 Particulars will be given on
A DOUBLE TRAu

v

An Actor Murders His Wife and ther:
Commits Suicide.
Oct. 10.—Shortly before the
performance was to begin this evening at
the Alhaiubra Theatre, a variety hall on St.
a
terrible tragedy was
Charles street,
.enacted behind the scenes. Josie Kartell, a
rather pretty specialty woman, was stabbed
and instantly killed by Frank Handmeyer,
who immediately ended his own life. The
victims are said to have been husband and
wife, or at least to have occupied that relation to each other. The cause of the murder
and suicide is supposed to have been jealDuring the afternoon Handmeyer,
ousy.
who is a worthless fellow, quarreled with
This evening he called lier
the woman.
from lier private dressing room, where she
was preparing for the night's performance,
into the general dressing room and was
heard to ask :
"Are you going to do that?"
To which she replied very decidedly, "No."
Instantly Handmeyer struck her with a
knife, the blade penetrating her heart, and
she sank to the floor dead without a cry.
Then, witheut moving from his tracks, the
murderer plunged the weapon into his own
Josie
heart and fell dead beside his victim
Martell was about 30 years old.
St. Loos,

BARTHOLDI'S

BIC STATUE.
Place Oct.

Dedication to Take

28—The Programme.
New York, Oct. 9.—The programme for
the ceremonies attending the inauguration of
the Bartholdi Statue of Liberty has been
approved by Maj. Gen. Schofield to take
ΓΪΛ*·

Richmond, Va., Oct. 9.—This is the sixth
day that the General Assembly of the

Knights of Labor has been in session at
Kichmondj and the first to begin with matters in such shape that the business of the
convention can at once be taken up and carried through. Each delegate was presented
today with a bundle of printed pamphlets
and circulars, and one of these was the supplementary report written by Ralph Beaumont, chairman of the committee on legislation, in which he proposed a congress of
workingmen at 'Washington to sit while
Another was a
Congress is in session.
proposition of A. M. Dewey of Detroit, to
establish a weekly journal of the order.
Tho purpose of this was that each member
should be fairly acquainted with the several
subjects when brought up for discussion.
Of the committees to be appointed only a
portion were named yesterday, and when
the convention met this morning the work
of completing the list was resumed. Even
today the work being done is mainly preliminary. Doubts are expressed as to the
possibility of the convention completing its
work within the two weeks for which the
hall Is engaged. It is the present intention
of committeemen and delegates to carry the
work through as expeditiously as possible
and make every endeavor to be ready for adjournment a week from today.
At this morning's session it was resolved
to send Thos. Barry of the Executive Board
tu
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of District 57 to Chicago for the Durpose of
endeavoring to settle the troubfe between
the packers and employes.
A telegram was ordered sent to the Post
Office Department at Washington, D.
protesting against the letting of contracts
for erecting public buildings at Baltimore to
employing conviet labor. This was
it was understood that a firm
one because
employing such labor intended to bid.
At the afternoon session the roll of local
assemblies was called, and each presented
such resolutions as it desired to lay before
the General Assembly. The total number
presented was 282. They were referred to
committee on distribution for submission to
appropriate committees.
Printed copies of reports of the Executive
Board, General Secretary, Treasurer and
other officers were given to each delegate.
A number of special committees were then
appointed, after which the assembly admorning to permit the
journed till Tuesday
delegates to take part in the parade and
other festivities arranged in their honor by
the Richmond Knights of Labor.
Richmond, Va., Oct. 10.—A majority of
the Knights of Labor here attended morning
service at some one of the numerous churches
today, and this afternoon drove or strolled
about the city.
Mr. Powderly,
accompanied by Tom
O'Reilly, went to high mass at St. Patrick's
church this morning, but this afternoon was
kept busy by convention work and in consultation with members of the Executive
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military, naval and civic parade in New
York. The march of the column is to ter-

minate at the Battery and other piers in the
lower part of the city, where steamers will
At a given
be taken for Bedloe's Island.
signal the steamers, preceded by such ships
will
move in a
of war as may be present,
prescribed order to Bedloe's Island. Only
the leading steamers will land at the island,
The
as the area and wharfage is limited.
ceremonies will conclude at sunset by a national salute from all the batteries in the
harbor. The statue will then be illuminated.

ANOTHER SEIZURE.
Crimes of

The Marion

Gloucester—

Another Capture of the Terror.

Halifax, N. S., Oct. 9.—Capt. Quigley
has effected his sixth capture of an AmeriThis time it is the
fishing schooner.
Gloucester schooner Marion Grimes, 61 tons,
She had been 11
owned by Edward Morris.
days on the Georges, but failed to get a fish.
Then she sailed for the Western Banks, calling at Shelburne for shelter. She put in
there at midnight, and anchored eight miles
The weather modfrom the custom house.
erating, Capt. Landrey proceeded to sea four
hours later, but was intercepted by a crew
from the Terror, and was seized for not reporting at customs. The Ottowa authorities
inflicted a line of $400.
Capt. Landreysays
he didn't imagine he would have to report
for anchoring six hours and eight miles from
can

port.

Ruined by Speculating.
Chicago, Oct. 9.—M. M. Neeld, of J. C.
Ferguson & Bo., packers, has fled to Cana-

da.

He issued bogue wnrehotiae

receipts

Tomorrow will be devoted wholly to the
ball and other entertainparade, banquet,for
the visiting delegates by
ments provided

the Richmond Knights. Mayor Carrington
has ordered the city offices closed, and has
of the local committee
requested on behalf
of the Knighis that merchants and employers give their employes a holiday.
An Express Company Robbed.
Louisvili.e, Oct. 10.—Little Rock Arkansas Southern Express company has been
robbed at Fordyce of $2,000 by A. B. Miller,
who has lost one arm
a telegraph operator
between the elbow and wrist and wears an

artificial leg.

for

§400,000, aud has ruined the firm speculating.
The firm was composed of J. C. Ferguson,
E. 1). Ferguson and son, A Goodnow of Liverpool, Neeld, a son-in-law, and a Mr. How
The latter had hie
ard, also a son-in-law.
headquarters at New York and from that
the
shipments. For that
place managed
reason some banking was done there. The
New York Corn Exchange Bank is the heaviest loser, being 8100,000 in the hole without
dollar of security. Other losers known are
the First National of Chicago, Bank of Montreal of Chicago, Metropolitan of Chicago,
Bank of Illinois of Chicago and the British
Bank of North America. It now appears
that the firm had lately ceased operation in
killing hogs, and that storage receipts were
either fraudulently issued or else property
covered by them had been removed and converted into money, which was either squandered on the Board of Trade or carried
away. Neeld was a speculator on a large
scale. He was all the while in stocks, and
his losses there were heavy. He was a bull
on provisions during the last whirl, when it

a
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must have been a terrific
and
corner,
sufferer. Tiiere was nothing but amazement
on the Hoard of Trade and in bank circles
all day long. Losers of course are very reticent. It is also said that some of the Boston
banks are involved.

Taylor Wins the Walking Match.
New Bedford, JIass., Oct. 10.—At the
close of the walking match the score was as
Miles.
400
387
351
295
279

X ore mac

Henglemau
Elsoil

Laps.
ι
3

2
Day
6
Ackerman
which
The receipts were about 82400, of
Taylor gets 20 per cent, Hengleman 15, Noremac 10 and Elson 5.
Manager Bancroft also
provides the champion 72 hour belt for the

winner.

Earthquake Shocks in Ceorgia.
Augusta, Ga., Oct. 9.—A distinct shock of

earthquake

was

felt here

at 1.15 this morn-

ing. It did not resemble any of the former
jars, which seemed to sway buildings, but
appeared to act from directly beneath the
floors and joisting, rather than shaking the
houses. 1 his difference was noticed by the
entire Chronicle night force, who plainly felt
the shock and madê a dash for roofings. The
jar was not felt by the sleepers, and there

Few people are on the
excitement.
streets. This is the most distinct shock felt
here in weeks.
was

no

Found Not Cullty.
Louisville, Oct. 10.—The trial of Prof.
Ira G. Strunk. charged with killing Charles
V. Hoover in New Albany, Ind., about
three months ago ended last night in a verdict of "not guilty." Hoover was a prominent druggist,and the evidence went to showthat the shooting was the result of his inti-

macy with Strunk's wife. Strunk's met
Hoover and shot him down on the street and
also accidentally and dangerously wounded
Hoover's father who was walking with (him.
Strunk's pica was insanity.
From Charleston.

Chahleston, S. C., Oct. 10.—From Sept.
7 to Oct. 9, 217,542 rations have been distributed by the earthquake relief committee at a
cost of §14,839,380. No shocks have occurred
The churches tosince yesterday morning.
day were crowded with worshippers and the
sermons generally touched upon the lessons
of the recent calamity.

Sersons

Board.

of a P.ot TO
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the Emperor of Austria.

large majority-

Further

Religious Riots Between
Hindoos and Mohammedans.

Irish Landlords

Pressing the GovSuppress the National League.

ernment to

London, Oct. 9.-The week closing today
has
a more than
usually important one
beep
In the
first place, Churchill's speech at
Dartford has doue more than
anything that has
yet happened to create confusion and dismay
m the lory camp.
I'hat speech unfolded a
Radical programme, and, of course, a Kadi
eal programme is a simple
abomination to
the United
Kingis kept
firom
i3
i'at
brewing
!'
two considerations.
First, that
means never to
attempt
J»
oarry hie "St oi
that
measures, and second
be on old Tory linfce such an attempt it wil
two expectations expresse-fnrmer 0f these
tion, and the reasons are plain.
3uua_
Question cannot be pushed aside fui
thins, and if it were, the Unionists ill liantV
But the
would be immediately smashed up.
mere putting forward of the Dartford proand
hence
of
a
secures
power,
spell
gramme
its use ; while, so long as the discontent
no
active
takes
Tories
the
regular
among
form, no harm is done from the antl-Uladview.
of
stone point
This brings onee to the unique event at Hawarden. This event has produced a profound impression in every part of the three
kingdoms, for, in troth, the like never hapbefore. No Englishman was ever bêIt was the
ore paid such a compliment.
first time Ireland, as it were, paid homage to
The effect on Mr.
an English statesman.
Gladstone, himself, I have good authority
for saying, has been to confirm him, beyond
all possibility of change, in his determination to secure home rule before he die», and
this fact, in its turn, has created the utmost
depression in the ranks of the Irish Loyalists in particular, for they know how powerful he is still with the English people. His
at
he
lost
that
conviction
now
is
the last election because the English people
instructed
had
not
been
sufficiently
in the facts of the Irish caee, and, accordingly, he is himself determined henceforth
to lose no opportunity of giving them information thereon. The English and the Scotch,
on their part, are most eager in their" search
for knowledge, and already the new Irish
agency, established in London for the
issemination of Nationalist literature, is

dom,^,f®6l'lar Ton®J,n.
breafe,'
cÎfnrvHÎiti
li«fch,ai
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Parade of a Temperance Society.
Couk, Oct. 10.—Five thousand members of
the League of the
Cross, a total abstinence
society, paraded through the streets of Cork
today to celebiate the anniversary of the
birth of Father Mathew. They were accompanied by bands of music and sang Irish,
French and American National songs, although rain was falling 20,000 persons viewed the parade.

Two Women Burned

«SSwa,,*Mi.
residence and

CENERAL NEWS
It is said that Henry W. Jachne will make
clean breast of the dealings of. Jake Sharp
and others, and secure for himself a commutation of his sentence and perhaps absolute
a

pardon.

It is the opinion that ex-Gov. Cheney of
New Hampshire, will be appointed to the
United States Senate in place of the late
Hon. A. F. Pike, until the (legislature meets.
The body of Alexis Cobb, a teamster, 75
years old, was found on a mountain near
Greenfield, Mass., Saturday. He had fallen
from his loaded team while driving and
broken his neck.
Steamer Bulgaria, which arrived in Boston
Saturday, brought the captain, crew and a
passenger of the bark Antwerp of St. John,
Ν. B. The Antwerp was wrecked Sepl. 2tith
and is now in the track of navigation.
In New York it is rumored that Kirk and
Sayles, two of the indicted boodle aldermen,
have left the city for parts unknown.
Willard Thayer Simpkins, about 22 years
of age, son of a former well known broker
of New York, while out riding in Central
Park Saturday, was thrown from his horse
and so seriously injured that he died.
The accounts of ex-Treasurer Carter of
Pittsfield, are said to have been carelessly
kept, and to show a shortage of $50,000.
The schooner Seth Stockbridge of Gloucester, with all on board is believed to be lost.
An open switch on the New London
Northern road caused a freight train to
crash into a stove factory and kill a fireman.
Hartford banks have released $106,000 of
SO cents
paper indorsed by Bartholomew, for
on the dollar.
Detectives, armed with Winchester rifies,
the Chicago packing h mses.
are

guarding

of all kinds on the subject ot Ireland. In
Scotland, I understand, the National Liberal
Federation will distribute their tracts and
leallets from house to house in all the Unionists' constituencies in that country,
In Ireland the situation is growing more
and more strained, and there are many who
expect some new development of the government policy from the interview which
took place yesterday in Dublin Castle between Gen. Buller and the chief secretary.
The Irish landlords and the Tory organs in
London are putting severe pressure on the
government to suppress the National League
summarily, and it is clear enough that the
ministers would not long hesitate to take
such a step but for the fact that an unusual
and
well-known
number of influential
Englishmen #re jjst now seeing Ireland for
themselves, and almost all declaring, as the
result of their inquiries, that the League it
an agent of peace and sot of crime.
In Belfast the inquiry into the riots has
been going on so badly for the Orange party
that its legal representatives have abandoned their heroic attitude of abstention,
pocketed the insults showered opon them by
Judge Day, and gone back to court to protect their clients, if they can. They will
hardly be able.
The Emperor of Austria Threatened.
London, Oct. 8.—The Chronicle's correspondent at Paris says he has just heard from
Vienna the details of a startling Anarchist
plot to destrov Vierna and to assassinate
Emperor Francis Joseph. The conspirators,
whose plans were frustrated by the authorities, had intended to cany out the plot October 4. Various timber stores were to be set
lire to throughout the city, and during the
confusion public buildings were to be blown
The police seized imup with dynamite.
mense quantities of bomds andj other exploin
sives
different parts of the city, especially
near the imperial residence at Sehonbninn
and beneath the bridge leading to the palace,
which the Emperor crosses daily. It was
also intended 10 make an attempt upon the
A large number of
life of the Emperor.
foreigners and Austrians were arrested. The
ringleaders escaped to Germany. In consequence of the stringent anti-socialist law,
news of the discovery of the plot did not
leak out for several days.
Authorized Denial.
of llartington authorizes a denial
of the statement that he has promised to
supporta new Irish bill, alleged to have been
drafted by Mr. Chamberlain, to be under
consideration by the government anil to confain nil foaturuc
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ceptiiig the restoration of the Irish Parlia-

ment.

Peru Wants to Rule the Wave.

Panama, Oct. 9.—A tleeree has been published in Peru, providing that after Oeceranext, the coasting trade in Peru can only be
carried on by vessels nnder the Peruvian
flag.
Keligious Riots in India.
Delphi, Oct. 9.—The situation which has
grown out of religious rioting between the
Hindoos and Mohammedans is extremely

Re-enforcements have been sent
critical.
here from Merut to help preserve order. The
Mohammedans attacked a small temple, and
the Hindoos defended it, and a desperate
fight ensued in which the Mohammedans
then besmeared the
were victors. They
temple with blood, smashed the idols, and
Twenty Hindoos
destroyed the building.
were so badly wounded in the battle that
they had to be removed to hospitals, where
they lie in a critical condition. Serious religious riots between Hindoos and Mohammedans prevail throughout the district of Jeypoor and Kattywar.
Bulgarian Affairs.

Vienna, Oct. 9.—Political correspondence
says that the Bulgarian ministry has addressed a circular note to foreign diplomatic
agents at Sofia, declaring that all foreigners
who meddle with the polling at the elections
will be expelled. This action, the correspondence says, is obviously directed against
the Russians. The Russian agent at Sofia,
M. Neklindorff, has returned to Russia. In
a circular note he announces his intention of
forthwith ceasing diplamotlc relations with

Bulgaria.

A Warlike Report.
The Tageblatt has a telegram from Lemberg stating that the Russian war office has
instructed the commanders of four infantry
divisions in the districts of Psykor, Dnnaburg, Minsk and Orel to recall all men on
furlough, and to hold the troops in readiness
to proceed to the Austrian and Roumanian
frontiers in five days. The report is not con
firmed from other quarters.
Vienna, Oct. 10.—The Vienna police have
furnished the press with an account recently
of the discovered Anarchist plot to burn
Vienna. The plot is shown to surpass in
extent and diabolical ingenuity any dynaSeventeen
concocted.
mite plot hitherto
conspirators are arrested. The examination
of the prisoners shows that the plot was
hatched in and directed from America and
ui;iiuuii
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Anarchists wlio recently returned from
The conspirators were divided
America.
into several groups, ene of which was detailed to set the fire, and another to take
charge of the dyamite operations, and
another to forge nesessary official documents
The police
and coin mouey for expenses.
got wind of the plot and watched it until it
was almost matured.
The plotters are mostly Czechs and Germans. They had a secret meeting in a tavinwere
ern at Pensing, where operators
structed in the use and manufacture of
bombs.
Trial Heats on the Thames.
uese

London, Oct. «.—Trial heats in the HennThe windon regatta were rowed today.
ners were Ross, Ten Eyck and liaber, and
Lee. Tcemer ami Goodwin fouled, and both
lost the chance of winning.
Kalbars

Enraged.

Sofia, Oct. 10.—At Rusteliuk Saturday,
Gen. Kaulbars met a deputation of avowed
Russophobists. The Russian agent made a

speech

(,ct-

Killed in a Row

Kalwou N. c.. Oct. 9.—In a difficulty
last night, J. C. Freeze, of Kowan county, a
student at the university of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill wis killed by a negr(L-

will pitch for the Bostom and stenimyer
Madden for the Fortland&nd Conway and
PORTLANDS, 10; ITAV.
3·
The last appearance of the'iLls·
for the season was witnessed erhills here

people Saturday afternoon, andabout

400

uot 11
creditable exhibition on the part p?
"Wting club. The members had evidï
their discipline, and they allowed tfl,'ost
lands to beat them badly. Shoeneck ntF^~
home run in the eighth inning. A do«a
play by Kearns and Wheelock and (ialliga,
fielding were the special features of a rathi
uninteresting game. The score follows:
FORTI JitiUB.
ft. In. TB. ΙΌ.
Λ.
H.
2
2
3
6
1
1
2
6
2
6
2
0
1
.12
114
8
1
2
4
1
2
4
2. 2
0
112
10
4
2
4
112
11
(»
Ο
Ο
1
4
Ο
0
,4114800
2
0
0
0
0
2
4
AB.
.4

Galllgau, If...
Kearns, 2b...
Wheelock, ss
Hatfield, ρ
Hcheflter.ct
O'Rourke, 3b.
O'Connell, rt..
Shoeneck. lb
—

Beilly,

c

10

10

34

Totals

10

27

1
0
2
2
Ο
1
ο
1
2

10
2
3
1
1
ο
1
3
3

15

8

HATEBHILLS.

IIawes, lb, ρ, 3b
Irwin, 3b, ρ
Slattery, If
Cooney, 2b
Murphy, ci, c
Munce, i*f
Carl, ss
McKeever, c, cf
Conley, p, lb

3
4
4
4
3
3
^
4
4

υ
υ
10
1
®
ο
2
ο
Ο
11
Ο
Ο
Ο
1
0
1

Ο 24
9
8
38
3
Totals
1 23456789
Innings
0 0 0 1 0 5 2 2 χ—>10
Portland s"..
Ο 0000101 1—3
Haverhills
Two base hits—
Earned runs—Portlands, 2.
Galllgan, Keams, Sbeffler. O'Rourke and Cooler.
Three base hits—Keams. Home run—Shoe neck.
First base ou balls—Portlands, 4; Haverhills, 4.
First base ou errors—Portlands, 5: Haverhills, 6.
Double plays—
Struck out—By Hatfield, 1.
Kearue, Wheelock and Shoeneck; Wheelock to
Passed
Hawe*
and
McKeever.
Keams; Irwin,
Wild pitches—
bells—McKeever, 3; Murphy, 1.
HatfleM, 3; Conley, 3; Irwin, 1. Time—lh. 45m.

Umpire—Lynch.

THE NATIONAL LEAGUE.

The National League struggle ended Saturday, the Chlcagos going to the front, with
the Détroits only a short distance behind.
The Philadelphia» have given the New
York» a close run for third place all through
the campaign, and temporarily gained it at
one time, only to lose it in two or three days.
The Bostons long ago took the fifth place,
and held it to the end. On the home stretch,
the Washingtons venr nearly shook the
Kansas Citys out of tne seventh position.
The filial standing of the clubs is given in
the following table :

SI s
I!
ill

si

Q|

*

s|5
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I FI
1213 17

7
7
6!
LOUIS
Kansas Citys.

St.

Washingtons.

Marquis

Death.

to

10.—August Deckers'
tailoring establishment were
damaged 85000 by (ire early this morning.
Margaret Link, aged W years, and her
daughter, aged 18, who lived on the third
1
floor, were burned to death.

a

Parade and

The Convention Finally Settling Down
to Routine Work.

of Hei

Discovery

Overdue.

follows:
The

and

Crew Well.

Shaft the

Being

The

of tlie bullets entered the neighboring Gerconsulate. The consul made » complaint, and troops now occupy the street u>
prevent anyone from passing through u.
The Karaveloff party are trying to oust tne
governmwt, who however assert they have
a
man

Anchoria Safe

Passengers and

^nSSâ£venil)g;

L·.'
1
4
2
3

Result of the

this State.

Fair-

FROM BOSTON.

Eastport, Me 30.23

18S6.

11,

CONCESSIONS ON BOTH SIDES.

Changes In the Postal Services in

*- rr*

.Ss

®

Cincinnati, 0 30.17

BANKERS and BROKERS.

octl

Lawrence,

Justin

Memphis

Teaelier of Organ and Pianoforte,
Street, Cily.

FREE

Plumed Knight, bl. g., W. G. Morrill,
Pittsfield
3
4
Puritan, b. g. H. C. Douovan, Auburn

Observation.

IS HARD OB SOFT, HOT OS C3LD WATER.
3AYES

(Organist SI, LuIic'h Cnthi<(*-»!,)

160 Park

Fairfield, Oct. 9.—The Fairfield races
closed last night. The trotting in the afternoon was superior and witnessed by a large
crowd. The summaries follow :

WASHING-11 BLEACHING

F. H. PRINCE & CO.,
Stale
Boston,

WALTER GOOLD,

ο

WASHINGTON.

Pensions Crented to Disabled
Soldiers in Maine.

Ρ

Place of

DR. Ε. B. REED,

jslpl5

M

30.212
52.8
44.5
73.0
SW
8
Clear

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
(Oct. 10, 1886, 10.00 P. M.)
Observations taken at the same moment of time
at all stations.

Manager.

ocf8

at

30/204
62.5
39.3
43.0
S
8
Clear

Maximum ther. .66.0
Minimum ther.. .52.0
Max.vel. wind.. 12 Ν
..0
Total precip

Mean daily bar...30.211
Mean daily ther..56.7
Mean daily d'w pt.44.0
Mean daily hum.... 64.8

Β. A. ATKINSON & GO.

in

30.221
54.7
48.2
78.5
0
0
Fair

Humidity...

Middle Streets,

ISAAC C. ATKINSON,

Washington, Oct. 11.
The indications for Maine, New Hampshire
and Vermont are fair weather and station-

A

PORTLAND.

Telephone 07

WEATHER.

OCTOBER

FOREICN.
Lawrence Lowers the Maine Four
Year Old Record to 2.32 1-4.

Alden,Waterviile,
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OTHER Ο AM EH SATURDAY.

At Boston—Chicagos, 12; Boston», 3. Base
Errors—
hits—Chicago», 14; Bostons, 4.
Chicagos, 7; Bostons. 13.
At

troits,
troits,

5; DéBase hits—Philadelphias, 10; Dé-

Philadelphia—Philadelphia»,

1.
8.

Errors—Philadelphias,2; Détroits,

three.
Afternoon game—Philadelphias, 0; DéBase
hits—Philadelphias, 10;
troits, 1.
Détroits, 5. Errors—Philadelphias, 1; D«>troits.a.
At Washington—Washingtons, 3; Kansas
Citys, 0. Base hits—Washingtons, 9; Kansas
Citys, 1. Errors—Washingtons, 8; Kansas
Citys, 3.
At New York—New Yorks, 4; St Louis,
3.
Base hits—New Yorks, 5; St. Louis, 6.
Errors—New Yorks, 0; St. Louis, 1.
NOTES.

The news of the victory of the Chicagos
was received with enthusiasm in that city
by the large crowds around the bulletin
boards, and many congratulatory telegram·
were sent to the victors.
The Chicago nine
will remain in Boston until Wednesday

evening
Arrangements have been concluded between the Chicagos and the St. Louis team,
champions of the American Association, for
a

series of six games

to decide the cham-

pionship of the world. If the St. Louis
Browns are victorious, Mr. Yonder A he,
the president of the St. Louis Association,
will give them one-third of the receipts. In
case four games are won straight by either
club, from the beginning of the series, another will be played anyhow, making nve
games in all. In case the clubs win three
games each of the first six, thus being tied,
the odd game will be played on neutral
ground, that is neither in St. Louis nor in

Chicago.
THE STATE.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Appleton II. Plaisted, Esq., has been appointed town treasurer and collector of the
town of Waterville, for the unexpired term
of Ε. II. Piper, deceased.
SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

Hepresentatives of the New England Shipbuilding Company of Bath have been conferring with the government iu regard
building an iron steamer, but nothing defi-

nite has been decided upon yet. The wharf
at the south of the iron works was purchased with that in view.
A movement lias been started in Bath by
some of the leading citizens to have a meeting in that city of Maine firemen and hold a
trial of machines, botli steam and hand,
together with hose carriage races. It will
probably occur on or about the 28th inst.,
and the festivities of the day are to conclude
with a grand ball.
RAILWAY MATTERS.

A party of sixty leading Cbautauquans,
with Maine Central officials, visited Lake
Maranocook Friday, to inaugurate an important Chautauquan enterprise. The Maine
Central will build a large amphitheatre and
cottage», with the view of making Maranocook a summer Chautauquan headquarters.
Eastern surpassed all previous records and
closed Saturday at 100, a rise of 7 since Friday
night. Great balls and Conway closed at 05,
or 16 above Friday night's close.
A prominent omclalof the Boston Λ Maine
says there is not the least ground for the
statement that the Boston & Lowell is to be
leased or that even the terms upon which the
Eastern can be consolidated with the Boston
and Maine have been considered hv the Directors of the latter road.

and when he had concluded the dele-

gates expressed a wish to discuss various
questions with him, the General thereupon
became enraged and turning his back on the
delegates dismissed them from liis presence.
Trouble at Sofia.
Sofia, Oct. 10.—Today 156 peasants came
in from the surrounding villages and after
visiting the Russian consul where they were
harangued by Consul Neklindorff, tried to
put a stop to the elections. An affray ensued
in which sticks and stones were frrely used
and several persons were wounded. The intruders were eventually expelled, but Consul Ncklindorff complained to the consuls of
the other powers that the elections were illtimed inasmuch as the friends and followers
of ZankofE were roughly handled and not
allowed to vote
The consuls sent evasive
answers. The
polling is now going on
quietly. Another report says the election
disturbers are Macedonians and consequently they are not entitled to vote.
The Russian consulate supplied the rioters
with money and spirits, and they renewed
the conflict. The crowd threatened to attack the consulate, whereupon the consul's
servants opened lire on the mob. It Is reported eight persons were wounded. Some

Mackerel.
The receipts of mackerel continue small
for the season, and all
hopes of an average
catch have been abandoned.
It is barely
that
the shore fleet will make some
possible
hauls
before the season closes, but no
good
large bodies of mackerel are seen on any
part of the coast, and fishermen do not expect to do anything more than bring in a few
small fares.
A few vessels remain in the
North Bay and around the
Cape Breton
shore, but at last accounts the weather was
unfavorable for fishing,
owing to high winds
and the fleet were detained in
ports. It Is
not likely that much more willbedoneby
American seiners in that direction this
year.
Only about 2000 barrels of mackerel were
landed by the fleet the past week, and the
catch to date foots up
only «1,420 barrels ω
complied by the American Fish Bureau ana
barrels
03,^35
according to the statement ol
the Boston Fish Bureau.
The lowest estimate leaves α
deficiency of about 22S,OOObarrets as compared with last > ear, aud 310,W
barrels as compared with 188-1.

MWCELLAflEOïS.
In Order to Extend the Practical Resultant
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communications that are not used.
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put
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cruiser Terror, has
Captain
He is
■Kinc<ι iho sixth American fisherman.
the Canadian
peek-a-boo
hijrh line nf

Q-i^TTinlRe

squadron.
It is announced that the Hon. William H.
Clifford will tell the story of the Maine cam——» rnday
paign to the Boston Democrat' tale for a
night. It is a !»«·<-. melancholy
Democrat to tell, but Mr. Clifford's capacity
for being jolly under adverse circumstances
is something wonderful.
for makCyrus W Field has great capacity
last legislature of
ing a fuss. Ile kept the
those New
Massachusetts in a stew over
and now in
York and New England bonds,
of the controversy has had

continuation
arPresident Clark and F. W. Higginson
to sue Govrested by a sheriff, and threatens
The people of Massachuernor Kobinson.
but trouble and
setts seem to find nothing
expense in railroad property.
does

heathen affirmatively, after a spirited dcmtt·. rile vote stood about two to one The
heathen were not allowed to vote
This
looks like damnation without representation.

new publications.
The

Meisterscliaft System, a Short and
Practical Method of Acquiring Couuii»t»
iwjs^ninal.
Fluency of Speech in «··■«"' ■-·■
In preiitcn language in Fifteen Parts.
of teaching the French or
his
system
paring
has proGerman languages, Dr. Rosenthal
ceeded on the principle that it is no longer
sufficient to teach tbe scholar the grammati-

MISCELLANEOUS·

that
made by the only process
is Prof. Hosford's Bread Preparation,
nutritive value.
produces a baking powder of any
required
and
strength-giving phosphates
the nutritious
It

supplies
by the system.

the aid of lexicons and grammars. Professor Rosenthal says that many a pupil who
has been able to repeat pages of "grammatihimcal rules and foreign words has found
self stranded in a foreign land only to disthat he has no use for the rules and
cover

learned—that somehow and
strangely enough the people have quite a
words he has

different stock of language." With these defects of the old system in mind, tho author
10
of the Meisterschaft System has*uae'·'founf
method,
work to build up his
a number ο
dation sentence, which e^a'ns

grad-

provision

emancipation of all others. In 1890 complete freedom would have resulted ; but the
Queen regent, by signing the decree of emanual

Microbes, Ferments and Moulds. By E.
L. Frouessart. This is another of the Intercipation last week, hastened the day of de- national Scientific Series, adapted to interest
liverance, and slavery is a thing of the past and instruct many classes of readers. The
In Brazil a scheme of gradual
In Cuba.
intelligent man who wishes to take part in
: scientific discussions, the lawyer, iwho has
of
final
success. I ♦<-> tmnt r.t
nnoefion r\f Itvm'ona ir» tllO Τ1ΓΡΟyears, with good prospect*
The time is not far distant when there will
ence of experts engineers, architects, manu
be no slave on any of the islands or conti- ι
all
can
agriculturalists,
facturers,
nents of America.
find
this work clear and
in
precise
notions on microbes, which it would be diffiIn appointing Gen. John M. Corse postcult to glean from booko do«igned for physimaster for 15o.-ton, il r. Cleveland lias done
cians or professional botanists. Numerous
far bettor than he did when he selected Eben
questions of practical hygiene, which conF. Pillsbury for collector of internal reveand
cern domestic economy, agriculture,
nue. Cnieial Corse is the hero of the figlit
manufactures, and which are connected with
in which General Sherman used the famous
the study of microbes, demand general atexpression, "Hold the Fort," which is said
tention, and are pertinent questions in a
to have suggested the well-known song of
w->rk like this, it is obviously desirable to
that title. This battle was the defence of
make
every one acquainted with the precepts
1804.
The
rebels
Altoona, Ga., in October,
of hygiene, which cannot become popular
were trying to break General Sherman's
until they have penetrated into the habits
communications, and destroy his supplies at
and routine of the people's life. The illusAltoona. General Corse had less than two
trations are good, and one liunndred and
thousand men with which to withstand a
seven in number.
(NewTork: D. Appleton
force many times larger. When Sherman's
& Co. ; Portland : Loring, Short & Harmon.)
signal was interpreted to him, he sent the
answer back, "I have lost a cheek bone and
The Life of Robert Fulton and History of
an ear but I can lick all hell yet!" The
latest work of
Steam Navigation is the
General
rebels didn't get into Altoona.
prominent Democrat in
Massachusetts, though he hardly belongs to
the dominant wing of the party. He does
not believe in the patron saint of Massachusetts Democracy, Ben Butler, and did not
support him when the latter was the nominee of the Democratic party.
been

a

The fishery committee that was so reticent
in Portland has found its tongue since, or
one member of it has, and the -ub-tance ol
all the testmony taken both ii; Maine and
Massachusetts has been divulged. The com.
mittee appears to have discovered very little
that is new, but they have now the views
and opinions of the fishermen in shape for
use before
Congress when it assembles
again ; and that is a great advantage. The
committee found practical unanimity among
all the fishermen and fish dealers exauiiued.
They all agreed that there wa·: no necessity
for our vessels to enter Canadian ports except for the purposes specified in the treaty
of 1818, namely, wood, water, shelter and
repairs. Were this treaty adhered to and
the privileges therein guaranteed granted to
their full extent our fishermen would find no
laum

an

uviug

j.çiuoi<u

the truth is that

our

univ/i

jai

>

in

Βυο.

J-»u»

guaranteed privileges

surrounded with burdensome conditions as to frequently make tliem
practically worthless.
In the next place the witnesses before the
committee were substantially unanimous
that our fishermen could get along with very

are

curtailed,

or so

little inconvenience with the privilege of
purchasing bait in Dominion ports denied
them. Indeed they inclined to the belief
tïiat the fishermen would be better off without it, inasmuch as a good deal of time was
lost in running into Dominion ports for bait
which might just as well have been brought
from the home port. The fishermen still adhere to the opinion which they have frequently expressed, and which is confirmed
by statistics, that the privilege of fishing
within the three mile limit is worthless.
They still protest against the opening of our
markets to Dominion fishermen, and predict
that such a course would be followed in tincourse of ten or fifteen years Uj
lue Mai
extinction of the American It ...ng industry.
The remedy for the present condition of
things which tbey suggest, and the only one,
is the increase of the duty on tail fish and
the imposition of a duty on fre.-Ji lish. By
means of refrigerator cars, fish may now be
sent all over the country without salting or
curing in any way, so that un;ler tlio clause
allowing fresh fish for immediate consumption to come in duty tree tiio Canadians still
to a large extent manage to gel the benefit of
our markets.

CURRENT COMMENT.

Thomas \V. Knox, who lias written a great
many admirable books for young people,
books which are scarcely less attractive
to the older. Robert Fulton not only invented the steamboat, but the submarine boat
was the creation of his brain, and it was he
who first demonstrated the possibility of
blowing up vessels by means of the submarine torpedo. Fulton's life is, therefore, not
only a history of the rise and progress of
steam navigation, but it takes a much wider
range. Mr. Knox gives us an account of Ful-

guage intelligible to the reader wtio lias no
special knowledge on the subjects. The principal diseases of each are described together
with the causes of tlieni, and there are many
practical suggestions in regard to the care of
these organs, of value. The text of the work
is explained and made clear to the reader by
numerous cuts of the organs treated. (NewYork: Cassell & Co.;
Short & Harmon).

The Rear Guard of the Revolution. By
Edmund Kirke. This volume is of stirring
interest, depicting the work of three men,
John Sevier, Isaac Shelby, and James Robertson, characters worthy of :the heroic
•see, and exerting a most important influ!
enre in shaping the doctrines of this country.
The author derives his material largely from

original sources, and the work was suggested by the venerable ]>r. Ramsey, so long
president of the Tennessee Historical Society, who in his youth intimately knew Sevier
and Robertson. This record of the planting
of civilization beyond the Alleghanies is, as
might be supposed, full of variety and vigor.
(New York : D. Appleton & Co.; Portland·'

Loring,

It is recom»—drcU
no cream tartar, alum,
jt ,...L<nns

AX DOVER.

hprïngfieUl ltepublicau.
The dropping of Prof. Egbert C. Smyth of
Andover lroni the prudential committee of
the American lioard is not an indication of
progress.

W

A

DEGENEl'.ATE DEMOCnACY.
New York Sun.
The keys to the Democratic campaign in
Massachusetts are in Mugwump hands. They
have put a padlock upon the pocket of their
candidate, and upon the Democratic party
thev have put a Mugwump collar.
OBOSS CABELES8XE98.
Boston Globe.
There ought to be found some way to :nake
it hot for those who keep mastiffs so carelessly kennelled that the lives ol little children, or of grown persons for that matter,
are endangered. The fate which befell a sixyear-old boy at Gardiner is biouii curdling.
damnation without repuksentation.
Boston Globe.
The Des Moines meeting of the American
lioard of Missions has just settled the question uf the damnation of the m converted

J. 15.
Mary and Martha Washington, by
and
Lossing, is a biography of the mother
wife of the father of his Country, prepared
doculargely from autographic letters and
ments pertaining to the Washington and Custis families placed in the hands of Mr. Lossing by Mrs. Lee in 1859, but the information
infortherein contained is supplemented by
mation picked up from many other sources.
The book contains a great deal of matter
to the public woven
never before revealed
skill. (Newinto the narration with great
Portland: LorYork: Harper & Brothers;
ing, Short & Harmon.)
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rOUNG MENS CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION HALL.
Congress St., Monday, Oct. 11th, at 4 o'clock.

Sheathing, Building Felt, Steam Packings,
Proof Paints, Colors in Oil, Varnishes, etc.
Fire
Roof
Roof
Paints,
Cement,
Boiler Coverings,
87 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK.

$12 PER SUIT.

LONDON.
eod&wlm

Sizes 35 to 44.

In

securing your Winter Outfit be
call and
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and

see us.

■PORTLAND
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England.

Boston £ Portland Ming Co.,
255 MIDDLE

MAINE.
1848,
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ANNOUNCEMENT !
On

Purity
Chemists and Physicians
"I have given this powder a thorough chemical
examination and Una it to be of full weight, entirely free from Alum, Ammonia, Lime ana the Phosphates, and to be an absolutely pure bread-raising
preparation every way to be recommended for
wholesomeness and efficiency."
RICHARD (

STANLEY, A. M. Ph. P.

Professor Chemistry and Geology, Bates College
State Assayer of Maine from '75 to '83.

FOK SALE BY ALL GROCERS
nrmdly

marlO

which has had thirty-six years' experience.

Death losses

paid,

Endowments paid,
Surrendered policies,
Dividends
A

■

PORTLAND.

ST.,

PAYMENT

ITSits

to

η a

DOLyear ol

IT

4X

UNION MUTUAL, recognizing its muthe most liberal company in its
its policy-holders.
dealings
is
THE
tuality,
with

wnua

auu

uu

uuauce

TELEPHONE

The

POLICIES AUK

following numbers and

names are

the

lucky

ttt

CLAIMS,

WITHOUT

ïng, Me.
(38-Diamond King, Mrs. C. J. Deering, 570
Broadway, South Boston.
L27—Cake Basket, Mrs. J. I,. Shaw, 33 Myrtle gt.
Γ46—Castor,Jennie Haves, 12 Congress Place.
!14-Pepper and Salt Bottles, Mrs. Maud Colby,
387 Cumberland St.
180—Pocket Mirror, Flora Xeal, 173 Congress St.
!3S—Pair Table Spoons, Elena Coolbroth. Cape

DISCOUNT, immediately as soon as the
proofs are complete and satisfactory, and without
waiting CO, 90, or any number of days.
ISSUES POLICIES

ITplans.

on

approved

all

ADVANTAGES of «hi» Company are
AG E, EXPERIENCE, STKONU FINANCIAL CONDITION. LAKUE SUKFLU8, EQUIT
ABLE and ATTRACTIVE FLANS, aud conser

11II9-:

cure for Coughs,
and all disAsthma,
Colds,
eases of the lungs.
Price, 35 and 75 cents,
Trial Bottles, £0 cents.
ci sure

deod&weownrmyie

feb&

Elizabeth.
194—Pen Knife, Aille Ε. Smith, 10 Forrest St.
(00—Set Tea Spoons, Margaret Qulnn, 105 Lincoln St.
'43—Pair Eardrops, Eunice Stanwood, No. 8
Park Place.
(31—English Gold Band Ring, Mrs. Iiobert Ingalls, 233 High St.
18—Pair Cuff Buttons, Mrs. Lewis West. North
Berwick, Me., Box UG.

vative management.

Call or send to any Agency Office for
of its plans.

a

circular

JOHN E. DeWlTT. President.
HENKY D. SMITH, Secretary,
ΑΚΤΗ UK L. BATES. Ass't Secretary.
THOMAS A. FOSTEK, M. D., Medical Director.
JOSIAH H. DKUMMOND, Counsel.

JAMES

octl

SÎNKINSON,

ones

registered for presents at

Call and register your

names

for

UdCC JL

JU,

UCI UC iZà.

V/U1UJ·,

Ο

052—Watch Charm. Fannie Sampson, 75 Wilmot
staeet
462—Hair Ornament, Mrs. Mary Fales, 89 Spruce
street.
114—Collar Stud, Miss Sadie Treiethering, 176
Brackett St.
569—Set Forks, Elizabeth Dodge, 168 Clark St.
304—Napkin King, Benjamin True, Jail.
D78Vi—Dozen Tea Knives, Jennie Clieuery, 434
Congress St.
332—Call Bell, Jennie Lane, 16 May St.

C3D—Sugar Shell, Mammle I'illsbury, Cape Elizabeth.

756—Pencil. Lena Maxwell, 59 Hampshire St.
002—Silver Thimble, Sylvester Furlong' 771 Congress St.
700—Butter
716—Alarm
ument St.

Knife, Julia Foley, 109 Dbliforth St.
Clock, Mattte W. Foster, No. 3 Mon-

presents to be given away November 1st.

eodtf

And VENTILATORS, for Mills, Stores and Dwellings.

eodtf

Galvanized Iron and Copper Cornices and
Gutters. Metal Shingles. Sheet Metal Work
for Buildings. Send for Illustrated Circular.

Thoroughly cleanse the blood, which is the
fountain of health, by using· Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery, and {rood digestion, a
iair skin, buoyant spirits, vital strength, and
soundness of constitution will be established.
Golden Medical Discovery cures all humors,
from the common pimple, blotch, or eruption,
to the worst Scrofula, or blood-poison. Escuring
pecially has it proven its efficacy in
Salt-rheum or Tetter Fever-sores, Hip-joint
Disease, Scrofulous Sores and Swellings, Enlarged Glands, and Eating Ulcers.

Golden Medical Discovery cures ConsumpScrofula of the Lungs), by its
blood-purifying, invigorating, and
nutritive properties. For Weak Lunge, Spitting of Blood. Shortness of Breath, Bronchitis,
Severe Coughs, Asthma, and kindred affections, it is a sovereign remedy. It promptly
cures the severest Coughs.
For Torpid Liver, Biliousness, or 'Liver
Complaint." Dyspepsia, and Indigestion, it is
Sold by druggists.
an unequalled remedy.
AntlDR. PIERCE'S PELLETS
XSllicue and Cathartic
25c. a vial, by druggists.

E. VAN NOORDEN &
383 Harrison Avenue

ΐΛννηιΓί,ν?· οί\.

lui'Λ

? tto Oricinftl S3 Shoe.'
ask ym wtefln?
-i
lit».
or Imitations.
None Genuine unices bearing this Stamp·

JASPES RSEAWS' $3 SHOE.

Made in Button, Congress and Lace. Best Calf
Skin. Unexcelled in Duray
bility, Comfort and Appearance. A postal card sent to
os will bring you InformaLi

r

JlOWtOgliLtllJ» OUUC
State or Territory.

1U

J. Means & Co.,

Lincoln St.,
on, Mass.

STATE

THE UW?0r.M
EXCF.LLfc^CE Y
1
THE2t 5.ΛΜ35
IN TCmt.r:«H3H
AND CUP>UiLΙΓΎ HAVE C5TA3LISHEO A tier0~
TATION UNEOUALUD
BY ANY MAW.'FACTli!Ua·

BY
T-etntiK

NY
SW KOREAN
ÎJ LANC—00SÎQN
CARL ZEflflAHN η
AND HUN
tHEOS OF OTHER
MUSIGAl AUTHORITIES^"
—

—

ORGANSFIAMO

631 TREMONT ST.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

CO'

BOSTON,MASS-

AND

PK1CES

tr.N710N PAPER·

eodly

feb24

a

oct7

on

the

In this Department we shall exhibit the largest
and probably the best line of SUITS and OVERCOATS ever shown in this city. For

PELLS,
REMEDY

TIIE GREAT ENGLISH

Indigestion, etc. Free from Meronly Pure Vegetable Ingredients.
(J. N. C'lMTTliNTON, New York.

For Liver, Pile,
cury ; contains

Agent:
sep30

TliM&wlynrm

CiDER BARRELS.
FINE lot of barrels just received and lor sale
by It. STANLEY & ISDN, 410 Fore Street,
Portland.
sep20dtf

A

CO.

&

eodtf

JOSEPH A. LOCKE,)
S C. HATCH,
J Committee.
LAMBERT SANDS. )
d3w&w4vv41

Baker's Great Amerjcan Specific.,
It is one o£ the best medicines
tliat we have used. Any one suffering with colds, sore lungs, sore
throat, indigestion, cholera nior·
bus, teeth aclic, neuralgia, rheumatism, sprains or weak eyes will
find this to be a safe and sure remedy. We speak from experience,
being cognizant of its use for the
various diseases named. It saved
my wife's life in an attack of
pneumonia. We feel it a duty to
say this for the benefit of others.
We know of many of the best citizens of Portland who will indorse every word and more than
we have said in its praise.

on

dlw

octe

SUPPER

and

DANCE.

supper and dance under the auspices of the
Aid Society will be given at the

A

Ladles1

d3t

Y.M. G. A. COURSÉ.

FLOUR !

8

Lowest

Ever

Prices

Made

X. ¥t Ζ.

$5.50

Fancy Patent,

Washburn"*

Superlative,

Pillsbury's Best,
Corrugated Fancy Patent,
■

per bbl.

5.50

"

"

.»."»()

44

44

44

44

5.50

SHAW'S OWN.

at

City Hall,

THURSDAY EVEN'C, Oct. 14,
With

a

by the

Grand Concert

STANDARD CONCERT COMPANY
Mrs. HENRIETTA F. KNOWBES,
Mrs. MARY H. HOW. Contralto;
Mr

J. il.

Soprano;

HICJtETSON, Tenor;

Mr. S. KRONBERG. Bariton ;
Miss LILLIAN CHANDLER.

Mr. RUDOLPH .KING, Pianist.

Violinist;

Admission 25 Cents; Reserved Seats 50 Cents.
Reserved seats to members. 25 cts.
jy Course
tickets with reserved seats, $1.50 and $2.00, according to location. Reserved seats for the course
to members 50 cents and $1.00. now on sale at

Stockbridge's.

The Finest St. Louis Flour ever made. It is adapted alike for
BREAD or PASTRY. It suits everybody. Price

8

ENTERTAINMENTS
Opens

^"Association

membership

the
cards will
admit
to
Hall
as
in former years, but not to reserved seats,
it costs
only $1.00 to become a member. Names received
at any time.
cards good for one
octedlw
year from the time of joining.

Membership

UILKKKT S CLASSES IV VAMUIti.

$5.25 Per Barrel.
Fxtra St.

Louis,

...

Choiee St. Louis, line

quality,

$5.00 per bbl.
44
44
4.75

The above brands of Flour are all ground from old wheat and owto color nlone are worth from JO to 75 cents per bbl. more than
new wheat Flour v/hich is apt to be dark and runny.
The present prices are lower than ever before kuown and every indication points to a sharp advance in the near future. We would advise our customers to provide for future wants at present figures.
We will deliver Flour at any station within 50 miles of Portland at
prices quoted. We guarantee every barrel to give perfect satisfaction
or it can be returned at our expense and money refunded.
Our new
price list now ready.

ing

CEO. C. SHAW & CO.,
585 and 587 Congress Street,
AND
285

MIDDLE

0Ct7,8,ll,13,15,18

STREET.

for adults,
.VIonday and Thursday Ereniagii.
FOR JUVENILES.
Saturday Afternoon*, Connurnciag Oct. 9
Ternis for the season $6.00. Two or more puails from the same family will be received at reluced rates.
octOdtf

PORTLAND THEATRE.
Friday and Saturday Evenings, October
15th and 16tli.

The

Comedy

Sunbeam

Myra Goodwin,

and her excellent company of COMEDIANS
under the management of

JAMES D. KVAÏ,
ίη Ε.

Ë. KIDDER'S sparkling and original come
edy in 3 acts, entitled

"SIS."
VOTE—Erery lady attending the performance will be presented with an elegant photograph of iTKin («oodwin.
Prices 75, 50 and 35 cents. Sale of seats commences Wednesday, Oct. 13.
octlldlw

SPECTACLES.
EYE CLASSES.
We have a large assortment and arc prepared lo adjust the same
upon scientific principles. We use NAC'HET'S TRIAL CASE, together
with the OPTHALJIOSCOPIt' TEST LENSE, combining the best
methods known for detecting all optical defects of the eye and determining the lenses needed for their correction.

SURE CURE FOR
Dtbfkpsia, Ivdiosstioh, Livkb AKT> KlDWET
COMPLAlMTt, NlEVOD 8**58.
I* TB* Stomach o* Pa:ns inthkBowel·,
llBADACHB. DSOWSISKSS. LOW SPI&ITS,
Mblakcbolt, and Imtbki'EBahce.
As ft Mki#cin* it I· quick and effectual; curing
the worst and most aggravated cases of Dyspepsia.
Kidney Complaint·, and all other derangement·
of the Stomach and Bowels.
It will instantly revive the most melancholy an<#
drooping spirits, and restore the weak, feeble,
nervous, and sickly to health, strength, and vigor.
Mifhtly Dissipation. Persons who, from
dissipating too much over night, feel the evil
effects of the poisonous liquors in violent headaches,
Sickness at Stomach, Weakness. Giddiness, etc.,
will ûnd that one dose will remove all bad feelings.
—

We have a very large stock of KNEE PANT SUITS
for Boys II to 16 vears.
REEFERS for Boys all ages, in several qualities.
Extra Pants with all suits if desired.
Especially fine SUITS and OVERCOATS for Boys
14 to 17 years.
Elegant quality and stylish fitting
Garments at the "LOWEST MANUFACTURERS'

AUbrwwltl.
Q. H. HAM A CO.,
61 Broad Street, BOSTON, MASS.
W,S&Mly

WE

STRICTLY ΟΚΓΒ PRICE.

Boston & Portland Clothing Co.,

These lines should all appear
equally black to a normal eye.
not appear equally black at five or ten
feet, have a visual
lenses Brounû to corr

dKraedTAh^œTaïi,rclal

Spectacles for 25 cents·
Il

50

whom the

Pesonswhtoch (M n

iNi[a>rf(;ction

Il

mo

above

I

spectacles

25 cents.
Eye glasses for
"
11
"
Μ

«

JSVE WILL I>0 IT QUICKLY.
WE WILL I»0 IT C IIEAPLY.
WE WILL DO IT WELL·

B. THUHSTDN & CO.,
PRACTICAL PRIMERS,
)7 1-2

ALSO

A

FULL1LINE OF GENUINE PEBBLES.

Manager.

NOTICE OF REMOVAL

S
*·

P0RT1M C00HS anil FISHING TACKLE.

DR. WILSON

WIIOlliSALK AND BKTAIL.

PONTsTând

PfilCES

Z3r. XL,.

ATLAS POWDER.

LOW.

BAILEY,

221. MIODLE STREET, opp. Falmouth Hotel.
il5ur

SPllzh

1

SUPERIOR MANNER.
CHARGES MODERATE

W. W.
0Ct2

can now

Agent (or Du

Exchange St., Portland, Me.

CHI NÀFIRËD
FOR AMATEURS.
Ν A

G UNS,

bo

consulted at Ills

YEW ROOMS, MECHANICS' BUILDING,
CoDgreitH Si.,

corner

PEBBLE EYE GLASSES for $1.0 each.

PEBBLE SPECTACLES for $1.50 each.
Always cool. Never become Scratched, and more durable than Glass.
A Large Variet* of Go d Spectacles and Eje Glasses best qual ty, at $4.00, $5.00 and $6.00 each,

GEORGE C7 FRYE,

of Cneco.

No cure, no pay, only for medicine. Cïonaultaiou and Examination free. Office hours from
) a.m. to 8 p. m.
aug28tf

_

β"*

YOUR

Ρ rinjinQ

255 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND, MAINE,
W. C. "WARES,

WANT

TO DO

PRICES."
Goods sent to any part of the city.

cure

Mitchell's Belladonna Plasters.
An Effective i£rii,,.(iy for pain or weakness
In the Breast, Side, Back, or Limbs; also for
Liver Complaint. Weak Lungs, Cough, Cold Spot
between the shoulds, Asthma, Difficulty In Bleating, l'leurisy, etc., in which cases tliey give im
mediate and permanent relief. This Is the oldest
and most reliable Belladonna Plaster made, and
contains an extra quauity of belladonna.
Wold by nll*l>ruifK·*'.eodCm
sep24

EVENING TICKETS 50 teat·, Now
Sale atSTOCKBRIDGE'8 Music Store.

octll

Portland, Me.
Baker's Great American Specific, the Infallible
fur all pains (Internal or external)cuts, burns,
bruises, sprains, soreness of limbs, rheumatism,
neuralgia, toothache, and other household ills, is
sold by all dealers. Price 50c. Maurice Baker &
au24eodtf
Co., l'rop'rs, Portland Me.

Story, "«BANDE POINTU,"
(an Arcadian Prose Idyl, oomplete la
one evening's entertainment.)

FALL AND WINTER-1886-87,

EDITOR OF EXPRESS,

COCKLE'S
ANTI-BILIOUS

OPENING

QlothinQ

valuation of the timber

reserved lands in the several
townships and tracts of land, in the State, where
said timber and grass have been sold and con
vey by deed, with all other interests conveyed
hereby. Said valuation to be made for the purpose of taxation."
The undersigned, a committee of the Executive
Council, to whom said resolve has been referred,
hereby give notice that they will be in session at
the Council Chamber, Augusta, commencing Monto hear
day, Nov. 1st, 1886, at 10 o'clock a. m
all parties Interested in the timber and grass on
said lands, before the fixing of the valuation as
required by said Resolve.
A schedule of said lands lias been deposited in
the office of the Secretary of State for examina-

[CONGRESS.

PIANOS.

CO.,

BOSTON.

BOYS' AND CHILDREN'S

)
Council Chamber,
Augusta, Sep*. 1887. J
compliance with the following resolve passed
by the Legislature of 1885, viz:
"Resolved, That the Governor and Council are
and grass

I3th.

GEORGE W.

DR. SAM'S

OF MAINE.

hereby required to make

MR.

OF

In

tion.

-Thin shoe stands higher In the estimation of
TFearert than any other In the world. ThouIf
sands who wear 16 wlU tell you tho reason you
fisfc them.
eod&\v3m33
augitf

FALL

NOTICE.

Taxation of Timber and Grass on the
Reserved Lands of the State.

tion (which is
wonderful

Reading by

GOOD TEMPLAR'S HALL,

eoil3m

PUBLIC

AT CITY HALL,

Wednriday Evening, Ortobfr llih,
Supper at 7 o'clock, also at Intermission. Music
by Chandler. Admission 25 cts. ; Supper 10 cts.

X ICC Oil

METAL SKYLIGHTS

MANAGER FOB CITY AGENCY.

inar2f

SAUt KHHlWUL·,

On

MORRISON & CO.'S JEWELRY STORE FOR SEPTEMBER.

INCONTEKTAKIE
cause except fraud.

Τ PAVK DEATH

EVANS

MILLETT,

dtf

993.

NTTJÛL IB ER. S !

L UCK.Y

101

After three years for any

Γ

S(l.

CABLE,

Entire Sew Stock ot*

Dry and Fancy Gonds.

STREET.

EXCHANGE

misconception.

ITS

oniy require to

scpl5

TTS POLICY CONTRACT is plain and
an us

Store,

PORTLANDS,

BUILDING,

MEiCKANIC
an

New

the

Open

Ranges,

be seen to be appreciated.
Our far famed "NOVELTY" steel
plate FURNACE, simple in construction, durable and cheap, not excelled by an; other Furnace. Best of City
References. All these goods guaranteed. Also agent for the GARLAND OIL STOVE, "The World s Best." I
shall keep constantly on hand a general assortment of such other goods generally found in a First-class Stove
Store. Jcb Work done to order and in a workmanlike manner. Repairs a specialty. Please call and.examine
the above gocds, all to te sold at the Lowest Living Prices. Remember the number,

ASSETS ARE $6,119,547.15, while
Liabilities are only 85,413,410.74.

aennue m

[ (National League Team) V».

Wednesday Ev'ng., Oct.

viz:

finest made and best working

variety of styles, and pronounced by the leading practical stove men to be the
Range :n the market. Our Square ana Round

are models in themselves, and

HAS THEREFORE Λ SURPLUS of
Nearly $400,000 according to the Massachusetts standard, and of over §700,000 by
the New York standard.

JL

wishes to call attention to his line of

Successor to 0, W.

company's

Cannot be mads by medicines, or the skill of physicians; but the old ones
can be strengthened and
preserved by Use vise of

«ROUNDS.

BOSTONS

CLENWOOD PARLOR STOVES

THOUSAND

HUNDRED

BASE BALL

No. 517 Congress & 7 Casco Street,

CHARLES AUGUSTUS CUMMINGS,
FULLAM,
goods,

OF DOL-

SIXLARS, paid
policy-holders for each
existence.
the

piny o? intrude human int«re«t, the
grenteet Hernie Drama ever written.
Prices 75, 50 and 35 cents. Sale of seats comoctedtd
mences Friday, Oct. 8.
A

MILLETT, EVANS & CO.

Announcement !

The Clenwood Β and New Elmwood

TOTAL

un-

HAWLEY.

V.

FRANK

PORTLAND

Manaeor.
dtl

WAnB,

Fall

98,301,9*20.4?
3,374,402.90
5,647,970.22

SH01VIIVG
Policy-holders oi nearly
MILLIONS
TWENTY-TWO
LARS, equal to

Sixteenth,

about the

American Actors

management of

Tat-.day and lVrdncailar,Ocl. I'i nad 13.
Game called at 2.45. Admission So cts; all
octUd3L
seats free.

RECORD IN

JTS

or

STOVES, RANGES AND FURNACES!

COMPANY,

HOME

and Heaithfulness by all
who have examined it.

A GREAT WRONG
Supported by a company of

oct8

cellence.

MR. JOHN A. STEVENS

2

III liis New

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

Endorsed for its

management takes griat pleasure In announcing the favorite actor,

rue

With

Union Ma
The Standard of Purity and Ex-

—·■

—

STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

IN

1portland_theatreT

TWO NIGHTS NNLY,
Monday and Tuesday, Oct. 11 and 12.

Will

IMITATIONS.

OF

Manufacturers and Retail Dealers in New

Largest

THE

ORGANIZED

oct.9d2t

Admission free.

•RETAIL^,

ct2

Made Full, Double Breasted, Detachable Buttons, Extra
Quality Ticking Pockets, and made in our own Workshop,
and can be guaranteed reliable and WILL NOT FADE. We
have made and sold these goods for a long time and their
reputation is established: Formerly the price was SI8, but
TO-DAY we offer the same grade of goods at the astonishingly low price of

MANUFACTURERS OP

OF

LESSON

—AT—

that we

astounding Bargain
offering in

INDIGO BLUE SUITS,

H. W. Johns' Asbestos Fire and Water Proof

CHICAGO.

GRATIS TRIAL

HOUSE),

an

COIBME.

PER

9IO.OO

In bis Powerful and Picturesque play, entitled

H. W. JOHNS MANUFACTURING CO.,

"""

iliort time.
Says The Nation, New York:—"This Is withont
loubt the best system ever devised for learning to
in a short time."
jpeak a foreign language
Dr. Rosenthal's stay Γη Portland must of necesdty be a short one. Special courses of Twenty
Lessons each will be organized.

JOBBER^©-

are now

—

Pupils learu to speak fluently from the very flrst
lesson, in long and connected sentences. Complete conversational mastery in a surprisingly

Van Iiigen,

TERHM

tf

four attention is called to

COURSES
IN

French, German, Spanish and Italian.

TAILORING DEPARTMENT.

Car Conductors and Drivers !

These Paints are in every respoctetrictly firet-clasa. being composed of the best and
than any other paints made in
purest materials obtainable. They have a larger sale
than any others,
this country or abroad, and, although they cost a trifle more per gallon
wonfor the Bame amount of money, owing to their
work
better
and
do
more
will
they
them the most ecorenders
their
durability
while
superior
derful covering properties,
List free by mail.
nomical paints in the world. Sample Cards and Descriptive Price

PHILADELPHIA.

—

Congress street,
PREBLE

order to open

in

SPECIAL

NEW lORK AMD LONDON.

city.

(OPPOSITE

(OPPOSITE PKEJBLE HOUSE).

TliSM&wnrmly

~

SOLE

482

Congress street,

from Ε. H
Importer,

Specialties

Cents' Furnishing Coods at
lower prices than any other

count-

PORTLAND,

English Suitings,
English Overcoatings,
LONDON CASSIMERES FOR PANTS.

en-

oct8

w.jap usLIQUID PAINTS

govern-

ustrations are abundant and well executed.
iNew York: Charles Scribner's Sons; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)

adulteration whatever.

Kuml'ord Chemical Works, Providence, Κ. I.

Cook Book free.

the time when
ment was inaugurated. The book is written
in a plain and attractive style, and is adhismirably adaptod to fill out the meagre
The iltorical skeletons of tho text books.
to

or any

482

Every package warranted.
For sale by all dealers.

The Making of New England, by Samuel
Adams Drake, aims, its author says, to occuand lesser hispy a place between the larger
tories. The narrative covers the critical periods of discovery, exploration and settlement of New England from the earliest be-

stable

Saturday

nearly twice
former size. Clothing

larged

$8.00 OVERCOATS
on our

the

$3.72.
IRA F. CLARK. IRA F. CLARK.

"-7* a"y other.powder.
requires less shortening eminent
physicians.
0y

Short & Harmon.)

ginnings
THE sxnj FOI!

Portland: Loring

garment.

OF HOftTOX,
Who will remain for some time in

-IN-

Best Bargain in
Store
recently

author,

Dr. RICHARD S. ROSENTHAL,

HIGH CUSS NOVELTIES

Call and examine.

ton's inventions free from technical jargon
and intelligible to the general reader, while
at the same time, scientifically accurate. The
.-tyie of the book makes it attractive reading,
while its facts make it a work of permanent
value. (New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons;
Portland : Loring, Short & Harmon.)
The
.Management of the Eye, Ear and
Throat is a work, or really three works, by
The
three distinguished English surgeons.
eye is treated by Henry Power, opthalmic
surgeon ai St. Bartholomew's Hospital ; the
at St.
ear by Geoi^jj P. Field, aural surgeon
Mary's Hospital, and the throat by John S.
Bristow, senior physician at St. Thomas Hospital. These three organs are treated in a
manner scientifically accurate, but in lan-

a custom

ers

η

Corse has

From

distinguished

be

will be placed

toamP^rdi-

,,

not

100

neeessgp^

superabundant·--^.^

:an

with the

TAILORING.

$10.00.
The
State.

especial arrangements

Γlie publishers have made

FOR ONLY

These goods are lined with
silk or satin, made for the
Finest class of trade, and

cal peculiarities of French or Germ»»· ie ο
"^u01ar must
the true aim for «·<·
speak anil read the modern tongues
and idiomatito converse in them fluently
of
cally. No time is spent in learning pages
in congrammatical rules comparative bylittel
stujugations declensions or analyses. I'l'he
dent is not required to labor in the building
up of well constructed English sentences by

Legislature
As the New Hampshire
it will devolve upon
not meet until next June
a successor to the
and
Gov. Currier to appoint
until a Senator is idiomatic peculiarities,
serve
to
words most
late Senator Pike,
twenty
about
^ ^
mentioned are
elected. The names already
nary conversationg,utii ]1(; nas acquired the
Ossian
Rollins,
H.
William E. Chandler, Ε.
along steftJimt woids of the language, those
Ex-Gov. Cheney.
llay, Gen. Gilinan Marston,
inooftmion use, and a knowledge of all the
There
and Ex-Gov Smyth.
Λ11
—rj^cXBriggs,
peculiarities of speech. Neither the founda11
'8'
no lack of material:
tion sentence, nor any of those following are
^
Governor's
js )it(,|y
i
to be committed to memory, but ;are to be
its
is credited with a
repeated until the student is familiar with
,.
g
(.al se|f government for
The Englishι
the sound of every word and phrase and
iuui uauuuni
.ntituiiiuii
of four
national
"tltution ui
with its meaning in English. The work for
Ireland by the^^^ t|le
provinces. It is each language is divided into fifteen parts,
councils to
ngtoni Chamberlain and the
each part beiiife bound so that it can be carsaid that
IJénerally are pleasea with the ried in the pocket and used at odd moments ;
auu
in
β
a
not
tjje
nave
oeen
v»w>iie
for the student is strictly forbidden to study
pian. G if t]lv Torv government intends
uuxinn
mure Li <iil ten minute» ut a iimc.
j,j5i, question without cousultishiug the fifteenth number he has at his
—to s<^rj6j, themselves, the experiment will
command h vocabulary ο I 2,000 or 2,500 of the
'"Sferesting.
most important words iu the language, and
bf
use with readiuess all the important
doodle alderman Jaeline, whose sentence can
idioms. Such a vocabulary is even more
jas just been affirmed by the New York
than a scholarly man would use in the orCourt of Appeals, shows a disposition to disdinary affairs of life. Boston : Meisterschaft
close all the {acts in connection with the
Broadway railroad scheme of corruption, Publishing Company.
and to reveal the bribe-givers as well as the
bribe-takers.
This will greatly deepen the
Voyages of a Merchant Navigator. Comgloom that has settled down upon the ex- piled from Journals and Letters of the Late
aldermen since their confederate's sentence
Iiichaid J. Cleveland. By H. W. S. Clevewas confirmed, and it is likely, too, to seriThe
land. This is a charming volume.
ously depress the spirits of Mr. Jacob Sharp. "Narrative of Voyages and Commercial Enterprises," written and published by the
The people of Georgia are slow to forgive
chief actor in the scenes depicted iu the
General Sherman for the good work he once
work before us, in 1842, was republished in
did in their State. A Columbus paper says
England, andreviewed in all the leading perithat if Geronimo or the most merciless
odicals of both countries in terms of the
could
be
educated
and
improved
by
Apache
highest commendation, not only of the incontact with decent society without having
terest of the adventures described, but of the
his "inherent ferocity" toned down in the
beauty of the style, which was compared to
slightest degree, the result would be an "ex- Defoe. This
story shows a kindred hand,
act counterpart" of General Sherman.
But
and cannot fail to be read with unusual enthis sort of talk does not disturb "Old Tecum·
joyment. Itisataleof the days that are
sell," who calmly tells the ex-Confederates
past. Many of the honored names associathat they are nothing but "paroled prison
ted with Old Salem's early history are now
ers."
The writer is alone
seldom heard there.
left of those nearest and dearest to the heroe
Cuba is fortunate in getting rid of slavery.
of his story, and the home once so dear tow
All the slaves have been liberated at an exhim is no longer in existence. This tribpense of only $350 each, and that has been
is most fitly ofpaid by the Spanish government. As early ute of respect to his memory
fered by one who appreciates the character
as 1809 a law provided for the conditional
depicted and the discipline by which it was
liberation of certain classes of slaves. In
developed. (New York: Harper & Broth1879 all slaves 55 years old and over were
ers ; Portland : Loring, Short & Harmon.)
was made for
and
liberated,
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PERSONAL.
ΓΤ will cost
L business

only a postal card to investigate a
requiring little capital iu which men
making front
to $Γ».οοο a year. Send
circular describing a new publication for
rliich we want representatives everywhere. is ο
kxit
re
>r

umpetltiou, as there is nothing like
erienced men pronounced it the best thing ever
fferea to canvassers. Experience not negatory.
Vrite :it once to Κ. B. if AI HCH II», J'ubaeptlSeodim
sher, 79 Milk St., Boston.
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PRJESS.

ΊΉΕ

MONDAY MORNING, OCT. 11.
WIT AND WISDOM.

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON, Oct, 0,188β.—The following are today's quotations of Provisions, &c. :
Pork—liODt out 14 50®15 00; short cuts is 00
15 60;backs 15 OOaiB SO; light backs at 13 50@
14 00; lean ends 15 50; pork tongues at 13 00 α
$13 50; prune mess at $14 oo@16 50;extra prime
at 10 60B$ll ; mess, old, at 10 50; do new 11 50
®J12.
Lard—choice at 7@7>Ac t> tb in tierces; 7%®
8c In 10-lb palls;8V4®»V4c In 5-lb palls ;8%g8%
in 3-lb pails.
Hams at 12%@13c pib, laccordlng to size and
cure ; smoked shoulders 8@8V4c ; pressed hams at
12ya®13c.
Dressed hogs, city, at 7c ψ lb.
Butter—Western extra fresh made creamery at
29c, with some special marks higher: do extra
firsts at 24@27c ; dolfirsts 20@22c ; do extra held
creamery 22c; do extra first held crmy 20@21c;
do choice held imitation 17®18c; do fresh imitation creamery, choice 21@22; do firsts 19®20c;
do June factory,;cholce at 14c ; do fair to good
at 12@18c; do common lots at loeilc; Vermont
cmry extra at 30c ;do dairy at 26®27c: do extra
firsts at 2o®22c. Jobbing prices lfa/2c hither.
Cheese—Northern,choice to extra, 12®12Vsc;
sago 13c; Western choice to extra at;ilVi®12c;
lower grades according to quality; Job Ilots Vic
higher.
Eggs-Neai by 26®27c; Easternlextra 24cpastern firsts at 22®22V4c;N H and Vermont extra at 23Vb@24c: New York extra at 22Vi®23c;
Western choice at 21c ; Michigan choice at 22®
®22V4c; Nova Scotia at 22®23c; limed 19i®20c.
Jobbing price lc higher.
lieans—Choicelsmall N|Y hand picked peal 65®
~

"This is what I call a sponge bath," exclaimed
Poore as he slid out ot the bathrooms and left his
friend to foot the bill. Rambler.

have found nothing like Dr. Setli Arnold's
Couffh Killer to take on retiring when I was harrassed with a cough and wanted an undisturbed
refreshing sleep.—Kobert Custiman, Pawtucket,
R. I.
Physic is necessary at times for biliousness,
costlveness, &c. Use Dr. Arnold's Bilious Pills,
26 cents.
I

"Yes," said Blobbs proudly, "I've got a good
memory. I never forget even little things. Now
you may not recollect it, Dobbs, but I borrowed
il.50 of you two years ago. I suppose you've
forgotten all about it now, but I haven't."
"I confess,.' eaid Blobbs, "that I had forgotten
It till you spoke of it. But see here, Blobbs, now
you speak of it, why wouldn't this be a good time
to pay It back?"
''On, no, my dear boy, don't talk: about it, returned Blobbs. "Really, I couldn't think of it. I
take too much pride in remembering It."
that Dr. Bull's Cough
Syrup sells better than auy other cough medicine
"Now It's all right, It's all right, darling," said
Our druggist Inform*

Mrs.

Workhard,

us

"I have

Salvation Oil will suroly
back."

thoroughly.

tested it

cure

pain in the

your

following
graveyard in County Cork
over Its entrance gate:—"Only the dead
who live in this parish are buried here."
has

A

the

notice

debility
There are many forms of
Iron Pills.
men, that yield to the use of Carter's
weakness,
nervous
with
Those who are troubled
night sweats, Sc., should try them.

in

nervous

"Toobad!" exclaimed tlie plethoric passenger·
looking up from his newspaper.
"What's too bad?" asked the hatcliet-Iaced passenger, sympathetically.
"Why. It's too bad that the innocent pleasures
of youtli are being ruthlessly swept away In the
tidal wave of official Interference."
"Eh ? What have they been doing uow to these
Innocent little ones?"
A dear
"It makes my blood boil to think of it!
little boy in Iowa was recently sent up forgiving
with a
off
and
him
a
benzine
bath
his dog
drying
match!"
Ministers, Lawyers, Teachers, and others whose
but little exercise, should use
Carter's Little Liver Pills for torpid Liver and
biliousness. One is a dose.

occupation gives

Λ Scotch minister, In one of Ills parochial
visits, met a cow-boy, and asked him what o'clock

it

was.
" A hnnt. turpi vo

vlr "

remarked the minister,

"Well."

more."
"It's never any more here'"
just begins at one again."

was

thought it

"1

said the boy; "it

1 70 © bush: choice New York lame hand picked
do 1 Soal 60; email Vermont hand picked pea at
1 7G@1 80.
Hay—Choice prime at $18@$19 ; fair to eood at
$16 00@$17 00; Eastern fine S13SÎ15: poor to
ordinary 812b $15: East swale ®fO@$ll. Kye
ton.
straw, choice. 17 00; oat straw $»®»10
Potatoes—Extra Maine anil New Brunswick
bbl 1 50.

Chicago

Cattle Market.
By Telegraph.]
CHICAGO, Oct. 9, 1886—Cattle—Receipts 1,600;shipments 800; nominal; shipping steers at
3 50@5 10; stockers and feeders at 2 10®3 40;
cows, bulls and mixed 1 70®3 50; througfi Texans 10@15c lower at 2 20®3 00, owing to canners

stopping on

lights 3 45@4 25; skips at 2 £θ@3 25.
Sheep—Receipts 2500; shipments 900; market
lower; natives at 2 25@3 75; Western at 3 40@
3 70 ; Texans at 2 25@3 15. Lambs 3 50@4 25.

eick,

Baby

When eho

tvaf >

we

Print Cloth Market.
FALL RIVER, Oct. 9, 1886.—The print cloth
and active—Production for the
is
firm
market
week 175,000 pieces ; deliveries 163,000 pieces;
stock on hand 36,000 pieces ;sales 142,000 pieces ;
spot 59,000 pieces; futures 83,000; price—60x
56sat 3Vfec; 64x64s at3Vac.
Domestic Markets.
[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, Oct. 9, 1880.—Flour dull; sales
_

I

Child,

gave her

Castoria,

Mose Schaumberg was in a bad
to his place of busiday. When he came down
said :
ness his head clerk, Ike Silverston,
"Have you heard already dot Parker & Fizzle
has
failed?"
in San Antonio
"Ishdotso? Very Veil, de ν owes me six hundred tollars for goota vot I sold 'em. "How much
on a tollar does dey pey?"

"Terventy cents."
dot. Ven
"Terventy cents! I vas glad to hear
on
I sold 'em dose goots I figured on a fifteen cent
cents den
a tollar failure. Ven dey pay terventy
of
I makes a profit of fifty per cent, on dot bill

goods."

FINANCIAL ANO COMMERCIAL.
Foreign Exporte.
BUENOS AYRE8. Brig Florence

I

Henderson

—384,620 ft lumber.

fteliroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. Oct. 0, 188·;.
Received by Maine Central Kallroad—For Port
for conand 43 cars miscellaneous merchandise ;
merch»n
necting roads 145 cars miscellaneous
disc.
Λιι**β*ίΛ«1β

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
WHEAT.
Nov.

7o1/i
70Vi

Highest

Closing

....

Jan

Dec.

75 Va
7 S Va

74%
74%

72%

71
71

Lowest

73
72 Ye

74%
24%

74

74%

721,4
CORN.

Jan.
3 6 Va
36Va

Dec.
36y4
361/4

Opening·..·
Highest....

Nov.
85%
35%
35

36

363/β

Closing

35V4

36V4

36%

Oct.
Lowest

OATS.

Dec.

Nov.
Lowest.

.·

24%
24V4

Closing.

.·

241/4

Highest·.

145
214

138Va
23%
25
31

Railroad com

and Ont. R.,
Marquette. Houghton
4s

corn....

Central
Mexican Central R7s
Calumet & Hecla
Boston Water Power Co
Kastern Railroad

46*6
49%

Mexican

Boston &

5|

2 95
79
127

Old Colony:
Eastern Railroad 6s
Boston LaudrCompany
Boston & Maiue Railroad
Boston & Maine R 7s. 1894
Bath. Me.. Citv es. 1889
Continental Mills
Hill Manufacturing Co
Franitlin Company. Lewiston

205
121

lOOVi
«λια
64Va
...75Va
..100V4

TBy Telegraph.]

od cail
NEW YORK, Oct 9, 1886.—Money the last
7 per cent.,
isïquieter, ranging from 5 to
Prime mercantile
loan being at 5, and closing at 5.
at 4 81*4
paper 4£t5 per cent Exchange steady
84 V>. Government bonus
,g/4 81% and 4 84@4
and
generalbonds
Railroad
quiet
weak.
dull and
closed firm.
ly steady. The stock market
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggre
gated 331.651 shares.
of Governxyti roiiowing are to-day's quotations
ment securities :
100
United States bonds, 3s
128%
Newj4s, reg
128%
New 4s, coup
111%
4
New Va », reg
111%
New 4Vis, coup
116
Central; Pacific lets124
Denver Λ R. Gr.-.lst8
116
Erie 2d s
108%
Kansas Pacific ^Consols
Ill
Oregon Nav. lsts
115%
Union'.Paciflc 1st
do Land Grants
do Sinking Funds
is re- j
The following New York stoclc market
(3rocker I
ceived daily, by private wire, b^PuJleiij
anew,

« v> —

142

105ya
48Ve

Central,Pacific
Chesapeaae & Ohio
Chicago & Alton
Chicago A Alton preferred
Chicago, Burlington & Quiiioy
Del. & liutl. Canal

9

I42ya
160

138%
104«/e
136%
32 y2
351/8

...

77

134Va

lUnois Central
Ind Bloom. & Western
Lake Erie& West
/,ake Shore
Louisville & Nasn
Manhattan Elevated

21
13

91%
50%
1497/e
01%
21H
46V*
115Vé
ιθζ
28%
G2%
116Va

Michigan Central

Minu. ôî»t. Louis
do pre!
aunnri' Paeifin
Missoun;Pacific
New Jersey Central
Northern Pacific
ao jpref
Northwestern
Nortnwestern preferred
New York Central

New;York, Chicago
do pref

&

—142

1123/4
lOVfr
23%

St. Louis

Ohio Central
Ohio & Miss
Ont. & Western

278/e
20%

Oreeon Transcon
Pacific .Mail
Panama
Pullman l'aJace
Keaaini:.
Kock islaun
St Louis & San Fran
αο pref
1st pref
St. Paul
St. Paul preferred
St. Pau;,>Iinn. & Man
St Paul Si Jmaha
do pre*.
Texas Pacific
Union Pacific
U. 8. Express
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific
do pref
..

33 Via

55%
98
36
....125
31 '/β
65 Va
114
94
121
118%

49%
112 Va
19
62 Ve

59Va
19%
36 V2
77Va
37»/e

go
100
55
62*4

Cauaaa Southern

Canton

11V*
73V2
36

E. Tenn

EastTenn, lsttt>ref
Kansas & Texas
Houston & Texas
Metropolitan El
Richmond & Danville
Oregon Nav

35
192
142

104Va
125
16!

Wells. Fargo Express
Mobile Λ Ohio
Morris & Essex
Central Iowa

141 Vs
17

Fort Wavue
Pacific 6s of '95
Lone island
Con. Coal

126V4
93ya
25

New York Mining Stocks.

[By Telegraph.]

NEW YORK, Oct. 9,1886.—The following are
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
28 00
Colorado ICoal
00
do

preferred

Horaestake
Ontario

Standard..
Con/.Cal. A Va
North Belle Isle
Eureka

Plymouth

SAIL!NC DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

6
24 00
19 50

;%£?
112Va

2 3o

4 05
ικοκ
10

FOR

FROM

New York..Liverpool

Antillas

Germanic
Wieland
Catalouia
Parisian
Zaandam
Cttyof Berlin

Oct 12

Oct
New York..Liverpool
Oct
New York..Hayti
New York.. Laguayra.... Oct
New York..Liverpool....Oct
New York..Hambujg—Oct
Boston
Liverpool.... Oct
Liverpool.. ..Oct
Quebec
New York. Amsterdam. Oct

City of Koine

...

Kins

Belgenland
Westphalia

Arizona
Nevada

Eider
Celtic
Oregon
Sannatian
Baltic
Rheiu

New York..Liverpool....Oct

Oct
New York.. Bremen
New York..Antwerp —Oct
New York..Hamburg—Oct
New York. .Luerpcol —Oct
Oct
New York..Liverpool
Oct
New York.. Bremen
New York.. Liverpool—Oct

...Liverpool....Oct

Quebec

Oct
Liverpool
Quebec
New tfork..Liverpool—Oct
New

Oct

York..Bremen

12
12
13
14
14
14
14
16
16
16
16
16
19
20
20
21
21
22
22
23

MINIATURE ALMANAC·... OCTOBER 11.
5 51
Sun rises
water
10
5 04 High
Suu sets
8 ft 4 in
ι
Length of day ....11 13 TI

2!

4 09

Moon sets

Height

M-A-RUSTE

...

—

j

8

it

5 in

NEWS.

PORT OF PORTLAND.
SATURDAY, Oct. 9·
Arrived.

Steamer Cumberlaud, Thompson, St John, NB,
via Eastport for Boston.
Sell J Ρ Ober, Denning, Roekport, Mass.
Seh Tivano, Geyer, Boston.
Sen Gamecock, Kobinson, Lynn.
beh Cerulia. (Br) Benjamin, Parrsboro, NS, for
Newburyport,
Sell Venus, Newman, Eastport.
Sell Clinton, Marrett, Cranberry Isle.
Sell Abby S Emery, Clark, llockport—lime to L
C Cunimings & Co.
Sell Brilliant, Hupper, Rockport—lime to L C
Cunimings & Co.
Sell J C Jameson, Hatch. Deer Isle.
Sell Florence Ε Tower, Knowlton, Deer Isle foiBoston.
Sell J S

Glover, Bay St Lawrence, with 90 bbls
mackerel.
Cleared.
Steamship Eleanora, Bragg, New York—J Β
Coyle.
Brig FI Henderson,Henderson, Buenos Ayres—
Frank Dudley.
Sell Bradford C Frencji. Conary. Charleston, to
load for Saco—J Nickerson & Son.
Sell Annie M Allen, Brown, Philadelphia—J
Nickerson & Son.
Sell A Heaton, Handy, Glen Cove—Ε S Hamien
& Co.

Blake.
Sch A Τ Haines, Dodge, Penobscot—Ν
SUNDAY. Oct. 10.

Arrived.
with 100
Sell Henry Friend, Bay St Lawrence,
bbls mackerel.
via
HarpsJonesport
Trufant,
8cli Mystic Tie,
well.
Sch

Enterprise. Oliver, Bath.

J43Vz

Western Union Telegraph.
Alton & Terre Haute
do pref
Boston Air Line
Burlln^tO & Cedar Eapids

Quicksilver

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
is
LIVERPOOL, Oct. 9.1886.—Cotton market
sales
dull; uplands at 5*4(1 ; Orleans at 53/ed;bales.
7.000 bales; speculation and export 1000
LIVERPOOL. Oct. 9, 1886.—Quotations-Winter Wheat 6s 6dtftv6s 8d ; Spring wheat at 6s 7d
Comat 6s 8d(£6s 10d.
@6s 9d ; Club wheat)
mixed; Western 4s 3 Vad; peas at 5s 4d. Provisshort
ions, &c.—Pork at 61s; bacon at 37s 6for
clear and 37s for long clear. Cheese at 56s for
tallow
32s
3d;
Western
American ; lard, prime |
22s 6d for American.

Philadelphia

Market.
New York Stock and Money

Del., iwiek. & West
pen _& Rio Grande
Erie.
Erie preferred

Îrees

Wyoming

7%

S™Ùa1u>ESTON-CW mh!°scli

ΝC—CM
SlWILMIMiT^x'
Saraana.

FROM OUlt CORRESPONDENT.

WISCASSET, Oct 7—Sid, schs George Albert,
Brown, Boston; Frank Vanderherchen, Shaw, for
Charleston.
Oct 0—Sid, schs Lawrence Haines, Lewis, Providence; Kate Lily, Lewis, and Cock of the Walk,
Lewis, Boston.
EAST MACHIAS, Oct 7—Sid, schs Annie Lee,
Cole, and Sabao, Flynn, New York; Jas Freeman,
Jasper, Eastport.

Florence J

Alleu,

7th, sell Georgia L

.....
Drake, Parris,
NORLOLK—Ar 8th, ship Alice M Minot, DickPortland
Davis,
L
«ertrnde Trundy,
DC— Ar 8th, sch Jonathan

msïa'8tiiVscS
GEOKGETlUvi,

ÎlTÎlioKfM
8

Staters, Simpson, KenAJMarSthJ'Ichs'Three'
karkee, Allen, do; Emily Sheppard,
HCld7&,^chîfénnle Lockwood, Poland,
nebec; Kate

ior Peu-

Lermond, Hupper, New OrGilkey, Apalachicola ; Besleanssie H "Rose. Adams, Boston.
Passed Newcastle, Del, sells Apphia & Amelia,
Sarah & Ellen. and Bessie H Kose.
NEW YORK—Ar 8th, sells Beta. Colheth, and
Lucy Hammond, Flynn, Machias ; Frank Ο Dame,
Roeers, Baltimore ior Providence.
rid 8th, snip Sachem, Bartiett. Saigon ; sch Almeda Wiley. Copeland, Fernandma.
Passed the Gate 8th, brig Katahdin, from Weehawken for Boston; schs Clara Dlnsmore, do for
Eastport; Westerloo, New York for Ellsworth;
Penobscot, and Géorgie 1) Loud, do for Boston ;
Gen Banks, and Laconia, do for do ; Chas Ε Moody, and Storm Petrel, Rondout for do ; William Ε
Barnes, fin Elizabethport for Augusta ; Ulrica Κ
Smith, do for Ipswich ; Mauna Loa, Amboy fer
Macliiasport; Jed Frye, do for do: EL Gregory,
sciis ffm J
Belle Hooper,

do for do.

ΡΕΚΤΗ AMBOY—Ar 7th, schs George Berry,
Gfnn, New York; Telegrapu, Adams, Newark,
(and sailed fer Karitan river.)
Sid 7th, schs Erancis Edwards, Brookings, for
Gardiner; John Somes, Kobblns, Boston; George
Berry, Ginn, Portsmouth.
PROVIDENCE Ar 8th, schs Sandy Point,
Grant, Bangor ; Franconia, Young, Calais.
Sid 8th, sch George & Albert, Wentworth, for
New York.
NEWPOET—Sid 8th, sch Glenullen, Bunker,
New York.
NEW BEDFORD—Sid 8th, sch Olive, Frye, for
New York.
Ar 8tli. sch Red Jacket, Bangor.
VINEYARD-HAVEN-Ar 7th, schs Ida L Ray,
from Hoboken f r Boston ; Annie It Lewis, Weehawken for Plvmouth ; Laura Robinson, Newburg for Haverhill ; Maud Malloch, Weehawken
for Calais.
Ar 8th. barque Formosa. Pierce, Portland for
ïoik;
reitengiu, uouge,
gor for Philadelphia ; Agricola, Eastport lor Ronaout.
Sid 8tli, schs Everett, and Georgianna, fm Hoboken for Boston ; Emeline Sawyer, do for Portland; Fred Smith, Amboy for do; Mopang. New
York for do ; Woodbury M Snow, im Rondout for
ecus

iuva Ά

itau-

Bangor.

Melbourne prev to Oct 8, ship Normandy,

Tukey,

New York.

Memoranda.
ashore
Sch Meyer & Muller, of Belfast, recently
at Ν York.
on the Jersey coast, has been repaired
shoe
of
loss
The only damaged sustained was the
and injury to copper.
beBangor,
Sch S J Lindsay,from New Yorkjfor
fore reported at Provinctown leaky, lias dischargis
corn
bushels
ed and will repair. About 1200

damaged and will be sold.
the caigo
San Francisco, Oct 2—The damage to used in
of ship Abner Coburn, caused by water
from $4,000 to
at
is
estimated
extinguishing fire,
$5,000.
Fishermen.
sch Fannie
Ar at Port Mulgrave, NS. 7th inst,
A Spurling, from North Bay for Portland.

Domestic Ports.
Matthews,
GALVESTON-Ar 8th, sch Dora
New
York.
Brown,
C Smith,
John
FEKNANDINA—Ar 4th. sell
Philadelphia.
Cld 4th, sch Belle Higgins, Nebinger, Aspinwall

Foss.

1886

New Store !
DRESSGOODS.
New Goods !
Our increased facilities enable

to

us

do this, and we respectfully ask all our
friends to call and see for themselves.

We have largely increased our stock,
and we do not hesitate to say that we
can now show the ilnest line of goods in
every department of our store, that the
market affords. Thanking our friends
for their past kindness, we hope they
they will still favor us with their pat-

Searsport.

BATH—Ar 8th, sch Cora, Studley, Portland,
(and proceeded up )
81d8tli, schs Falmouth, Clark, Richmond. Va;
Bramhall, Hamilton, New York; May McFarland,
Keen, Richmond ; Ada A Kennedy, Kennedy, for
Philadelphia; L M Collins, Bartiett, New York.
Foreien Ports.
At Amoy Aug 20, barque Carrie Heckle, Prince,
for New York.
Ar at Calcutta Aug 31st, ship South America.
Fowle, New York.
Sid fm Fowey 4tli inst, ship Oneida, McGilvery,

New York.
Ar at St Thomas Sept 8, brig Rocky Glen. Sawyer, Boston, (and sailed 18tli for Turks Island) ;
19th, barque H L Gregg, Randall, Norfolk.
In port Sept 21, brig F I Merriman, Connell,
from Satilla river for Buenos Ayres, (will discharge for survey.)
Sla fm Turks Island Sept 23d, sch Jennie A
Stubbs, Stubbs. Belfast.
m au xuuiuaa

ocpt

ix, uaitjuo

viui<*

u

lav-

Gilvery, Griffin, Mayaguez, to load for North of
Hatteras.
At Matanzas Sept 30tli. brig John H Cran do η,
Pierce, for New York or Philadelphia.
Bth Inst, barque Alice,
Ar at Annapolis. NS,
Kair, Bear Kiver, to complete cargo for Oienluegos
Cld at St John, NB, 8tn, »ch Julia S, French, lor
Portland.

Spoken.

Sept 3, lat

27

ion 28 W, barque Jennie Harkfrom Boston for Melbourne.

N,

ness, Λ me.s bury,

Catarrhal

OH ! MY BACK, MY BACK !
InWeak Backs, Pain, Weakness
the Kidneys, Shooting !
IA.&· λflammation of the
and
Side
Loins.
Hip
through
S^JvVJPains
1 ^p»Pains, Lack of Strength and Activity,
γτιτ relieved in (one minute and speedily 1
cured by the Cuticura Anti-Pain Plaster, a
antidote to pain
new, original,elegant and infallible
for
and inflammation. At druggists, 25 c.; five
Potter
of
Drug and
free
or
postage
$1.00:
Maee.
Chemical Co., Boxton,
TliM&w2w
oct4
and

Scrofula
nation, mercurial poison, uncleanliness,
and various other causes. Chronic Sores,
Ulcers, Abscesses, Cancerous Humors,
and, in some cases, Emaciation and Consumption, result from a scrofulous condition oi the blood. This disease can be

by the use of Ayer's Sarsapari'^a.

I inherited a scrofulous condition of the

AJCX

··

ο

Entirely

36
35
30
54
54
54
50

"
"
"

50

"

40

"

"
"
"
"

"

"

75
Tricot,
IndiaTwillSO

«—

Cured

We call attention to

necessary to use any medicine whatever.
I am now in better health, and stronger,
than eyer before.— O. A. Willard, 218
Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

40 pieces 14 inch Bussia Crash,
Une, 10 cents per yard.

elegant

CITY

CITY OF PORTLAND.

ι

NOTICE
hearing

on

the

matter of taking Market \

25th, at 7.30 o'clock.
By order of the Board,

GEO. C.
Oct. 7, 188G.

(

(CuHiom House

removed to

STREET,

6.30.
Leave Little Diamond 6.15,7.20,9.05,11.20,3.20,
5.10, 6.50.
Leave Great Diamond
5.05, 6.45.
Leave Trefethen's 6.05, 7.10, 8.55, 11.10, 3.10,
5.00, 6.40.
Leave Long Island, 8.45, 3.00.
SUNDAY TRIPS.
Leave Portland for Peak's, Little and Great Diamond, and Trefethen's, 9.00. 10.30, 2.15, 4.30,
Leave Portland for Long Island, 10.30,2.15.
Leave Little Diamond, 9.40, 11.35,3.20,5.10,
Leave Great Diamond 9.35, 11.30,3.15,5.05,
Leave Trefethen's, 9.30,11.25, 3.10, 5,'JO.
Leave Long Island, 11.15, 3.00.
Leave Peak's, 9.20,11.40, 3.25, 4.50,
B. J. WILLARD. Manager.
sep29dtf

DUNHAM,
Retail Dealers in

TENNEY &
Wholesale and

6.10,7.15,9.00,11.15,3.15,

STOVES, TIN WARE
—

AND

—

KITCHEN FURNISHING GOODS.
THE VALUE OF MURDOCK'S Lip» 12 EXCHANGE ST.,
PORTLAND ME
WF&MC.m
I
FOOD IS RECOGNIZED H ALL COUN- je2P.
TRIES, AIVD IS INDORSED BY ALL NA- ANTOINE DORTICOS,
TIONAL MEDICAL SOCIETIES THAT
ARCHITECT,
HAVE INVESTIGATED ITS VALUE.
FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING, ROOM 28 1-2.
any Med

There never was an essay read before
ical Society on Raw Food Extracts, except on I
Mur dock'' s Liquid Food, and counterfeit manufac
hirers of Extracts have published many of onessays to show the value of their counterfeits.

now

equal

BEDS,

Send for the Iteportof 1 lie Chairof (lie Section of Obstetrics
Homof the American Institute of
the
oeopathy, read at Saratoga at
annual meeting of Ι88β.
the
Circulars were sent by h im to alltheir Physicians
what
experience
in the United States, asking
Food in its nsejor Inwas with Murdoch's Liquid
old.
one
over,
as
well
year
as
fants under,
Then what results, with all the
different Milk preperations.Grain
Foods, I'eptonoid Foods and Beef
extracts, compared with Murdoch's Liquid Food.
man

The returns show that it is
the Standard Food and Extract, as the percentage of
lives restored was the largest
when used.

It is in no sense of the word a patent
remedy. I am thoroughly conversant with its
mode of preparation and know it to be not only a

legitimate pharmaceutical product,butalsowc>rthy
in all

high commendations it has received
parte of the world. It contains eseence of Beef,
Coca, Quinine, Iron and Calisaya, which are dissolved in-pure genuine Spaniah Imperial Crown
Sherry."
Invaluable to all who are Bun Down, Nervous,
Dyspeptic, Bilious, Malarious or afflicted with

of the

Beware of Imitations.

HEB MAJESTY'S FAVOBITE COSXSTXO CLYCESIHE.
Used by Her Royal Highness the[Princess of
and the nobility. For the Skin, Complexion, Eruptions, Chapping.Roughness. 81.00. Of druggists.
Genuine Syrup ©f faream
pnrilln, is guaranteed as the best Sarsaparilla

\

Ν. Y. Depot 38 MURRAY STREET.
M&Flynrm
dee7

j

FUR TRIMMED CIRCULARS
Will be advertised later.

SHAWLS.
entirely new stock, which
selling at yery low prices.

An almost

A full assortment of all new and desirable styles always in stock.

we are

Japanese Silk Dressing Gnwns.
new in this
and
rich
elegant.
Market, and are very
They are to be seen in the Cloak Room, up

These

are

something: entirely

stairs.

Artistic low price houses and seaside cottages

will

Book, Card
—

AND

—

Job Printer
-ΊΜΝΤΚΚ»'

97

-2

Exchange
by mail

St., Portland, Me.

and after MONDAY, Sept. 20,1886, steamHouse
er GORDON will leave Custom
Wharf daily, Sundays Excepted, for Long Island,
HarpsLittle Chebeague, Jenks,Great Chebeague,

ON

atnovlleodtf

MRS. J. C.
—

well and Orrs Island ot 3 p. m.
Return, leave Orrs Island for Portland and Interminate landings at 6.15 a. m. Arrive Portland
at 8.45 a. m.
For freight or passage apply on board to captain.
GEO. F. WEST, Manager.

telephone promptly

NEWTON,

TEACHER OF

sep20dt?

—

Elocution and Voice Culture,

In Insolvency.
Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberland,
October 2, A. D. 1886.
State of Maine.
In case of WILLIAM W. BAILEY, Insolvent

NO. 37 SUIITII STREET.
Eaughtou.

Debtor.

dlw*

Estate

is to

From the fact that no two beeves or sheep are
alike is the reason of our different brands being
different in flavor.
The
All brands are made by the same formula.
letter represents the day of make, and the figure,
the tank.
If richer, it is stronger in smell and flavor, and
will bear a greated eduction. It cannot be reduced so low but it will be superior to all other
in treating chronic cases.
preparations
If you cannot obtain Murdock's Liquid Food
we deliver, free of express,
druggist,
from your
12 oz. for $1.00.

Boston
MRDOCK LIQUID FOOD CO., SM&Wtf
niy2N

the

on

second

a

was

rvmrt. of Insolvency for said County
Cumberland, against the estate 01 saiu
WILLIAM W. BAILEY, of Portland,
Debtor, on petition of
adjudged to be an Insolvent
said Debtor which petition was filed 011 the secdate
ond day of October, A. D. 1886, to which
interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said
Debtor, ana the transfer and delivery of any propby him are forbidden by law.
erty
I hat a meeting of the Creditors of so,id Debtor,
to prove their debts and choose one or more aslusignees of his estate, will be held at a Court of
solvency to be liolden at Probate Court Room,
in said Portland, 011 the eighteenth day of October,
A. D. 1886, at ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above writH. It. SARGENT,
ten.
of the Court of I11Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger
of
Cumberland.
said
for
County
solvency
oct4&ll
Ttiricro r»f thA

three following dwelling houses and lots
situated in the most desirable parts of the
for
city
private residence, we hereby offer for immediate sale.
1—House and lot at No. 41 Pine street, near
Brackett, now occupied by Warren P. Chase.
The lot is about 29x80, 2 story house and L about
70x20, containing nine rooms, with good cement
celler, heated by steam.
2—House and lot at No. 33 Cushman street,
Lot about
now occupied by William H. Milliken.
G0x95, two story house and L, containing nine
rooms, well built, in good repair; a convenient
and attractive house and very pleasantly situated.
3—The fine brick house at No. 342 Spring
street, now occupied by John S. Wilson, with
large lot 87Vax227, adjoining the late T. C. Kersey's grounds ; two story house witli French roof
and two story L, containing 15 rooms, thoroughly
built and in excellent repair, and one of the nest
situations in town : large stable, well furnished
with watei,etc.; about 70 pear and fruit trees;
small cold grapery.
Further particulars will be given on inquiry of
the undersigned, assignee in insolvency of Wilson,
Chase & Milliken, individually and as partners;
and the property may be examined at any time.
JOSEPH W. SYMONDS, Assignee.

dtf

au21

that

give notice,
WarrantTHIS
day of October, A. D. 1886,
issued by Henry C. Peabody,
in Insolvency
of

ill

A Card to Invalids.

i
!
;
1

;
i
I

Baymonil Village.

OFFICE,
seplô

(14 w*

THIS

NATHAN O. POPE, of Windham,
an Insolvent Debtor, on petition of
adjudged to bewhich
petition was filed 011 the
said Debtor,

I

NOTICE.
Elizabeth
those

Holding Cape
eiven to
said orders will bo paid
Town Ο ders, that
..reieritation to the Treasurer of said town

IS

liorpiw

on
on

week ami

you

hav<

flnest-pollshed stove li
tlie world. For sale by a
Grocers and Stove Deal r:
Η. Η. κιυΐνί,κ, wuolesale Agent, Portland.
M W&S 13w
aulG
the

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT I
WIIARF, Portland,
alternately leave FRANKLIN
at 7 o'clock ; arrivingjin

week day evening
for connection with earliest trains for

points beyond.

ES2«o]o«,r,.
1'KABBLKS,
M J.
a' E. SKILMN.
cape Elizabeth, Oct. 2,18GU.

of
octOdtlG

will Leoy

a. m. and I.IO p. m.
For Manchester, Concord, and points North
at I.IO p. m.
For Rochemtcr,Hpringvale, Alfred, Wafer·
boro, and ëaco River at 7. JO a. ui., 1.141
and (mixed) at 6. JO p. in.
For Gorham at 7.JO a. in., I.IO, 6.30, 39
(mixed) at O.JO p. m.
For Haccarappa, Cumberland ITltlU, W« ·»«
brook Junction and Woodford'» at 7»J*}
and lO.OOa. m., f.lO, J.OO, ti.'JO ars
(mixed) *6. JO p. m.
For Forest Avenue (Decring) IO OO a. di.
J.-OO and 6.'JO p. in.
The I.IO p. m. train from Portland connects at
foi
Ayer Jnuct. with Hooxnc Tunnel Route
the West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, fo»
New York via Norwich Line, and nil raii
via Springfield, also with Ν. Υ. & Ν. Ε. R. R.
("Steamer Maryland Route") for PhiladelphiaBaltimore, Washington, and the Mouth, ncn
with Boston A Albany R. R. for the West'
Close connection made at Westbrooh
tion with through trains of Maine Central R.R. an<?
at Grand Trunk Transfer. Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
Pm
may be had of S. 11. HELLEN,Ticket Agent.
land & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street.
at
Woodford's.
not
•Does
stop
J. W. PK TKKS.Suut-

Je26dtf

—

FOB

—

EASTPORT. CALAIS, ST. JOHN Ν. B.. HALIFAX, M. S.
—

New

AND

ALL·

PART8

OF

—

82run*wick, IVova Scotia, Priucc EdtvardN lwland, and Capo Breton.

SPRING AND SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
The new Steamers of this Line will leave RailWharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY at 5.00 P. M., for
EASTPORT and ST. JOHN, with above connec-

road

tions.

Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. ngp-Freight received up to 4.00 p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
inforTicket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other
mation at Company's Office, Railroad Wharf, fo~t
J. B. COYLE. JR..
of State street.
Gen'l Manager.
nov20dtf

CHANGE OF TIME.
On and after MONDAY, October 4,
trains will run as follows:

Bostom Philadelphia
DIRECT

STEAMSHIP LINE.

From BOSTON e»erj WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA ever; TUESDAY and FRIDAY
».

^r-t-

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
p.m. From Pine Street Wharf,

Philadelphia,

at 10

a. m.

■iVÎflôy*-· Insurance one-halt the rate of
MEsissseSW sailing vessel.
and
Freights for the West by the Penn. Ii. β.,comSouth by connecting lines, forwarded free of
mission.
Ilouud Trip SINPaKgngr $10.00.
Meals and Eoom included.
For freight or passage apply to
Ε. B. SAMPSOJf, AjfCDI,
70 V.OHK Wharf, BSomIou.
Sldtf

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP JMPAM'S
California, Japan, China, Central 4*
and South America and Mexico. ^
sails Saturday Oct. 9, noon.
North
From New York, pier fi ot of Canal St.,
of
liiver, for Nnu FruuciNCo via The Isthuiun

COLON

Pnuiimn,
Great reduction In rates to San Francisco. Cabin
$60; Steerage $30.
From San Francisco, 1st and Brannan Sts.
For Japan and China.
CITY OF NEW YORK sails Saturday Oct. Otli,
at 2 p.

m.

Freight, Passage, or general information
apply to or address the General4cEastern Agents.
E. A. ADAiHN
CO.,
115 State Street. Cor. Broad St., BIOMtou.
dtf
For

jelo

a

rapoitTED

WINES

and

LIQUORS

OF ALL· KINUC,

IS THE ORIGINAL PACKAGES,
FOB

SALE

BY

R. STANLEY & SON, importers,
PORTLAND, HE.

°'JM!
ικοη

HAKUIKON. MAIKE

I8Stf>

DEPARTURES.
For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.20 a.m., 12.60
and 5.30 p. m.
For Gorham, 9.30 a. m. 3.£0 and 5.30 p. m.
For Gorham, Montreal and Chicago, 1.30
p.

m.

Quebec, 1.30 p. m.
ARRIVAL*.
From Lewistou and Auburn, 8.25

For

a.

n.

12.05. 3.15 and ô.4u p. m.
fi-nui (-oi-finm. 8.25. 9.30 a. m. and 7.00 p. m.
Froua i'hicH|;o aud Jioutrrni, 12.uo.
I^ rom Quebec, 12.05 p. III.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night train ai.c
Parlor cars on day train between Portland and

Montreal.

seiectm[.u
Cape Elizabeth,

afterMouday, June

International ; GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA
STEAMSHIP CO.,

for tft·
Also General Managers for New England
Celebrated

J

|

Through tickets for Providence, Lowell, Worces !
ter, New York, &c.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston every week day evening at 5 o'clock.
J. B. COYLK, Jr. Manager.
octltf

HO. 410 FORE ST.,

LAD·EN, Enamel yom
Rauices twice a year, topi

once a

THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMERS

—LISE FOR—

D.
1886, to
second
day of October, A.
which date interest on claims is to be computed.
debts
or by said
of
to
any
the
payment
That
delivery of any propDebtor, ana the transfer and law.
by
erty by him are forbidden
Creditors of said Debtor,
That a meeting of the
and choose one or more as1 to
use
prove their debts
The living STStem may receive its needed sup- I signees of his estate, will be held at a Court of Insolvency to be liolden at Probate CourtofRoom in
ply of strength, and health, from Nature's materia
October
medica. which consists of Air, Light, Temperasaid Portland, on the eighteenth day
o'clock in the forenoon.
ture, Electricity. Magnetism, Exercise, Rest, Food,
A. D. 1886, at ten
the date first above writhand
my
uuder
Drink, Bathing. Sleep. Clothing, Passional InfluGiven
H· K. SARGENT,
ences, and Mechanical or Surgical Appliances."
ten.
of the Court of InTherefore it is unreasonable, and absurd, to atSheriff, as Messenger
Deputy
of Cumberland.
said
health
County
to
restore
by administering poisons.
tempt
solvency for
oct4&ll
I shall endeavor to give health to the sick, by
means which preserve health In well persons.

PLUMMER,

ONLY $1.00.

Arraugeiuenti.

Fall and Winter

I11 Insolvency.
Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberland.
October 2, A. 1). 1886.
State of Maine.
In case of NATHAN O. POPE, Insolvent Debtor.
is to give notice, that on the second
a Warrant
day of October, A. D. 1886,
in Insolvency was issued by Henry C. Peabody,
for
said
of
County
Insolvency
Court
the
Judge of
of Cumberland, against the estate of said

Drug remedies produce drug diseases, and add
to the impurities, and obstructions, which cause
the disease for which they are administered. Censequently, a patient's vitality is constantly diminished,—and acute diseases made chronic,—by their

S. J.

STEAMERS.

Tfflv*FARE

Ou and

-Vg:" ISSO, Passenger Trains

'Portland:
For WorccHier, Clinton, Ayer Junction.,
ÏVaHhua, Windham and Eppiug at 7.J

^BOSTON
jplfe

dtf

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.

EXCHANGE,

or

follows: (Sundays excepted.)

sepll

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All orders
tended to.

run as

Leave Burnham's Wharf, 6, 7,10 a. m., 12.20,
3, 5 and 6.15 p. ui.
Leave Oasco Wharf. Diamond Island. 6.30,
p. 111.
7.45,10.25 a. 111., 1.30, 3.25, 5.45, and 6.45,around
The 10.00 and 3.00 trips will be made
the island, if desired, touching at Diamond Cove
Farm Landing.
All arrangements for evening sailing parties
can be made with the Captain on board.

Portland & Rochester It. R.
ARRANGEMENT^OF TRAINS.

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave Fier
38. East River, New York, on Wednesdays and j \
J. B. COYLE, Jr.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
General Agent j Τ'
sept21-dtf

season

and

THE STEAMER ISIS

MASKS,

WOT. HI.

»

Monday, Sept. 13th,
until further notiee,

an«l after

On

a

For NEW YORK.

every

FOR DIAMOND ISLAND AND DIAMOND COVE.

augl8eod2m

specialty.

BAILBOADS.

RAILROADS*

STEAMER».

STEAMER».

WEEK DAÏ TRIP».
Oil and After Oct. 1, 1886,
Leave Portland for Peaks', Little and Great Diamond and Trefethen's, 5.45, 6.50, 8.00, 10.30.
2.15, 4.30, 6.10.
Leave Portland for Long Island, 8.00, 2.15,
Leave Peaks' 6.20,7.25, 9.10, 10.60,3.25,4.50,

Three doom went of foiiner office.
Ira 8. Locke.
Joseph Α. Ι,οοκβ.
dti
fel>27

BURGESS, City Clerk.

oct8-l 1-18-25

liave

180 MIDDLE

and contain 38,000 feet of floor.
the weakest
Our Liquid Food can be retained by
will mako
stomach. Four tablespoonfuls daily
need for
When
eight per cent, new blood weekly.
add five or
Infants, never change their food, but
and
each
at
Food
feeding,
more drops of Liquid
restored m less
their lost or needed vitality will be
than thirty days.

alls.

NEWMARKETS.
In Scotch and English Plaids, with
hoods, single and triple capes. Also Iba
Nobby Astrnchans, Curls, Wales, and
great variety of medium priced cloths.

CO. MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY PORTLAND & WORCESTER UNE, ΜΑΜΕ CENTRAL RAILROAD
FOREST m STEAMBOAT
Wharf)
13,

OFjT HEARING. Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,

THESquare lot for a public park or square, adjourned to Monday, Oct. 11th, has been necessarily postponed.
A hearing on the same matter will be given by
the Board of Mayor and Aldermen at Reception
Hall, City Building, 011 Monday evening. October
Portland,

ISLAND

these

full assoatment of

a

Great care has been taken in selecting
the Plushes from which our garment*
hare been Enade to our own order. By
this means we have secured some very
important points in the make up, fit ana
coEEifort of these rich and desirable gar*
ments.

CLOAKINGS.

Β.

&

We have

elegant garments always in stock.

Towels, 10 cents each.

We have a full line of Fancy Colored Bed
Spreads in all grades and styles.

THE

Professor of Medicine at the Royal University;
Knight of the Royal Austrian Order of the Iron
Crown i Kniaht Commander of the Royal Spanish
Order of Isabella ; Knight of the Royal Prussian
Order oftheRed Eagle; Chevalier of the Legion of
Honor, &c.t dcc.% Bays :
« LIEBIG CO'S COCA BEEF TONIC
should not be confounded with the horde of trashy

25 dozen All Linen Glass Towels, size,
14x27 inches, 5 cents each.

COLORED BED SPREADS.

Assignee's Sale—In Insolvency.

PROF.CHS.LUDWIG VON SEEGER,

No such assortment has ever bee· exhibited here as we are now offering, in
Jackets, Newmarkets, Havelocks, Coats
and Plush Sacks, of which we are showing more than 100 styles. Prices f Ι.βΟ
to $25.00.

25 dozen All Linen Huek Towels, size,
26x54 inches, 20 cents each.

40 dozen Bath

Seal Plush Sacks.

Misses and Children's Garments.

We guarantee that all of the above special
Bargains will be found just as represented.

LOCKË & LOCKE,

Valuable and Desirable Real
I'ortland for Sale,

Prepared by Dr. J. Aver &Co.,
Sola by all JDruggists. Price $1 ; six bottles, $5.

very

Β.

Ε.

CARD»*.

«USINES*

ADVEBTI8EMENTS.

Reference: iTIies Sarah E.
oct7

Ayer's Sarsaparilla,
C.
Lowell,Mane.

;

fronting on Congress St.,

main salesroom.

Ε. Β. & B.

140 FREE

Some months ago I was troubled with
Scrofulous Sores on my leg. The Umb
was badly swollen and inflamed, and the
sores discharged large quantities of offensive matter. Every remedy failed until
I used Ayer's Sarsaparilla. By taking
three bottles of this medicine the sores
have been healed, and my health is restored. X am grateful for the good it has
done me.—Mrs. Ann O'Brian, 158 Sullift "■
van st., New York.

the market.

25 dozen All Linen Huck Towels, size,
17x32 inches, β 1-4 cents each.

We take pleasure in showing our mag·
nilcent line of these garments, embracing· over 70 stries, and made from Plush»
Astrachan, Frieze, Boucle, English Curl,
Wool Brocade (Jlace, Twills, Ottomans,
Prices,
CheveroHs and Plain Cloths.
$5 00 to $100.00.

under the care of Mr. Jiickerson, a practical tailor, frontiu? on Congress St., is
reached by main stairway, or by elevator
from ilrst floor. All of the above rooms
give us an area of over δΟΟΟ square feet,
all of which is devoted exclusively to
the Cloak Business.
In the selection of our stock we have
given it more time and critical examination than ever before.
of
Very many of our garments are
Paris and Berlin Manufacture, of our
own importation, and exclusive styles.

Prices $ 1.50 to $ 10.00 Each.

They

I was troubled with Scrofulous Sores
for five years; but, after using a few
bottles of Ayer's Sarsaparilla, the sores
healed, and I have now good health.—
Elizabeth Warnock, 54 Appleton street,
Lowell. Mass.

weak kidneys.

25 Marseilles Bed Spreads, Fnll Size,
$1.00 each.

room,

adjoining

$3.00 to. $20.00.

SHORT WRAPS.

TAILORING DEPARTMENT,

25 pairs 11-4 Gray Wrapper Blankets,
only $3.00 per pair.

25 pieces Colored Cotton Flannel, at only
12 1-2 cents per yard.

10 pieces 64 inch Cream Table Damask,
50 cents per yard.

line of

WRAPPER BLANKETS in great variety of
choice styles.
Prices |3.00 to $15.00 pair.

25 pairs 11-4 White Blankets, Very
Heavy, $3.00 per pair.

10 pieces 16 inch All Linen Glass Toweling, at 10 cents per yard.

Fancy Robe Blankets.
onr

separate

and

Prices from

styles.

to be found in any city.
Our Custom Department, in charge of
Miss Winslow, occupies the whole of the
second s'ory of the Brown Street addition, which is 20-52 ft.
The Children's Department oceupies a

Bed Blankets.

25 pairs 10-4 White
$1.00 per pair.

made
to be much worn this season,
and iancy
Plain, Striped, Checked
,
Rough Cloths.
80
In these goods we are sliowlerjover

of

CLOAK ROOMS.

good

50 Honey Comb Bed Spreads, Extra
Large Size. 58 cents each.

styles.

been established and supported
by our Mr. A. L. Murdoch during
the last four years.

and, for the past year, have not found it

cure

$1.00, $1.25, $1.50, $1.75, $2.00

and $2.50 per avrd.
We request all our customers to ask to
be shown the Black Satin Bhadames
that we are selling at $2.50 per yard,
as we are positive it is the best bargain
ever shown in this city at the price.
Silk Counter at lower end of the store.
Also Colored Dress Silks, Colored
Rhadames, Colored Surahs, Colored Satins and Velvets, and Fancy Trimming
Velvets and Plushes in great variety of

In the New Store, where may be found
a great variety of Table Linens, Towels,
Napkins, Turcoman Covers, Tidies, Embroidered Covers, Piano Covers, Bed
Spreads, Lace Pillow Shams, Crash,
Linen and Cotton Diaper, Turkey Red
Tailanett Damask, Butchers Linen, Pillow Case Linen, Linen Sheeting, &c.

a

25 dozen Damask Napkins, Full 5-8 Size, I 25 dozen All Linen Hnck Towels, size,
20x38 inches, 10 cents each.
$1.00 per dozen.
25 dozen, each, Dauiask Napkins, 5-8 j 25 dozen All Linen Hnck Towels, size,
24x46 inches, 15 cents each.
size, at $1.25 and $1.50 per dozen.

BLACK SATIN RHADAMES

LINEN DEPARTMENT

customers that it will pay them to lay in
promise no duplicates at these prices.

JACKETS
are

50 pieces Fine Yard Wide Brown Sheet- i 10 pieces Cotton and Wool Gray Shirting
Flannel, 15 cents per yard.
ing, 5 cents per yard.
and
25 pieces Best Hoary Unbleached Cotton 10 pieces Extra Heavy XXX Cotton
Wool Gray Flannel, 20 cents per yard.
Flannel, 10 cents per yard.

Black Dress Silks at 50, 62, 75, 88
cents $1.00, $1.25, $1.50, $1.75. $2.00,
$2.25, $2.50 and $3.00 per yard.

at

We shall

50 pieces Best Foulard Dress Cambrics,
Fall Styles, 8 cents per yard.

SILKS AND VELVETS.

This last is the best value for the
money we have ever offered, and is cheap
at #1.00 per pard; please ask for our
INDIA TWILLS at the Dress Goods
Counter.

we assure our

DEPARTMENT.

Here we have made extensive changes
by enlarging and refurnishing oar gales·
room,! so that we now have the best
lighted, most convenient and cheerful

50 pieces Best Amcricun Cretonnes 8 j 25 pairs 10-4 Gray Blankets, at only
$1.50 per pair.
cents per yard.

case Black and White All
Wool Delaines at 28 cents per yard, usual price lialf a dollar.
Black .'ilk Warp Henriettas from $1
to $2.50 per yard.

"

inducement for this occasion, and to introduce our NEW
we shall offer the following

100 pieces Best Coclieco Dress Prints,
Fall Stpies, 5 cents per yard.
50 pieces Best Fall Style Ginghams, 8
cents per yard.

yard. One

25
Diagonal
38 "
Heavy Serge.
50 "
All Wool Tricot,
"
"
50 "
Flannel,
"
"
"
Homespun 58 "
"
"

"
"

DEPARTMENT.

I THE iVEW STORE. 1 THE NEW STORE.

Please
in Black Dress Goods as now.
ask to be shown our Black Dress Goods
and
cents
$1.00 per
at 50, 62, 75, 88

Also essay read before the American Medical
Association at Richmond, Virginia, and Washington, D. O.
Its value was recognized by the
profession from results obtained
in the Free Hospitals that have

blood, which caused a derangement of my
whole system. After taking less than
MWlillCO Wi

"

special

supply.

WONDERFUL BARGAINS

Scud for Essay and DISCUSSION
before the British medical Association at Brighton, England, 1886,
(Essay) by the Vice President of
the American Medical Association
and others on the value of Murdoch's Liquid Food over all
Foods aud and Extracts known, it
being; the ONLY Raw Condensed
Food, free from insoluble matter.

Is one of tlie most fatal scourges which
afflict mankind. It is often inherited,
but may be the result of improper vacci-

1UU1

25
100
50
50

and

We wish to call special attention to
this departnidnt as it contains unusual
attractions; we haYe never before been
able to show our customers such

"

"

"

LEADERS.

WONDERFUL BARGAINS,

BLACK GOODS.

GOODS.

a

1886

■■■

CLOAK CLOAK

STORE to the Public,

Dangers.

ireecl from the dangers of suffocation
while lying down ; to breathe freely, sleep soundly
and undisturbed] to rise refreshed, head clear,
brain active and free from pain or ache ; to Know
that no poisonous, putrid matter defiles the
breath and rots away the delicate machinery ο
smell, taste and hearing ; to feel that the system
does not, through its veins and arteries, suck up
the poison that is sure to undermine and destroy,
is indeed a blessing beyond all other human enjoyments. To purchase immunity from such a
fate should be the object of all afflicted. But
those who have tried many remedies and physicians despair of relief or cure.
Sanford's Radical Cure meets every phase
of Catarrh, from a simple head cold to the most
loathsome and destructive stages. It is local and
constitutional. Instant in relieving, permanent
in curing, safe, economical and never-failing.
Sanpord's Radical Cure consists of one botr
tie of the Radicae Cure, one box of Catarrhal
Solvent, and one Improved Inhaler, all
wrapped in one package, with treatise and directions, and sold by all druggists for $1.00.
Potter Drug & Chemical Co., Boston.
To be

cured

50

"

As

Β.

&

SPECIAL

We will only say of this department,
that we have by far the richest line of
choice Noyelty Dress Goods ever- shown
in this city.
Any lady who desires a
fine dress pattern cannot fail of being
in our stock.
and
suited
pleased
We also desire to say that all our
Choice Novelties are imported especially
for us and are not to be found in any
other store East of New York.

Having just completed the large and
elegant Brown Street addition to our
store, we desire to say to our customers
that we propose to offer them greater
bargains than ever before.

DRESS

Franklin for Rond out.
SALEM—Sailed, schs Mary Farrow, Bangor for
Vineyard-Haven ; Nellie Eaton, Calais for Pawtucket: Wm A Dubosq, New York for Ipswich;
Hannah Grant, Plymouth for Millbridge; Judge
Tenney, Medford for Bangor; Alida, Boston for
Calais.
PORTSMOTUH-Ar 8th, schs Mary Jane, and
Wigwam, from Bangor for New York ; Neponset,
Eastport for do ; Stony Brook, Portland for Iceland, LI; Marcellus, Rockland for Bristol; Neptune, R Ρ Chase, Machias for Boston; J S Lane,
Deer Isle for do ; Challenge, and Globe. Bangor
for do; Ida Hudson, Rockland for do; Sarah Hill,
and Mazurka, Rockportfor do; Abby Weld, Eastport for do; Emily C Dennison, Saco fordo; Areola, Woolwich for do; Keystone, JNewburyport
for Calais ; Redondo, Kennebunk for do.
Sid 8th, schs Ellen Morrison. Fernald, Bangor;
Speedwell. Wood, Rockland ; Avon, Closson, for

Ε. Β.

NOVELTY

GOODS

WINTER

AND

FALL

-

BOSTON—Ar 8th, schs M L Newton, Col well,
Machias; Valparaiso. Knowlton, and Cordova,
Allen, Deer Isle ; Witlie, Bursley, do.
ronage.
Old 9th, schs C H Eaton, Sinclair, Parrsboro ;
We can only mention a few of the
Lizzie Major, Cole, Jacksonville; J D Robinson,
Hagau, Friendship, to load for Martinique; Fred
many bargains which we propose to ofW Chase, Νason, Baltimore; A M Carlisle, Re- ! fer to our customers.
velle, Kennebee.
Sid 10th, barque Naversink.
SALEM—Ar 8th, schs Annie L Keen, fm Bangor
for Providence ; Bannie Butler, and Hauibal, do
for New York; D Sawyer, Jonesport for do ; Jos
W Fish, St George for do ; J Nickeson, Rockland
for do; Northern Light, from St John, NB. for do;
Louisa Smith, Bangor for do; Chase, Rockland for
do; Sarah A Blaisdell, Ellsworth for New York;
G M Porter, Calais for do ; Henry May, Calais for
60 Pes. Colored Dress Goods 12 l-2c yd.
New Haven ; Eastern Light, Boston for Machias ;
"
"
"
"
20 " Plaid
Aiicc 'Γ Bsardman, Calais for Bridgeport; Viola
25 " 30 in. Plaid Dress Goods 23 "
May, New York for Pembroke; Anna S Murch,

FROM

Havre.
Ar at

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.

Harry Stewart,

Launched—At East Boothbay 8th, from tlio
yard of J g Fuller, schr Annie F Kimball, 38 tons,
built for the packet busines, and owned by Kimball Brothers of Bootlibay.
MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.
Ar at Aspinwall Sept 30, barque Louise Adelaide, Siimet, Boston.
Sid fm Newport 8th inst, ship Geo F Manson,
Morse, Yokohama.
Passed the Lizard Oct 8th. ship Alex Gibson,
for
Speed, from San Francisco via Queenstown

«OODK.

barqueJos Baker,
A
Eaton, Bangor ; sch Edw C True, McLaughlin,

oxu

[By Telegraph.]
HAVANA. Oct. 10.—Sugar—Owing to the unfavorable news from abroad the market was
somewhat quiet during the week. Both buyers
and holders held aloof. Prices were nominal and
the market closed with a downward tendency.
Molasses sugar, regular to good polarization,
at $1 50 @1 87Va gold per quintal.
Muscovado, fan* to good refining, 85 to 90j depolarization, in lihds, bags and boxes,» at
62%@1 87%.
Centrifugal sugar, 92 to 90 degrees polarization, at 212V2@2 37%.
Stocks in the warehouses Jat Havana and
Matanzas, 20,500 boxes, 393,000 bags and
boxes,
0,500 lihds ; receipts for the week,
53 bags and 28 hhds ; {exports during the
week, 1850 boxes, 1 lëO hhds and 59,000 bags, including 31,500 bags and 791 hhds to the United

227

J108V4

Albany^Railroad

& (JO., no· no x-jlcu/vuko
▲dams Express
American Express

Havana Market.

llllQ OX align*
loadlnç at
: Ullll ;
(&2 25 gold; ρ h lid of sugar from
Havana
for the
coast
the
north
(outside
ports)
on
ports
United States at 2 25@2 50.

251/4
25 Ve
251/4

Boston Stock Market.
[By Telegraph.]
stocks are received
The following quotations of
dallv:
04%
Fe Railroad
Santa
and
Atch., Topeka
54%
Railroad.
New York and New England
do oref
Bell Telephone
C.B. & Q
Wisconsin Central
Flint & Fere Marquette

CHICAGO.Oct.|9,1886.—The feeling was heavy
in the wheat pit to-day, and prices approached
2
very nearly the lowest point at which cash Noin
Spring Wheat has sold in the Clicago market
20 years. Corn suffered another decline ; cash
Oats were weak and
No 2 declined to 33%c.
lower. Provisions unsettled and irregular. Flour
were the prices curThe
following
unchanged.
No 2 Wheat at 70%@
rent for cash properties
70%c ; No 2 Red at 71Vfcc. No 2 Corn at 33s/8®
Rye—No 2 at 48yac.
34c. No 2 iOats at 23c.
Pork at 8 75@8 77ya.
Barley—No 2 at 52c. Messrib
sides loose at 6 70;
Lard at 5 65@5 70: short
Dry salted shoulders at 5 70@5 75,
wheat. 78,000
bbls;
21,000
Receipts—Flour,
bu; coru 203,000 du; oats 178,000 bu;|rye 3,000
bush ;bariey, 95,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 11,000 bbls; wheat, 13,000
bush: corn, 123,000 bush; oats, 183,000 bush;
bush.
rye 2,0υυ bush, barley 44.000
ST. LOUIS. Oct. 9.1886.—Flour Is dull; XXX
75; choice 3 10@3 20;
2t85@2 45; family 2 60@2
is
fancy"3 40^3 50; ahicy at 3 40@3 50. 2Wheat
Mixed
lower—No
Corn
73c.
higher; No 2 Red
at 33VaC. Oats are lower ; No 2 Mixed at 25V4c.
Lard is steady ο 55@5 60.
Receipts—Flour, 3.000 Dbls ; wheat, 14,000 bu :
corn^26,000 bush; oats, 43,000 bush; rye, 4,000
bush, barley 2,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 1,000 bbls ; wheat 4,000 bu :
com, 24,000 bu; oats 1,000 bush; rye 4,000;bush;
barley 3,000 bush.
DETROIT. Oct. 9.1886.-Wheat, No 1 White at
74c; Mich Red_ 75*,4c asked.

St?re?glits
at

20 γζ

24 Zh

Opening.

steady.

low firm.

Caetoria,

humor yester-

Opening....

).
for

I

November at 83s/4@841<4c; 2,104,000 do December^ %@80c ; 640,000 bush do for .Jan at 87^4@
89 9-16c; 872,000 bush do May at 92%@93Vfcc;
receipts 336,300.
Corn lower ; mixed Western spot 44@45c ; do
futures at 44®49J4c; sales 592,000 bush; receipts 112,000 bush.
Oats lower ; sales 95,000 bush, including No 2
for November at 30%c :|December 3iya&31%c;
May 35s/e@35%c; receipts 89,300 bu.
Lard dull.
Butter unchanged.
Petroleum firm. Rice is steady. Coffee firm.
Sugar dull. Molasses steady. Freights firm.
Spirits Turpentine steady. Rosin is quiet. Tal-

When eho became Miss, she clang to Caetoria,
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria.

Oct.

Λ

Beef dull.

she cried for

neiLLK—ΛΓ

rtew

Pork

When

account of strike.

Iiogs—Receipts 9,000; shipments 9,000; best
steady, packers idle IOd lower; rough and mixed

DRY

BRUNSWICK—Ar 7th, sell L'A Ilurnham.Hard5tli, scb Grace Gower, AVil-

35

TICKET OFFICE)

Exchange

St., and Oeoot Foot of India Street.

TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED RATE
—

TO

Detroit, Chicago, llilwnuli
Cincinnati, St. I.oui*, Ouiaha, Sayinuw, SI. Paul, Salt Lalie City»

Canada^

Ueuver, San Fi iiarixco,
and all points in tue

Northwest, West and Southwest.
.JOSEPH HICKSON.Reneral Maba«ir.
WM. EDOAli, (!. P. Α..
J. STtPHUNSON. Supt.
dtt
Oct. 4.1886.

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.
KAÛKKXGKIS TRIM HKRVK'K,
iu

effect Jfniie k2Τ,

1SS6.

WESTERN DIVISION.
TRAINS LKAVE POUTLAiVD

For KoMton at t6.16, t8.40 a. m., f 12.40, t3.3(
7.30,8.30 a.m.
t6.30 p.m. BoMton for Portland
For Scarboro Bench
1.00,3.50, 6.00 p. m.
5.00 and
Pine Point 6.15 and 8.40 a. 111., 3.30,
Sato. Biddeford
(5.10 p.m.; Old Orchard,
12.40, 3.30,
and Beunebunl' (>.15, 8.40 a.m.,
m.,
0.15, 8.40
5.00, β.10, p. m. Well* Bench
Orenl
3.30, J5.00, 5.30 p. m. North Berwick, *6.00.
a.m.. 12.40, 3.30,
8.40
6.15.
Dove.
Fall*,
Lawrence ano
5.30 p. in. Exeter, Hare/hill,
5.30 p. m.
Lowell 6.15 8.40 a. m., 12.40, 3.30,
Alton
Bas 8.40
and
Rochester. Farniington
Wolfh or· and Centre
a. m., 12.40. 3.30 p. m.
NewmarConcord
(via
and
a.
8.40
in.,
Harbor
via Lawrence,
ket Junction) 6.15 a.in., 3.3Θ p. m.
m.
a.
8.40

tConnects with all Rail Lines to New York
South and West.
Crossing.
;Via Eastern Division to Scarboro
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 6.15, P,40
Bostoa at
leave
m.
530
Returning
p.
а. in., 12.40,
8.30 a. m., 1.00, 3.50. 6.00 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS
fur Bomou 1.00,5.30 p.m.
EASTERN DIVISION.

s 1.00 am.
For BoMton at 2.00 and ^9.00 a.m., If
Boston at 7.30
J6.00 p. m. Returning Leave
7.00
and
12.30
p. m. For
and 9.00 a.m. and
Biddeford at 2.00 and 9.00 a. m., 1.00 and 6.01
»'
and
Portsmouth
Newburyport
For
p. m.
2.00and 9.00 a. τη., 1.00 and 6.00 p.m. For
Amcftbury 9.00a. m. 1.00 and 6.00 p.111. ForS*leiu aud Lynn at 2.00 and 9.00 a.m., 1.00 an
б.00 p. m. PI'LLHAIV CARS 011 above trains
^Connects with Rail Linos for New York, Sour*
and West.
sConnects with Sound Lines for New York, Sout
and West.
Through Tickets to all points South and West
for sale at Portluud Depot Ticket OlHce*
and at Cniou Ticket OlUce, fO Kxchmiyr
Street, Port hind.
D. J. FLANDERS. Gen. P. & T. A.

JAS. T. FURBEK, Gen'l Manager.

je28

On und after MONDAY, Sept.
IS86, Passenger Trains Leave
Portland as follows:
For Bangor, Vnnceboro, Si. John, Halifax, ami the PrevinceH, Ml. Mtephen and
Aroostook County, 12.30 p. m.. via Lewi··
ton. 12.35 and {11.16 p. in., via Augusta; and
foi HUrworth, liar Harbor, and Hungor
A- Piscataquis Κ. Κ{11.16 p. Π"., foi
Dexter, 12.30,
Mkowhegan, Kcltant au
m.,
12.35, {11.15 p. m. ; Wnterville. 6.45 a. Amin.: for
5.15
{11.15
p.
and,
12.30,12.35,
Biunnsiu «ta, Blallowell, Gardiner and
p. in.;
wiek, 6.*5 a. m., 12.35, 5.15, {11.15 aud
ou
Hath, (',.45 a. la 12.35, 5.15 p. m.,
Saturdays only at 11.1ft p. m. ; Rockland and
12.35
a.
it.
6.45
m.,
liincolu
and
R.,
Knox
p.m.; and on Sauirdays only ata.6.15 p. ru.;
|m.. 12.30,
Ant urn and fjewistou at 83.0
5.10 p.m.; Lewintou riu Rrunswick, 6.4o
а. m.,{11.15p.m. ; Farmiufiton, Jlouiuouth,
ÎViuthrop, Oakland aud North A niton,
12.30 p.m.; Fanningtou via llrun^wiik,
G.45

m. aud 12.35 p. m.t and from

a.

CONGRESS ST. STATIOh ONLY
For Rangor, JKIInworth and Bar Harbor a
12.38 p. m. Fast Express stopping at Hruns
wick, Gardiner, Hallowell, Augusta and Water-

ville only.

All other trains timed as above from Commercial
St. Station, stop at Congress St., where through
tickets and baggage checks may be obtained for
principal points East and West.
{The 11.16 p. m. train is the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundays included, through to Bar Harbor but not to
Skowhegan ou Monday mornings or to Belfast
and Dexter or beyoud Bangor, excepiiug to Bar

Harbor, on Sunday mornings.
Trains ar« due in Portland as follows : The morna. m.;
ing trains from Augusta and Bat u 8.45
Lewlston, 8.50 a. m. ; the day trains from Bantrain;
the
afternoon
at 12.45 and 12.55 p.m. ;
romWaterville, Bath, Rockland and Lewiston at
at
6.45
p.m.; the
б.35p.m., Flying Yankee
night Pullman Express train at 1. 60 a. m. for
class,
second
and
first
Ijimited Tickets,
all points in the Provinces ou «ale at re«

f;or

duced

rates.

PORTLAND, BANGOR, MT. DESERT & MACHIA3
STEAMBOAT CO.
Steamer CITÏ OF BlCHHOini makes two
on the route between Portland anf
trips per week loouinrr
Pnrtl&nrt ni. 11.OÛ D. m..

Tuesdays ami Fridays, and Machiasport at 4.00 a
ni., Mondays and Thursdays.
PAYSON TUCKEll, General Manager.
F. Ε. BOOTHBY. Gen'l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
Portland. June 25. 1886.

Je25tt

Romford Falls and Itockfield Railroad
Summer Arrangement, in Effect June 14, 1886.
Connection» vie Ursnil Trunk Bnilwny.
Mixed train leaves Mechanic Falls Junctlor
10.45 a. m., arrives at Buckfleld at 11.45 a. m.
and Canton at 1.10 p. m.
Passenger train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
3.15 p. m., arrives lu Buckiield at 3.50 and C'«r>
ton at 4.30 p. m.
Returning trains leave Canton at 4.15 and Si 0
a. m., connecting for I.e wis ton, Portland and lit.
ton.

Stage connection· dally with passenger traiu ai
West Minot lor Hebron Academy ; at Ruckfleld fol
West Sumner, Chase's Mills and Turner ; at Can
ton for Peru, Dixlield, Mexico and Kumiord Falls,
also for Bretton's Mills.
L. L. LINCOLN. Supt.
jel8dtf

BRIDGTON & SÀCO RIVER R. R.
■ n effect On. 4, INS®.
Trains Leave Bridgton

A.M.
8.00

Γ.Μ.

3.20

10.56
8.36
Arrive Portland
8.35
heave Portland (P.&O.R.K.)
3.16
11.10
Arrive Bridgton
β.υο
Stage connections at Bridgt«>n for North Bridg
ton, Harrison and Waterford. Waterford stage
leaves on arrival of 11.10 a. in. train.
Sweden Stage connects Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday, with G.< Op. m. train.
from Sandy Creek for So.
Stage
Bridgton
on arrival of 5.62 p. m. train.
octSdtf
J. A. BENNBTT. Supt.

daily

Portland and

Ogdensburg R. R.

FALL ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing Monday, October 4, 1886,

and until further notice Passenger Trains will
Leave Portlnml as follows:
S..15

n. m.

for

Bridgton, Fryeburg,

No. Couwav-

Fabjaus, Btehleham, Lancaster, Whitelield.
Littleton, Wells Kiver, Montpeller. St. John,
bury, Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal, Burling
ton, Swanton, Ogdensburg and West.
3.15 p. m. Local Portland to Bartlett and intermediate stations, with stage connections for
No. Windham, Standish, Limiucton, Sebago,
Naples. Parsoniield, Kezar Falls, Denmark,
l,ovell. and Conway Corner; also fur No. Bridgton, Harrison and Waterford via. Bridgton.
Train. Arrive in Portlnnd:
10.55 n. m. from Bartlett and Way Stations.
.N.35 p.

ui.

from

Montreal, Burlington

and West.

J. HAMILTON, Sopt.
CHAS. H. FOYE, G. T. A.
Oct. 1. 188t).
octldtf

WIESBADEN

TABLE

SAUCE.

delicious in flavor; appetizing, in «
feet; and by liberal use enables Dyspeptics to ea
meats and hearty food without Injurious results
For sale by all Grocers.
octeeodiim
The most

I

PERSONAL..

PRESS.

THE

Hunter,
ington Chronicle, is

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
«DVERTIMKTIUIfTM

IVfî W

ro-u,u.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

Eruptions

of the Skill Cure.

amusements.
Portland Theatre—Myra Goodwin.
and
Dance—Good
Templar's Hall.
Supper
Portland Base Ball Ground i—Boston vs Portland
FINANCIAL.
F. H. Prince & Co.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Rines Bros.-Silks, &c.
Housekeeping Goods—X. John Little.
To Let—Two furnished

rooms.

To Let—Two good square rooms.
Wanted—A capable girl.
Warned—11 persons, ira F.Clark.
Wanted Lads', active and intelligent.

For Sale—Sheet music. Chandlers Music Store.
Ladies dresses of all styles—L. D. Sirout.

Eruption of the Skin Cured.
Brockville, Ontario, Canada, Dec. 2,1885.
I have used Brandreth's Pills for the past
fifteen years, and think them the best cathartic
and anti-bilious remedy known.
For some five
years I suffered with an eruption of the skin that
and
me
pain
great
annoyance. I tried differgave
ent blood remedies, but,although gaining strength,
the itching was unrelieved. I finally concluded to
take a thorough course of Brandreih s Pills. I

six each night for four nights, then five, four,
three, two, les ening each tune by one, and then
for one mouth took one every night, with the hapclear and
py result that now my skin is perfectly
Ed. Venney.
has been so ever sluce.

took

WINSLOW'S
M#Uier·.—MKS.
SOOTHING SYRUP should always be used when
children are cuttiiK teeth. It relieves the little
sufferer at ouce; it produces natural, quiet sleep by
relieving the child from pain, and the little cherub
awakes as "bright as a button." It is very pleasant to taste. It soothes the child, softeus the
gums, allays all naln, relieves wind, regulates the
fcowels, and Is the best known remedy for diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or other
causes. Twenty-five cents a bottle.
SM&W&wly
lauie
Advice

I·

CURE OF LIVER COMPLAINT.
Iowa Falls. Hardin Co., Iowa, June 8,188S.
I have been usiug Allcock's Porous Plasters for
four years, and think I could not get along wltli-out them. For a long time I was afflicted with a
pain under my riglr shoulder blade; I also had
considerable difficulty in breathing. I applied an
Aifcoek's Porous Plaster on my back, and one on
chest. I kept changing them every four days,

my

oct7eod&w2w

/'

Springfield, Mass., April 15,1881.
"I have been sick with pleurisy and
pneumoula. It left me with a very hard, hacking
cougli. All the physicians and medictne did me
A friend advised me to try Adamson's
no good.
Cough Balsam, one bottle of which did me more
good than all the doctors and medicines I have
tried ; and I shall recommend it far and near.
"MARY A. BROCKWELL."
MW&S&w
octll
Derangement of the liver, with constipation, in-

jure

complexion,

the

induce

pimples,

sallow

skin,

etc. Remove the cause by using Caiter's Little
ocf5d&wlw
Liver Pills, One a dose.

8UPERIORCOURT.
BEFORE JUDGE BONNEY.
Saturday.—The whole amount of fines and
costs collected during the day was $2,383.78.
Dennis Fay i>aid $513.98.
William J. Harris, costs, $25.62.
John Brown, search and seizure, $118.19.
Theoriis B. Pollard, search and seizure, $119.12.
Thomas Gorman, illegal transportation, $G5-51.
James E. Cadv, nuisance, search and seizure,

$55".22.
Eliza

Flaherty,

search
Mellen, three

Thomas

and seizure, $117.(>9.
and seizures,
search

Î4(14.41.
dwar I F. Conway, two

search

and

seizures.

$231.88.

ÎieJson Bacon, search and seizure, $119.71.
John Jb'agau, search and seizure, $109.47.
The following sentences were also imposed :
Daniel Hyde, on a nuisance indictment, $272.87
Committed.
or six months in jail.
Michael
two search and seizures and
illegal transportation, $304.75 or six months in

Clancey,

jail. Committed.
Patrick E. Murphy, illegal transportation, $72.-

59. Committed.
Patrick Carrigan, for assault and battery was
'Sentenced to one year in jail.
William Ewing, common
drunkard, three
months in iail.

MU NCI PAL COURT.
JVUUE GOUI.D.
Edward Anderson and Mlchawl Quigley.
ication. Kacli live days in county j.j. J.
BEFORE

Intox-

BRIEF JOTTINCS.
The smelt fishers occupy every available
spot for angling, on the 1 leering bridge.
The Montgomery Guards' fair will be held
at Bijou Kink, beginning November 22.
34 arrests last week of which
drunkenness.
The total value of exports last week was
145,358.82. There were 1.953,858 feet of lumber exported.
J. L. Gibbs of this city, who has just returned from a trip to the woods of Aroostook killed a 400 pound bear.
The police made a raid at Stafford's Block
Saturday night and arrested seven disrep-

There

18

wwe

were

for

utable women.

Preparations are making by parties in this
city to ship large quantities of apples to Europe this winter on speculation.
The Χ. Y. Z. Association, a social club has
been formed and taken rooms in Franklin
Block.
The M. C. M. Association has voted to
put » team heatiug apparatus into their building on Congress street.
Longfellow Chautauqua Circle will meet at
Mr. and Mrs. Bashford's this evening. Old
members and those wishing to join are invited.
There was a^lively row on Fore street yesterday afternoon in which several men were
severely handled. Two of the participants
were arrested by the police.
A hunting party has just returned to Portland from the Aroostook and report a heavy
fall of snow Friday night at the headwaters
of the Great Machias river.
There will be a special meeting of the executive committee of the Woman's Auxiliary
to the Y. M. C. A„ this afternoon at 3 o'clock.
A full attendance is desired.
A man made complaint at the station Saturday, that he was robbed of $70, at a house
of ill repute, kept by a man named Thome,
In the rear of Stafford Block.
The Peaks' Island Chautauqua Circle has
organized wltli Kev. Mr. l.apham, president, Mrs. Κ. M. Jones vice president; and
Mr. J. W. Bracket secretary and treasurer.
The echooner J. M. Haskell, Boston, has
gom on the dry-dock for an entire new shoe,
and the Maria Bell of Machias, will be recaulked and repainted.
A man named McKay from Presque Isle,
was In the city Saturday hunting for his wife
who left home three weeks ago ; later lie
was found by the police in Stafford Block.
Chirles B. Fuller curator of the Portland
Society of Natural History, has raised a hollyhock twelve fêet toil, and has several dahlias in bloôni which are fourteen feet in
been

height.
The new iron bridgti âcrbss the Presumpscot on the Gray road in Falmouth will be
opened fbr«traffic today1. It was built by the
Berlin Bridge Company of Connecticut and
the total cost is $5300.
Members of the Y. M. C. A. are reminded
of the importance of renewing their membership cards,as the course of entertainments
will open at City Hall, Thursda) evening of
this week.
The coroner's jury, in the case of George
Richardson, the brakeuiau of the Ogdensburg road who was accidentally killed last
Wednesday, gave a verdict .Saturday that
his death was the result of his own carelessness and exonerated the railr.ul employes.
The "Munjoy C. L. S. Cir lr
«ill meet
Monday evening, October UUi.with Mr. Alex
Menish, 20 St. Lawrence street. Members of
the Circle last year and other- intending to
pursue the Chautauqua cour e of reading
and desiring to join this C.ircle are invited to
be present *t this meeting.
The annual fair of the Ladies' Association
of the Church of the Messiah will be held in
City Hall, October 28th and 29th. Mayor
Chapman will open it and Grimmer's orchestra will furnish the music. One feature will
be the''Dairy Maids'Festival."

Saturday Charles Moore, a mechanic working on Teague & Bennett's pile driver at
Grand Trunk wharf, No. 6, caught his hand
in the gearing of the
blasting drum while engaged in oiling the machinery. His hand was
dreadfully mangled. Drs. True and Ordway
dressed the wound at Dr. Ordway's office,
and amputated four fingers from his hand.
Premiums Awarded.
The following additional premiums have
been awarded to Maine exhibitors at the
Boston fair:

Sheep-Ban
years old and over, f30. N. R.
Boutefle. Watervifie; Kama, 1 y n c <0, 820 and
s, 2

(10, same ; ram lamb. |10, same
<n of three
ewes, 1 year old, same; pen of t. n« twe lambs,
ile· and t5. to same; flock of ο
n
5 ewes
that bave had lambs in 1880, foo, to -nine.

editor of the Farmin town on a short

A GKEAT WR0N6 ΠΙΟΙΙΤΕΓ).

agency to

yesterday.
Congressman Boutelle, who was at the
Avenue Hotel yesterday, started for Maine
last night. He has done good work in New
Jersey, aud no small share of the Republican enthusiasm now conspicuous
in that little State is due to him.
He spoke only to

encored.

Mile, de Lussan renewed her former triumph.
Mr. Bainbridge made his first
appearance on the operatic stage as Victor,
in place of McDonald. His acting was good
—from his theatrical reputation it coula not
be otherwise, but his voice, although lie sang
the music correctly, was rather hard aud unsympathetic. He had not the dash, or fire,of
McDonald.
In the evening a very good performance of
"Martha" was well received, but whether it
was tiie excessive heat, or for some other
cause, with the exception of Miss Huntingdon as Nancy, the principals didn't eome up
to the standard. Miss Stone's Martha didn't
approach her interpretation of the role when
with the Carleton opera company at old
Portland Theatre.
Karl was tired, after his
steady service of three nights and a matinee,
and there seemed to be less enthusiasm On
the part of all concerned. The duet between
Martha and Nancy was encored in the first
act; so with the duet, "Lost, proscribed,"
between Lionel and Plunkett in the second
act; the "Last Rose of Summer" in the third
act; Plunket's "Porter song," and Lionel's
"M'appari" in the fourth act. Thejîiiale»
of both the fourth and fifth acts were splendidly worked up and sung, and the curtain
called on the former.
Chorus and orchestra
were both in excellent shape, and are entilieu ιυ praise,
λ good word should be said
lor Mr. Bainbridge's acting as Sir Tristam,
and for Mr. Miron in the small part of the
sheriff.
The latter has a good uass voice,
and acted with spirit.
Miss Huntingdon
was
very pretty and arch as Nancy, and
her
music conscientiously and satisfacsang
torily. The opera was well staged.
Mr. Stockbridge deserves the thanks of the
community for the great treat he has given
them, and we can only regret that our business men do not afford him a proper theatre
in which to present operas to the best advan-

the critical audiences assembled at conventions, State and Congressional, and in every
Mr. Boutelle
ease made a good impression.
may congratulate himself on one thing. The
interests of New Jersey are so many and so
conflicting that it is almost impossible for a
man, unless familiar with them all, to speak
Mr.
without giving offence somewhere.
Boutelle spoke in his usual bold and effective manner, and yet said nothing which the
He
most timid candidate wanted altered.
has made many friends and acquired a reputation for discretion that would surprise
those who have admired liim only as a sincere and eloquent,
but impetuous leaderNew York 'Iribune.
The Meisterschaft System.
A good audience showed much interest in
hearing wiiat Dr. Rosenthal had to say on
Saturday in favor of his method of learning
foreign languages,the so-called Meisterschaft
system, ι ne worn means mastery ; ana jjr.
Rosenthal claims that this is the only system
by which one acquires a practical knowledge
of any foreign language.
Everybody knows that most methods are
not practical ; that college French and German are so impractical as to
be a practical
joke ; and the many people who care about it
at all are interested to find a practical method if there is one—for us who are so far removed froui everyday speaking and hearing
be
the thing we want to know. It will
agreeable to believe all that is claimed for
the Aleisterscliaft system, but, in spite of the
ridicule which, uudi-rsuch circumstances, it
is always easy to heap upon other systems,
aud in npite of the uudoubted weakness and
silliness of Olleudorf and "old methods" in
general, and in spite of the equallyjundoubted facts iu favor ol this system, it reminds
one of the "system" by which one was to
"learn the piano in twenty-four lessons."
For instance, when Dr. Rosenthal says that
he "doesn't bother much about German genders aud that "irregular verbs will take care
of themselves." one can't help wondering
what he will do about German genders and
irregular verbs. Absurd it may be to call a
But there is
turnip "she" and a girl "it."
the fact and that German adjectivee, etc.,
Also a fact,
must agree with the nouns.
somebody must "bother with German genders" upon the "educated classes" will want
on them for hours at
us to try our German
a time.
Fair it seems impossible to be uuder
such circumstances and to praise one is to
abuse another. Dr. Rosenthal is no exception 10 this rule and one is led to wish tiiat
if he is to speak from three o'clock to four.
Dr. Sauveur might follow him on the "natural method" from four o'clock to five and the
listener be allowed to judge for himself.
The main points made by the Doctor are
these: Language is divided into two classes
—the language of every day life and the
language of literature; verbs, into two
The
classes—necessary aud unnecessary.
vocabulary υι every day includes only about
three or four thousand words. These are
the words this system deals with -every day
language aud necessary verbs, it begins not
with "baby sentences, I aiu, I have," etc.
It takes a foundation sentence to be well
learned; cuts this sentence up into small
parts and repeats, combines and amplifies
these parts till all "unconsciously, the
student is speaking a foreign language."
Dr. Rosenthal's publishers claim that teu
weeks will give "entire mastery of everyJ)r.
day aud business conversations."
Rosenthal Uludilie? tMv
out claims tliat without a teacher one can
learn more by his books than he can learn in
any other way under the sun without a
teacher. This is undoubtedly true. That it
is also the best method under the sun with a
It remains
teacher may or may not be true.
to be proved.
He makes the point that American teachers are the best teachers for Americans and
insists that no foreign teacher should ever be
employed who does not speak English thoroughly well. lie argues that the German
schools aud universities, with the exception
of one teacher, employ German teachers for
all languages, a most interesting fact and,
in view of
excellence of German
the
"methods," a most suggestive one. In
answer to the questi'in, "But how shall we
acquire the true accent?" he says, cruelly
but truly, "You never will! You cau't, any
more tiian
we foreigners can
acquire the
But you
true English or American accent.
can learn to speak and speak well,—aud that
is practical and my Meisterschaft system
will do it for you."
Today, Dr. Rosenthal gives a free lesson
at 4 o'clock and much interest will be felt in
seeing it done. A lesson in Spanish or
Italian would be a more satisfactory test
than one in French or German as being less
familiar to those interested. We understand
that Dr. Rosenthal prefers an unfamiliar
language as showing far better how much
one may learn of a wholly unkown tiling in
twenty lessons and, as the circular says,
"with scarcely an effort."

"Shadows of a Great City," a play that is
popularly witnessed in Boston, will
soon be produced at Portland Theatre.
On Friday and Saturday evening next,
Miss Myra Goodwin will present ''Sis" at
Portland Theatre.
The play is a sparkling
comedy, and shows this actress to great advantage.
Miss Fanny Marsh, formerly manager of
Fauny Marsh's Theatre, will support Mr.

Stevens at Portland Theatre
tonight.
Mr. Beckett was the flute and piccolo player in the
Ideals' orchestra.
Mr. Beckett
was a prominent player in the old Portland
Theatre orchestra.
Joseph Wheelock is much praised for his
actiug in leading roles with Mrs. D. P. Bowers.

The engagement is announced of Miss Nora Bartlettof Portsmouth, Ν.
H., formerly a
member of the Boston Museum Company,
and Mr. W. B. Ogden of New York.
The Death

The whole number of deaths in the city for
last
week was 14. from the following
causes:
wards

Diseases.
Accidental
Alcoholism
Cancer
Cnolera Infantum..
Congestion of lungs..

Portland Club.
An adjourned meeting of The Portland Club will be held this Monday evening,
Oct. 11, at 8 o'clock, at parlor No. 2, Falmouth Hotel, to hear the report of the treasas may come
urer and act on such business
before the meeting. It is hoped there will be
a full attendance.
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A PHYSICIAN'S PRESCRIPTION

inch Colored
pieces 19 inch Colored Velvets $1.00 per yard
Fancy Velvets in Stripes and Velvets $1.25 per yard
Brocades at 75 cents
$1.00, $1.50, $2.00

50

6

3
1

4

5

β

7 Total.
2
1
1
1
ι
3
1 1
1
--1--..
1
1
1
ι
1
2
ι
χ

and $2.50 per
yard.
from 87 cents to $7.00
per

Black Velvets

SUSPENDERS
Good

14

Suspenders
Kii

κ

25
50

"

For Sale by All First-Class Pharmacists.

CENTS.

14 cents

_

$1.00

yard.

"

pair,
"

"

"

—

dozen

at

only

Napkins

of all
10 cents each.

κ. η. steams & υο„

BROTHERS.

—

_

HOUSEKEEPING GOODS.
cents.
1 case 10-4 Boston Bleached Sheeting at
"
"
"
"
1
10-4 Lockwood "
22
"
"
"
1 Bale 4-4
β 1-2 cents.
Brown
"
"
"
"
"
1
40 inch "
7 1-2
"
"
"
1
40 inch "
in Remnants at β 1-2 cents.
25 doz. All Linen Huck Towels, 32 in. by 16 in. at ΙΟ cents.
"
"
"
"
"
at 12 cents.
25
40
by 20
"
"
"
"
"
at 15 cents.
25
42
by 24
"
"
"
"
"
damask
SO
extra heavy,
ends, at 25 cts
25 doz. French Damask Towels, knotted fringe, at 39 cents, been
selling for 50 cents.
5 pieces Barnsly Cream Table Damask, 60 inches wide at 75 cents.
"
"
"
"
»
«
"
"
at 88
5
C4
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
extra heavy
5
66

1-3

"
>·
"
"
"
"
64
5
"
"
"
"
"
"
5
68
We call special attention to our line of [French Table
and 2 1-2 yards wide for wide tables.
Special Bargains in Napkins will be olfered in this sale.

"
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Eyes.

A Little Boy's Narrow Escape from
Blindness.
Scorfula in the eyes is one of the most terrible
afflictions imaginable. Life is agcontinual torture

death would be a relief, while
cure is welcomed with great rejoicing, as in the
following statement from a happy mother:
"I take great pleasure in telling what Hood's
Sarsaparilla has done for my little boy. Six
months ago ulcers began to come on his right eye,

be found
Portland,
up
An Indigo NavyJBlue which we warrant to be fast
colors and made up in the best possible style. Perfectly Fast, an All Wool Flannel Suit, the best
made in Boston which we sell for $5.00. It can't
11-1
be beat. L. D. STROUT.

good square rooms, neatly
ample closet room, hot and
floor. Will be let reason106
PARK STREET, PARK
at
ably. Enquire
11-1
8TREET BLOCK.
LET—Two

TOfurnished,thewijh

cold water

on

same

LET—Two first class furnished

well furnished.
Enquire
TOlodging,
street.
518

for
D.
11-1

rooms

L.

of

Congress

STROUT,

cause was

SCROFULOUS HUMOR IN THE BLOOD

time he could dot open his eye at all ; the
humor grew worse and his face became sore

entirely

quired.

Address

DR. STRAW,

THE ONLY TRUE

BLOOD PURIFIER.
plants and

roots best known to
eminent medical botanists for
their alterative, tonic, qnd solvent properties. Scrofula, Cancerous Humors,
Canker, Eruptive and Skin Diseases
"are speedily eradicated by its use. Vegetine
annihilates disease by going to its very fountain source, and exterminating the poison from the
system. It is a complete Resolvent, dissolving and
carrying away through the natural channels the diseased and wasted particles, and restoring to healthy
For sixteen years
action all the functions of the body.
this invaluable Blood Purifier has been before the
public. Millions of bottles have been sold, and in no
one case has it failed to effect the promised results.
No other medicine has so good a record, or can show
so many unsolicited testimonials.

LIVER AND
PILLS

Headache, Sideache, Coated Tongrue,

Cure
Constipation, and Bitter Taste in the Mouth.
The best Iiiver Regulator known. 25cts.; 5 boxes,
$ 1.00. By all Druggists and by Mail.
Geo· Pierce & Co.» 30 Hanover St., Boston·

FMW&wlylstor4thpnrm

mli9

New

England

DYE
53

HOUSE,

PORTLAND,

sick mm
(CARTER'S

[Positively Cured by
these

Little Pills.

also relieve Dis·
They
irom DyspcpsiaJ
tress fro
U
η
digestion and T<
ITTIR1
111. !i!"_
(Hearty Eating. A pe
feet remedy lor Dizziness, Naufea, Prr>wsiηοΗβ, Bad Taste in the
Month, Coated Tougue,
Pain in the Side, &c.
They regulate the Bowels and prevent Constipation and Piles. The smallest and easiest to take.
40
in a vial, Purely Vej
Only one pill a dose.
etable. Price 25 cents. 6 vale by mail for$1.0

IVER

FII4S.

CARTER MEDICINE CO., '.Tcp'rs, New York.
Bold by aU Druggists.

TRIMMINGS,
BUTTONS,

Correspondence

from

Dressmakers Solicited.

IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE DEALERS
—

IN

—

BASE.STS.
INSPECTION

octc

MAIL ORDERS CAREFULLY FILLED.eod3m
„

HEATERS!
which represents a new and original system foi
warming buildings have been before the public
for the past six years, during which time thej
have been tested in the coldest portions of tht
United States and Canada and the
reports received from parties who are well qualified by their experience to endorse them, voucl
most positively to their worth and efficiency, the
substantial character of their construction whict
is both scientific and practical, their power and
simplicity of management together with the fac1
that the wuiuo lire that pro-ducca the wai'llt ail
generates the steam without extra fuel, are es
pecial features that render this apparatus tht
most desirable and economical manufactured ; il
possesses points of merit peculiar to itself alone
which place it beyond the range of comparisoi
with ordinary steam apparatus, and any compe
tent and impartial judge can not but admit after
fair test that there is more common sense combin
ed with science in this Heater than in any othei
made. A careful examination of these Heaters h
invited by the agents,

F

F. & C. B. NASH,
386 & 890 FORE STRFET.
dtf

sep3
INSRUE WITH

&

MORSE

PINKHAM,

Fire and Marine Insurance,

VIEWS

THE mm INSURANCE CO.,

OF

OF FHILDELPHU.

Portland and Vicinity

Statement

Photographer.

First Mortgages on City Property
D,500.0C
Real Estate, unincumbered, owned by
the Company
187,000.0C
Cash in Bank and Office, and Loans
with collaterals
55,056.5fi
Assets

facilities for fine Photos

of Groups, Picnics and other parties, yachts, Island Cottages, Animals, &c., by the Instantaneous
Process.
eodtf
jlyl4

insurance, and other

oct8

by

ex

Mrs. Ε. 1 Fowle,
Having returned
her

from Europe, is prepared to
latest Parisan Novelties in

Turcoman

t

Window Shail·

ad Sills

Curtain·,

Curtain Fixtures,

UPHOLSTER/ HARDWARE.

CALL AT

to

Out of Town

Bayers.

Chamber Furniture.
Read about our bargains for October in ChambeiîSets made in all the popular woods: Ash,
Pine. Cherry, Oak, Mahogany and Walnut. The
largest aud best selected stock In the country.
Every set warranted and freight prepaid to your
We shall enumerate

few of the

a

special

«15
prices IlltlUC lui UJ13 IUUUU1,
furnish cuts or photographs of these goods, so
of
that parties desirous
ordering through the mail
can tell exactly what they are buying, as the cut
will show the style and general appearance of the
nv

First, then, we shall offer No. 142 Chestnut
Set, consisting of bedstead, bureau, commode,
four chairs, rocker, table and towel rack, makiug
This set has never
ten pieces complete, for $22.
been offered in the market at this price and will
be offered only for this month. We are overstocked in some of these goods and desire to
make a boom, and the only way to do that is in
Next we shall offer a perfect
quoting low prices.
Ash Set, with Hungarian ash panels, consisting
of the same number of pieces as the above set,
only very much superior in style and finish ; price
we quote for this month will be $30, regular price
on this set is $35, and wo positively will not sell
more than is ordered through the month of October, at this price. The next trade is No. 233,
wood top set of ten pieces, made in Birch and Maple, thoroughly well seasoned, and has piano polish finish, stained to imitate old, rich mahogany.
This is probably the handsomest set on our floors
at the price.
We shall make it for this month.
m next will be a set similar to the above,
No. 236, only very much larger, with larger glass
and more carving, which will be shown by the
photograph, and we are going to make the price
Our next bargain in chamber sets is No.
$52.
12G, solid black walnut, with best Italian marble tops, ten pieces complete, beveled mirror, French burl panels. This set we
shall sell through this month for $40. The five
sets, as described above, are prime goods for the
money, and we can assure every person interested
in house furnishing that they have never been ofset.

ered in this market

or

in any other market at any

such prices as we aie quoting, and we want to say
for them that we will pack and deliver to any
depot in the New England States, prepaying the
freight on them ; and sell them at the above prices
for cash or quarter of the amount down and the
balance $5 per month. These are sets that should
please most any one who wishes to furnish with
medium

priced goods.

we have lower priced goods and
higher priced goods. For instance, we can send
you photographs of cherry sets with best Italian

Of

course

marble tops from $40 up to $200 ; and walnut sets
with marble tops from $37.50 to $250; ash sets
all prices ; mahogany sets at all prices ; but we
have mentioned those five sets and given the num
bers as being the best trades that we have to offer
in chamber furniture, and we say again that it

even

quest of

SAMUEL THURSTON,
So. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.

dtf

CLOTHING.
BEST MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP

C. S. G0SSE/&.·

Newspaper Adv'ng Agency.

three months to come.
Plain excelsior, wool

top, husk an d curled hair
.mattresses at all prices; slat springs, woven wire
springs, Defiance springs, Bushnell springs, and
all kinds of spring beds known to the trade, at the
lowest possible prices. All orders through the mail
promptly attended to, and every letter answered
on the day it is received.
ilXVM

JL

Vf

JU ¥

lilil.

Λ1 JUVVXl·

Cor. Pearl and Middle Streets,
PORTLAND, ME.

raaylO

dtf

ELECTRIC LIGHTS ON THREE FLOOBS.

B. A. Atkinson k Co.
ISAAC C. ATKINSON, MANAGER.

dtf

oct8

p>vntef\s suppug

COMMERCIAL DRUMMERS

aug24

FEATHER
AT

by

Congressdtf

BEDS,

street-

Fine views made of the procession July fith, and
of the Drummers on their clam bake July 7th, for
sale at the studio of

OCt8

13

cod2w

WANTED—A

more

Protestant

strong, capable

WANTED—A

woman for general
no
Also oue for
for children, short distance in the country;
good wages. DR. GASSAWAY, Custom House,
6-1
l to 4 p. m.

competent
WANTED—A
housework;
washing.

J.
Jan24

private pupils by

W.

the

WANTED—Ladies;

something entirely new,

perfectly simple and easy, ladles ana yonng
in city or country can earn a good salary,
work sent by mail, distance no objection, no canvassing. Address, AID SUPPLY CO., No. 43
30-3
Eliot St., Boston, Mass.
girls

COLCOBD,
dtf

CΛ

\

I

nouse

general housework.

WANTED—Girl
Enquire H. T. PLUMMER,

Newbury

205

PHOTOGRAPHER,
J'y'-»

THE EVENING

dtt_

EXPRESS"

Fitting and Making,

BKS8 CUTTING,
135 FREE ST.

0-1

R

want the

D—KverybodjUtnows they
best quality and styro of Boots they
ACA
If

get

can

them at my store, while few are aware that we
have the same quality in misfits, broken lots and
single pairs for naif price. M. G. PALMER, 541
5-1
Congress St.
TO

LET.

RENT—Two story frame house No. 67
Winter Street, near
Street : said house
is arranged fcr two families and has just been
and papered: posession given immediato0-1
y. B. SHAW, 48Va Exchange St.

FOR

Spring

fiainted

High
is
FOR
ready for occupancy ; portion of
rented to
wishes to remain:
good tenant
RENT—House No. 219

St. is

same

a

wno
twelve
rooms.

a

communication from the

Pastor of the

subject of

Congress Square church,

on

the

BENJAMIN

contains
SHAW, 48Vz Exchange St.

house

9-i

LET—Rents, easterly end of city, 7 rooms,
$14.00, with Sebago, and two more'Nov. 1st,
same number of rooms and price.
Also, in westerly end, two rents, 7 and 8 rooms, govd conveniences: one centrally located, 9 rooms.
8-1
N. S. GARDINER, 40 Exchange St.
LET—A

rent of six

TO 29 North St.pleasant
Enquire

ForeSt.,
house.

or

suuner

of

Labor, and Stndy.

Members of this Order will find the letter a subof interest to them. We have made
arrangements with some of the most
prominent men of
thought of our city to speak over their own signatures, from time to time,
through the columns of
the Express, to our citizens on
questions of public
and local interest.
The Express is delivered
to
any address for

oct9-d2t

ALL

GOODS LEFT AT

FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE,
13 Preble

On

or

Street,
before Oct. 1st,

are ready for delivery.
oct 8

eodlw

—

β-1

TO

LET—Up-stairs

IO

eight

rent of

75

rooms,

rent

GRIFFIN,

55 St.

LET A Tenement of 4 rooms at 104 Wilmot street. Inquire on the premises or J. C.
β-1
WOODMAN, lOSVii Exchange SÎ.

TO

mo

J.

KENT —A pleasant, smallish tenement
centrally located in good order. Enquire at
β-1
HOTEL.

the CITY

;
Gray
LET,—Brick house,
10 rooms, bath room, furnace, all modern
TOtains
No. 10

conveniences; large garden.
40 Exchange St.

N. S.

St.

con-

GARDINER,
5.1

BENT—Shop room at 489 Fore street
near Cross; 15xoo with or without power.
Will be vacated Nov. 1st. Apply on the PREM-

FOR

5-2

ISES;

BBNT-On Neal St. in a new house, a
tenement of 7 rooms witli Sebago water, bath
rooms ; steam heated ; having all the modern appliances and conveniences and a good exposure
to the sun
Apply to No. 221 New High St. 5-1

FOB

LET—House 29

Cushman street; newly

TO papered and painted, and

in first-class order.
4tf

Inquire at 81 State street.

BEN Γ—A first class rent of five rooms,
with furnace, hot water and bath room, on
High St. N. S. GARDINER, 40 Exchange St.
28-2

FOB

LET—Possession given October 1, house
State street.
Inquire of JOHN C.

TO 203

SMALL.

22 If

LOST AND FOUND.
black colt with a white spot on his
3 years old ; was
the premises
undersigned Monday
nlglit. Can be had by applying to WM. WILti-1
LIAMS, I'leasant Hill, Scarboro.
forehead between 2 and
FOUND—A
found
of the
on

evening a Shepherd pup, black
with tan breast and feef. Five dollars reward will be paid the party that leaves him at
6-2
THIS OFFICE.

LOST—Sunday
AHV

M

n«,i<

Store.
lilw·

LAUGHTON,

E.

SARAH

MISS

Τ Ε AC IIKR OF

—

ELOCUTIΟ rsj"
In all its brain-lies,

HOTEL.

FALMOUTH

Specialties: Voice-Training and Instruction

in

oct7dlin

Natural Reading.

LtUIUIftd
ON

—

ENGLISH LITERATURE.
Wednesday Afternoons at 4 o'clock, at Mrs.
Caswell's scliool rooms, 96 Park street, beginning
Wednesday, Nov. 3. irira. John A. Bellow·»
will give a series of 12 talks on KngliMh Poeiry,
illustrated by reading from the authors. Subjects
9prnner; :t, MhnkfHperiaa
1, Chaucer;
5, lyrical
4« Whaltenpere;
Dramatist»;
Poet*; β, VI il ton; 7, Pope, 4ûold»uiith and
WardNworthand
Coleridge;
9»
fovrprr; 8,
IO, Tenuyeon
•Shelley, hentH and Byron;
an<l Arnold; II, The Itronaingx; 19, The
Pre Bnpharlite PoetM. Course tickets 92.00.
PARK STREET, between 2 and 3
Apply Ht 90
o'clock p. m. on Wednesdays, before Nov. 1.
dtf
sep27
On

DIPIIKTAW SALES
—

AT—

TURNER BROS.

rooms.

In tha oorlv Qnrlnir

cahla mnfT·

a

Broken lot Centeineri and Harris' Seamless 3-button and Mosquutuiro Ki<ls, 7» cents, regular
price $1.20.
Broken lot Gent's Kids, $1.00,
regular price, $1.75.
Ladies' Fine Cashmere Gloves,
25 cents.
Ladies' Vests, 25 cents.
Special Bargains in Ladies' and
Children's tine Hoisery and Underwear.
Gent's Camels Hair Underwear,
$1.25. Very cheap.
One more lot of Black Satin
Bhadame, $1.00, worth $1.25.
24-inch Silk Plnsh in fancy colors, $1.50, usual price, $2.50.
Felting in all colors.
54-inch Dress Goods, reduced
from $1.25 to 75 cents.
One lot French Dress Goods, 50
ι*

is., re^umr uriuu,

Bridge

LOST—Between

SAISIS-A successful "Hatcher", of 200
chick eggs capacity, in good order ; also Brood~r, of 100 capacity; a "Common Sense" Incubator, 250 eggs capacity. Address C- K. DAL9-1
TON, Woodfords'. Me.

IjiOK

ha liK—A second hand boiler 7 feet
tubes, with steam
dome,
good order; can be seen in use at
MITCHELL'S Sheep Skin Shop, near Morrill's

FOR
long, 3 feet diameter, 53
in

0-1

Corner.

»%IiK-A Garland Oil Stove, 3 wicks,
extension top with four openings, oven, &c.,
suitable for the entire work of a family of six or
eight ; in perfect order. Price $12. cost $20.00
Call at 143 Pearl street, cor. Cumberland St. 0-1
8ALE.-A Fruit Store, Stock and Fixtures, with soda fountain; doing a good
business, located on one of the principalstreets in
the city and a thoroughfare ; low rent and good
stand. For particulars call on N. S. I.ARDINKK.
8-1
No. 40 Exchange St.

bull part Jersey and part Ayrold; weighs 800 pounds;
be seen at HOLLAND'S
8-1

roil SAJLK-One 52 inch
Expert Columbia, Price SSO.OO. One 04 inch
Expert Co'umbia, Price $75.00. Both are in gond
order and cost when new $130.00, so tliev are
bargains. One 4H inch, new Ideal bicycle, fSE.oo.
Also cliildrens' Tricycle at reduced prices. C. H.
LAMSON, sole agent for the Columbia and oilier
0—1
bicycles, 177 Middle street.
FOR

M.4I.G

—

Victor.

New

hand Bicycles. E. S. PENDEXT Eli. Agent, with
J. A. Merrill & Co., 23U .Middle Si.. Portiauc.

ν unit-

Odd lot Shetland Wool, 121-3
cents per skein. Worsted at half

price.

One lot Ladies' Cloaks, reduced
from $5.00 to $1.00.
Odd lot Children's Garments at
half price.
Headquarters for Seal Plush
Cloaks.

488 & 490 CONGRESS ST.
<ltf

0C7

CRASH.

mav

Prides
and the City, a
calfskin pocket book containing a small sum
of money and naturalization papers. The Under
will be rewarded by leaving at this office.
6-1

φΐ.υυ.

tity limited.

JLà
liave been left at some store or City Hall.
The finder will be rewarded by leaving at J.
6-1
H. LAMSON'S, Temple St.

10

yards for 50

10

yards Scotch for 65c.

10

yards Russia for 65c.

10

yards Plaids for 65c.

cents.

IIINES BROTHERS.
PORTLAND RAILRCAO.
CONGRESS STREET STATION KUUTE·
On and after MONDAY, June iMh, car·
connecting with iVlaine Central Kailroad
outward train* will leave as follow»:
Leave
Leave
Connec"»g with
Boston Steamers, Post Office trains I saving ConFranklin Wharf,
gress St. Station at
Α. Μ.
6.15

Α. Μ.

P.

A. 1*.

6.20
7.50
8.00
P. M.
12.00
12.10

7.46
M.

6.49
8.25)
P. M.

12.38
12.43
12.48

4.40
5.19
5.24
Cars will connect with all inward trains excepting the Night Pullman.
E. A. NEWMAN, (ien'l Manager.
je28<ltf

CARPET BEATING ROOMS
—

AT

—

Foster's Fores! City Dye House,
13 FKEBLEST.

lyCarpcts beaten

or

washed at short notice.

eod2w

oct8

0-1
»OR mai.e

i will

FARM
great bargain to any
chase withiu the next slxly days.
address

call onor
Gorharo, Maine.

sell my farm at

a

wishing
K01

to pur
particulars

HOWAKb COITuN. West
*icted&wlw-

WA1.K—House situated in the pleasantest part of the city ; sun all day, House conrooms, bath, Sebago, etc. Large lot with
12
tains
fruit trees; will be sold low. Apply at 323
5-2
SPRING STREET, or 1'. O. BOX 1170.

FOK

SAI.K—Two hacks, a sleigh hack and
wheel liack, one set harness and one horse,
with the good will of a lirst class business. Apply
to AMOS MESEItV'E. Custom House, or Bliss
Walker, Brown's stable, Federal street.

FOR

SAMt

—

Centrally located, desirable

boarding bouse, doiug flue cash business;
FOR
15 well furnished rooms; nice dining room; will
a

FOSTER'S

Address, 14 FKEDEKICK ST.,

or STOCKBRIDGE'S
oct5

JABEZ TRUE, 394,
JOHN W. SMITH, store opposite

LET—House No. 404 Cumberland street;
has all modern conveniences, and is in nice
order. Inquire of GEO. F. JUNK1NS, 30 Exr~*
change Street.

Τ

Singing.

of

Teacher

TO

in 111

Knights

MBS. ADA GARY SIURGIS,

now
now

rare

REV. HENRY BLANCHARD,

ciety. 4N

rAKLUIf

American Champion, Challenge, Safety and
MONDAY BUVCI.K*
Ideal Bicycle; also
bargain in second-

Will publish

voice, body or uiiud. Courses for SpeakTeachers, Professionals, and members of Sohour·* « week. Work adapted in kind
and amount to individual needs, aim and opportunity. Classes for those out of town, graduates
of other schools, etc. Library; Loan Fund; Degree of A. M. to A. B.'s. Open* October 7.
Call lO-l. For Catalogues, etc., address
S. S. CURRY, Ph. D., Frbkman Place,
(15Vi Beacon Street), Boston.
Course of Readings by leading efocononists will
open with the School for beuent of Endowment
seplSeod&w 1 m
Fund.
lioa.

ers.

—

D

Portlind^·.

6-1

miSUEliLAH KûliS.

perfectly
STABLE.

Street
Congress
°

L. Sawyer, 537 Congress St.,

SCHOOL OF EIPRMÏ SSSf'SSSZ

5-1

St.

HAJLJB—A

514

Hlraographf.
Pupils thoroughly instructed in shorthand and
and
eveniug sesslous.
type-writing. Day
Send for circular.
Portland .School of

steady Protestant, girl
work at 243, Brackett

WANTED—Capable,
for general

shire; two years
FOR
kind. Can

subscriber,

143 PEARL STREET.

C t,

nurse

FOB MLK-Λ nice stylish black
C years old, sound
cheap as owner has 110 use
EXCHANGE 8T.
8-1

eodSm

Given to

d&w2w

EDUCATIONAL·

American girl or woman to do second
work and have some care of an elderly lady;
must be well recommended. Call between 9
and 11 in the forenoon, at No. 17 DEERING
6-1
STREET.

and
;
for him. Apply -10

PORTLAND.

ICAL STUDIES

steam,

FBEBLE ST.

9-2

experienced rubbershoe makers (girls) at Para Rubber Shoe
Co's works, South Framingham ; will also take
several girls to learn the business ; steady employment the yaar round and good prices. Apply
personally or by letter to J. D. THOMAS, Supt.
So. Framingham, Mass.
Sep30d2w
few

HOK.HE
horse; 16 hands high,
kind will be sold

H H HAY & SON

INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH AND CLASS-

—

English Round Hats. Foster's Forest City Dye House,
NO. 10 ELM STREET.

BOX 96,

FOR

ATTENTION !

WHOLESALE $ RETAIL

Lancaster Building,
my22

St.

ferences if required. Address R.,
chanic Falls Me.

FOR

—AND—

25 Cents per Month.

y

2 62 MIDDLE

470

a
re-

as

FOR HALE.

Open Every Evening.

ject

may be depended upon and i'al
prices guaranteed.
■

housekeeper, by
WANTED—Situation
lady of experience in household affairs;
Me-

BICYCLKH

ΛΤΪΤ·: r "X^TANT
ΙΑ·;: j. > s s or
THIS J'A ;· ΙϋΚ and
have it <m <ϋυ at our
offlw. Should you desire
to advertise in any panera.
It will pay you tc write us
for au est iniate. State how
much, how long, and where
you want to advertise. For
ten cents we will send
complete directory of
Americau newspapers,
together with much
valuable information
for advertisers. .ESTIMATES FREE.

ager, Richmond, de.

Mi^s. A.

FEMALE HELP.

a

Fig-

First Quality Custom and Ready
made

sep29<12w

Boston.

chamber set to
or come and see these
if they do not want to use the set for

will pay any person in
write for Iphotographs

eodly

WE

au β

Particulars,

to do

[ WHOLESALE.1
ap21

A

;

more

St.

KOL1EB,
and our Stop Roller Is Standard·
Dealer
for
them, take no other.
your

Also a Second-Hand CONCERT GRAND at a Low
ure, if sold at once.

—

dlw

Every

GENUINE

THURSTON'S.

renovated

assortment of

Rests Go With
stove.

Leg

Nat and

Pipe,

WE MAKE TILE ONLY

Ό

Also an

Our Ranges are complete In every respect. Botprices are assured. We will sell any ot the
above for cash or on liberal credit, as desired, but
especially request intending buyers to call early,
as we can guarantee more prompt shipment.
tom

TRADE PROCESSION

UPHOLSTERY GOODS,

PIANO !

ex-

BONNETS !

First National, Kecord, Groveland, Frankfort, Blossom, Bud,
Art Bossmore, Low, Art Tile
Stoves, Bowdoin, Solace, New
Octagon, t omfort, The Nation,
Peninsular, and a host of others.

84 Hawley 8U, Boston, Bass.

—MANUFACTURERS OF

City Dye House,

The pbpve is a eut of our National Parlor, and
we believe is the handsomest Parlor Stove put upon the market this year. It is made in three sizes,
and is now In stock in our building. Do not purchase until you have seen this stove and get our
price. Besides the above we shall have in stock
and at our botom prices the

eodlm

AGENTS.

COM BROS. & GO.

CHICKERING
A GREAT BARGAIN.

Stoves and Ranges.

$784,056.85

HASKELL & MES,

—

MILLINERY.

OC8

60,840.71
2,343.66
384,302.37

Losses Paid s'ncB Organization,
$13,505,777.00
MORSE &~PINKHAM,

dim

13 PREBLE STREET.
eodlw

hibit

$336,570.11

WANTED.

young men and 5 more young ladies for
positions in telegraph offices at salaries per
week, when learned, at from §15 to $35. Permanent positions assured. Send at once for full
enclosing stamp to BOSTON TELGRAPH INSTITUTE, 258 Washington St.,

6

LIABILITIES.

Liabilities

5-4

Wanted.

PARLOR AND CHAMBER

minister's

C. T. LITTLE»

MADAM

few good men to act as solicitors for Gen.
John A. Logan's book, "The Great Conspiracy"; men who mean business and want work on
the leading book of the season, should apply for
terms and territory to B. W. GOW ELL, State Man-

Test and Business Medium, lias returned from
her vacation, and can again be found in her
parlors in Eagle Hotel, Middle St., corner of India.
Office hours. 9 to 12 a. m., 2 to 5 and 7 to 10 p. m.
13-5

$784,056.86

Reserve for Losses under Adjustment
Unclaimed Dividends
Surplus a· lo Policy Holder·....

Ο.—Lady

rubber undergarment
wife sold 13 first hour.
Box 443. Chicago, 111.

people of Portland to know
WANTED—The
that MRS. SNOW\ Magnetic Physician,

MUJLiJLA »

Reserve for Re

Special

F

sep28-6

WANTED—All

actually clear $20
new patent

agents
WANT
daily with my wonderful entirely
A
for females.

to know

orders for collecting city offal
to be left at our office after this date.
TeleM.
980.
G.
STAN
WOOD & CO., 261 and
phone
265 Commercial St.
3-8

Τ

Total

AGENT4 WANTED.

WANTED—Horses

goods

$784,056.83.

value
S270.774.0C
Bank and other Stocks, market value, 128,148.7fî
Bills Receivable for Marine Premiums
and Book Accounts due Company.. 133,577.52

and pressed ready for wear,

Forest

1886.

Government, and other Bonds, market

FREE !

DYED DR CLEANSED WHOLE,
AT

January 1,

ASSETS

LITTLE USED.

Ladies' and gents' garments cleansed or colored
Blankets cleansed and
without being ripped.
made soft as new. Kid gloves cleansed or colored.
Hats and bonnets bleached or colored and pressed j
in the latest styles. Feathers dyed, cleansed and I
curled. Carpets cleansed.
Mattresses cleansed I

—

S375.000,

CASH CAPITAL,

would

to board; a few horses
would be taken to board by the subscriber,
at reasonable rates, with good care and accommodations. B. G.COBURN, Box 175, Gorham, Me.

cum

R. H. Stearns & Co.

on a

β—l

that J. D.
Organ tuner has a
Station opposite Preble
slate at Horse
House. P. O. address Deering Maine. Recap2·.) 4
ping piano hammers a specialty.

depot.

INVITED.

reliable and experienced man
one that can do milking
Call at 4G7
care
stock.
and understands
6-1
CONGRESS STREET. Portland.
to work
farm ;
WANTED—A
the
of

required.

seventeen years old

public
WANTED—The
CHENEY, Piano and
R. R.

Freight in Prepaid

MAINE.

EXPRESSAGE

100 Doses One Dollar

j

Ο κ SALE—Sheet music, music books, musie
rolls, at CHANDLER'S MUSIC STORE, 431
11-1
Congress street, (Farrington Block.)

STREET

UNION

Sarsaparilla

aprl-dly

—

LACES.

sep30

Sold

Mass.

WANTED—Lady,

active

HVIASON'S

his

by all druggists. $1 ; six for §5. Prepared
only by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell,

and intelligent to
represent, in her own locality, an οία iirm.
Permanent position and
References required.
good salary. E. J. JOHNSON, Manager, 16 Baroctlld4w
clay St., Ν. Y.

NATURE'S
REMEDY.

GARMENTS

He has left off the shade
I feel that if it had not been for
eyes so long.
Ilood's Sarsaparilla my child would have been
blind. I cannot find words to praise it enough.
My boy is now six years old, and in general
health is now better than he has ever been in his
life before. Every word here is true." Mrs. A.
W. Leonard, Middleboro, Mass.
wore over

IN

9 EXCHANGE ST.

see AS WELL AS HE EVER DII).

which he

r«

us

turn and get §2.60, as we are now selling them at
$10, and are going to use them as we would like
to be used. IK A F. CLARK, 482 Congress Street.
11-2

to do general
References reGorham, Me. 11-1

left eye began to be affected, and I
blind.
I bought a i and made over.
thought he would be
bottle of Hood's Sarsaparilla just for a trial.
Hgp-Uoods for dyeing or cleansing sent
What was my surpaise, before the bottle was all
press will receive prompt attention.
gone, his lace had all healed up, and he could
sep21
open his eye just a little bit, something he had
He continued to take
not done for four months.
it, and I am happy to say can howhis

tliat nave pir-

11

capable girl
housework in the country.
WANTED-A

from which even

a

Street.

liave

Dreaecs of AH

ES SOULE S PILLS) BILIOUS

Scrofula in the

!

DRESS

"
$1.00.
Damask, 2

Style*—We
persons
—chased the $18 double breasted blue suits
WAÏVTE1>—The
LADIES
on hand the largest line of Print Wrappers to
of
to $5.00.
from 40 cents
during the past two weeks at 12.50, to
in

f Strictly Vegetable. Composed

In this citv. Oct. 8. Marv Aim. wife of Auuustine uanion, ageci 44 years.
lu Fryeburg, Oct. 8 Edward Preble Lam son,
aged 78 years 8 months,—formerly of Conway.
in Bridgton, Oct. 7, William Biley, aged 75
years G months.
In Georgetown, Oct. 9, Mrs. Eleanor Moore,
aged 100 years 5 days.
In Bath, Oct. 8, Clarence L., son of Charles W.
and Mary C. Triggs, aged 13 months.
In Pownal, Oct. 3. David Pulsifer, aged 86 years
In East Oxford; Sept. 14, Ann WM wife of Chas.
Downing, aged 60 years 6 months.
In Denmark, Sept. 27, Henry Hartford, aged
64 years.
in Steep Falls, Sept. 29, Parker Jenness, aged
81 years.

Milliners Solicited.

of

satisfactory

DEATHS.

;

RIBBONS.

at 88c.

14

In Livermore Falls. Oct. 6, by Kev. E. 8. Small,
Wendell A. Baker of Port land and Miss Delia M.
Mussey of Livermore Falls.
In North Conway. Sept. 30, Dr. Win. L. Haskell
of Bridgton and Miss Agnes M. Little of Waterford.
Ill East Livermore. Sept. 30, Jos. H. Crockett
and Miss G. Ella Coolidge.
In Saco, Oct. 3, Jolm Edgecomb and Mrs. A. M.
H. Borter.
In Norway, Sept. 30, W. C. Dunn and Agnes G.
Morton.
In West Paris, Oct. 6, Will. A. Hatt of Littleton, Ν. II., and Cora E. Stevens of Paris.

IN

$1.00.
5 pieces Barnsly Cream Table Damask, 72 inches wide, at $1.25.
This make of Damask bleaches by being washed a few times and
proves the best wearing goods used.
ΙΟ pieces Bleached German Table Damask, 60 inches wide at 65c.

of the

ι

—

at

our most

:

IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE DEALERS

~~

MARR1ACES.

Hood's

Correspondence Solicited.

quality.

-----

2

—

ART EMBROIDERY MATERIALS.

—

—

12

IN

mai.κ πει,ρ.

learn a trade or work at
some steady employment ; can furnish
good refer*
ences.
Address Y, Press Office.
5-1

IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE DEALERS

SO pieces Turkey Red Table Damask 62 inches wide, at 39 cents,
worth 75 cents, warranted Cast color?.
50 pieces All Linen Twilled Crash util 2 1-2 cts.; our regular 15 cent

Those who contemplate purchasing their
fall and winter's supply of flour should not
fail to read 'ïeo. C. Shaw & Co.'s advertisement.
Their prices are the lowest ever
known.

Then

—

Attention

Horse Educating.

After

IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE DEALERS

dit

_

been requested by a number of
gentlemen tQ form a privata elaeu end tcach
my humane method of educating colts and
unruly horses, I will give instructions at
Knell's shoeing shop, Preble street, Monday
and Tuesday, Oct. 11 and 12, at 7.30 p. m.
The shop will be clean, warm, lighted and
seats provided.
The notorious Mayberry
mare, that successfully fought out Prof.
Gleason and all of his assistants and ropes,
for five consecutive days, will be there, with
other unruly horses, and I will handle them
all with nothing but bridle and reins, without whirling, throwing or fettering, and give
full explanations to all present. Price of admission, one dollar, and eacli one present
will be presented with my book, which is the
most valuable work in existence on the education of the horse.
Prof. W. H. Sanborn.

The doctors said the

Cor. Tremont St. and Temple Place, Boston.

_

—

APP>y

we

We shall sell a lot of 32 inch Rain Umbrellas this
week at 75 cents, $1.00 and $1.25.
$1.25 Kid Gloves 75 cents.
Toilet Soaps at very low prices at

octll

BOSTON, MASS.

aug28eod2m

kinds which

—

AVENUE,

380 ATLANTIC

Umbrellas, 32 Inch.

RINES

BY

Be Rogers Maiming Co.,

LINEN NAPKINS.
We have 100

shall sell

PREPARED

cook.
References
211 State street.

boy
\\ΓANTED—A
τ ?
like a chance to

NAtE—General Variety Store, "βΜηκ

OK

canvassers.

WANTED—A

—

A sure relief for Distress after Eating; will rein a few days ; contains all tlie
store Lost
elements of digestion in an elegant and palatable
form; Convalescents from Fever or other sickness
will find in this an invaluable companion; Aged
People in a debilitated condition will find this a
mila Tonic and gentle Stimulant ;
purely vegetable in its composition and prepared with the finest
California Angelica Wine, it is the best Tonic in
the market.
Do not confound the Tonic wit)î ''Bitters", but
remember it is a regular prescription, scientifically prepared, and placed within tne reach of all.

DHANt'K*.

light groceries, cigars, tobacco, &c., goou
is a
room lu rear; rent. flZjjer month.This
No. 33»
rare chance.
Apply to wOODVVAKD,
•l'1
Mass.
Washington street, Boston,

good

few

WANTED-A

Sewing Machine

Appetite

Having

Union

as agent of the Union Mutual, expired April
Mr. Blau16,1885, when his agency closed.
velt was the company's New York agent for
handled
some twenty years, and at one time
He owes the
a large amount of business.
company nothing except two smali loans on
a couple of polici ;s, and two
mortgages for
small amounts—all amply tecured. On open
account, tiie company is indebted to Mr.
Blauvelt for several hundred dollars, for
commissions due him and not_yet paid.

2

..

Mutual.
A despatch was receiyed in this city Saturday morning front New York, saying that Mr
James H. Blauvelt, agent of the Portland
Mutual Life Insurance Company, had become financially embarrassed and disapIn regard to
Blauvelt, Presipeared.
dent DeWitt of the Union Mutual, stated
that he knew nothing of his disappearance
The missing man's contract
or movements.

1

Convulsions
Croup
Diphtheria
General debility
Old age
:

tjie

the

Rate.

piANVANNERi
KJ and reliable

F

Apply at No. 5 Free street Bh»ek, Portland, Me.
Wheeler & Wilson Man'g Company.
CHAS.
7-1
CROCKETT, Manager,

Used with Great Success by Many of
sold less than
the Most Eminent Physicians
$2.00,
in New England.

never

CI. ». ALI.KV
dtl

HtNIHEM
WANTED —Two first-class
None but those who
can furnish the most approved references need
apply. Two or more years experience will be re7-1
quired. RINES BROTHERS.

SALESMEN
dry goods salesmen.

RHADAMES.

COLORED VELVETS.
50 pieces 17

NOTES.
now

WANTED—I

Condition of the Stomach.

pieces 24 inch
$1.69 per yard. wide,

at

tage.

Cornish Vocal Union.
The third annual convention of this association began its session in Cornish Tuesday'
October 5th. During the first two days the
time was occupied by rehearsal three times a
day under the able leadership of Dr. John
Wedgewood. Thursday afternoon a matinee
was given, and in the evening a fine concert.
The large chorus was better balanced than
in former years, and rendered its various sea
most satisfactory manner,
lections in
showing careful study and training. One
only regretted that Dr. Wedgewood's fine
Miss Belle
voice was not heard with thein.
Bartlett of Portland sang a solo, and a duet
with Mrs. Flint of Cornish. Miss Bartlett
is a favorite and was cordially received. Unfortunately she had a severe cold, and several numbers were in consequence changed,
Mrs. Flint has a sweet contralto voioe and
lier townspeoher enunciation is perfect.
ple are Justly proud of her voice and method
Mr. George Thomas of Portland sang several
old time favorites in his inimitable manner
and was enthusiastically applauded. Miss
Lilah Waterhouse of Newfield sang a beautiful ballad, "One Step More," learned during convalescence from a long and severe illness while a missionary at Conception, Chili.
At the matinee, Friday, Messrs. Coy le and
Stockbridge, from Portland, were additional
attractions.
The
convention closed Friday evening
with a grand
concert.
All the soloists
appeared, and the chorus sang finely. The
house was crowded with an enthusiastic
audience, who manifested their appreciation
by frequent encores. One 6f the most pleasing features of all the entertainments was
the playing of Miss Rose WedgewoM of
Cornish. She has rare talent, and a remarkably, firm touch. The weather was perfect
week.
throughout
with

10

■Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
f- Ο. H III.KV.
marié

would pay a fair sum !o exchange D 35 and 30 Stockbriage Course
for better seats. BOX 1118.
8.

100 pieces of Silk Plush in
all the
60 pieces l£5 inch Silk
fancy shades.
FOK
Plush
$I.OO per yard.
25 pieces Ιβ inch Silk
Plush
$1.25
15 pieces 24 inch Silk
per
Plush $1.50 per yard. Dyspepsia, Indigestion, and all DisorAll the above named
yard.
are 50 cents
than last season.
per yard less ders Resulting from an Abnormal

BLACK

F. o. BAILEY & CO.
lartioneers ;in<I Commission Mmhants

represent

popularlregenerative

a

gas lamp; equals electric light; invention new
and meets with general favor all over the United
States. Address the Wasseriuan Reg. Gas Lamp
8-4
Co., No. 1005 Arch st., Philadelphia, Pa.

(ANGELICA TONIC).

BARGAINS TO BE SHOWN THIS WEEK.

The brief Season of opera was brought to
a close Saturday, when the Ideals appeared
in "Victor" at the matinee, aud "Martha" in
the evening.
Two large and appreciative
audiences were present, and expressed their

A. F. Fitch, Naples ; A. H. Marion, New
York ; W. D. Simmons, D. R. Bickford, M.
H. lluid, Boston; N. A. Trafton, Norway;
H. Haluny, New York; J. S. Hobbs, Augusta; G. Morgan and daughter, Fryeburg; Ira
T. Drew and wife. Alfred ; W. D. Cochran,
New York; J. G. Beckett, Calais,
were
among the guests at the United States Hotel

Conrfection

TONIQUE

BROTHERS.

—

pleasure by frequent applause.
Of the matinee performance, when "Victor" was presented, it is sufficient to say that
the opera received a much warmer reception
than on Wednesday night. A second hearing revealed its beauties more thoroughly to
its hearers than a first one, and the lovely
waltz, "L'Esperance"—wliich, as arranged
by Waldteufel, Grimmer's orchestra is giving
nightly at Portland Tlieatre—was heartHy

WANTED—An
the manufacturers of

Silks, Velvets and Plushes.ANGELIQUE!

VtCTOB AND MAKTHA.

ning.

No

RINES

The new sensational tnelo-drama, "A
Great Wrong Righted," which will he given
at the theatre tonight, shows Mr. John A.
Stevens, its author, in the character of the
impulsive son of a headstrong father, who
turns him out of doors for a fancied crime,
and the son later on, arrested for a murder
he supposes his father to have comm itted
keeps silent and is transported for life. After a series of adventures his innocence Is
proven, and he returns home to turn out an
imposter, who in the meantime has assumed
his position, his mother being blind and unable t'l detect the client. The play is a strong
one, and mounted with some exceedingly
handsome scenery.

visit.
Mr. F. M. Sennett, formerly of this
city
and lately of the Worcester Daily
News, is
nfrw located at West Gardiner, Mass.
Mr. Brownson, local editor of the Advertiser, is confined to the house by an attack of
slow fever.
The friends of Ex-Assistant Postmaster
Frank C. Emery will be glad to hear that he
îs much improved in health.
Mr. William Heury Clifford, will go to
Boston next Friday night, and enliven the
Democratic rally with reminiscences of the
late campaign in Maine.
Mr. Webber, the Westport postmaster,
was brought up in the Circuit Court Saturday and sentenced to one day's imprisonment and 8200 fine.
Hon. Thomas B. Reed and Hon. Amos L.
Allen, will address the citizens of Rochester,
Ν. H., at Hayes' Opera Honse this eve-

auction SALES.

WANTED.

WKW
active

Mr. J. M. S.

MONDAY MORNING, OCT. 11.

MISCKLLANEOUt).

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

cive a family a fine living and clear $1200
easy investigate this. Address "P. 142,"
Office, Boston, Mass.

a

year

Herald
30-3

OK N.ii,K-Or lease, grain mill, with trade
of $75,000 pel year ; buildings, machinery,
engine, boiler, etc.. all good; power and buildings
mav be used for other business if desired;
price
$8000 ; easy terms. Address "GRAIN MILL,"
sep7-8
box 1239, Boston.
NÂLG Owner leaving the country will
sacrifice for $400, Boarding and Lodging
furnished
House in flourishing city near Boston ;
complete, and paying $200 per month clear, year
round; always full; low rent; good location: never
changed bauds ; Investigate. Address J, w. FER13-12
GUliSON 2nd, Lynn, Mass.

FUR

—

Dutch

Bulbs !

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, Nar.
cissus Lilies, etc.
Send for Catalogue.

KENDALL
sep30

&

WHITNEY.
U2w

GOLD WATCHES!

offer in GOLD WATCHES. It
are to buy soon it would
to call early.
pav
A large stock of Silver Watcnes you
always on liand,
at prices to suit the times.
Finger Riogs a specialty. Call and see my prices in the big snow
window of my new store, 177 MIDDLE STREET,
near the P. O.
octfdftw
C. H. LAMSON.

SPECIAL

MILLETT,

EVANS & CO.

formed a
undersigned, have this day
WE,Copartnership
under the Urin name oi Milof
the

le». Evans & Co., for the purpose
transacting
the retail Dry Goods business, and will occupy
Store 517 Congress St., (Méchante
C. T.

Oct. β, 1886.

EVANS,

H. EVANS.
oct8d3w

